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REGARDING TRANSFERS 
Local S e c r e t a r i e s p l e a s e r e m e m b e r t h e f o l l o w i n g rules when 
i s s u i n g o r a c c e p t i n g t r a n s f e r s : 
i. Before issuing a transfer note that 
the member wishing to transfer must be 
a member not'less than 6 months in good 
standing in your local. 
2. When issnirtg a transfer write 
across his name on his dues book the 
word. "Cancelled." the date and your 
(Secretary's) signature. 
3. Let the member write his name in 
his dues book and also in the space pro-
vided for this purpose in the margin of 
the traveling card. 
4. Before accepting a transfer let the 
transferred member sign his name and 
compare his signatures. 
5. On accepting a transfer issue to the 
member a new dues book and don't paste 
the dues stamps into his old cancelled 
Book. 
Named shoe* are frequently made in 
Non-Union factories 
DO NOT BUY ANY SHOE 
no matter what its name, unless it bear* a plain 
and readable impression of this UNION STAMP. 
All shoes without the UNION'. 
STAMP are always Non-Union 
Do not accept any excuse for absence of the UNION STAMP 
BOOT A N D SHOE WORKERS' UNION 
2 4 6 Summer Street, Boston, Mass. 
JOHN F. TOWN. Pr.: CHAS. L. BAINE. Stcy-T,**: 
PUBLISHED MONTHLY IN ENGLISH AND YIDDISH 
Vol. Hi. MARCH, 1912 No. 3 
The March of the Union Men 
By Hazelwood Scott 
March on to the front, with undaunted will, 
Ye grand kingly sons of hard toil; 
Think not of defeat, nor dream of retreat, 
T i l the schemes of despots ye foil. 
With shoulder to shoulder, in unbroken ranks, 
Bear down on those cowardly foes; 
Who forsooth feign to lead, yet with vampire greed 
Smite ye down, with relentless blows. 
Ye have sipped to the dregs adversity's cup, 
And tasted of dire failure's pain, 
While they gorged to the full, on your hard earned wage 
And pilfered your time for their gain. 
Then on to the front, with no halting in line 
From thraldom lift Labor's botved head:— 
Too long ye have cringed 'neath tyranny's yoke. 
Now teach them subjection instead. 
The breaks in the past make victory more sure, 
Hard lessons and fraught with sorrow, 
Bid each man anew, at his post to stand true 
And bide the dawn of a morrow, 
When no pilfering band will hold sway in our land, 
Nor triflers in fair justice seat — 
Will dare sneer at laws, or ignore a right cause 
And men on one platform must meet. 
Back on the pages, at birth of the ages, 
We trace where those monsters began, 
With inordinate pride for illicit gain 
The oppression of fellow-man, 
Till the cries of the poor reached Heaven's own throne. 
Because of the task-master's hand, 
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And monarch and host, with his arrogant boast, 
GocJ swept from the face of the land. 
* 
Your afflictions and woes, remember He knows, 
Nor spake he this mandate in vain; 
That deeds good or evil, whichever man sows 
Will yield him a harvest again/ 
Omnipotence still,,sways His sceptre at will, 
No barrier can impede His way. 
Then on to the fight,.'tis God and your right 
Ye must and ye shall win the day. 
Lessons of the Cleveland Strike 
FINANCING THE STRIKE 
By John A Dyche 
(Continued from January Number.) 
While at the beginning some of us were 
inclined to believe thai there would be no seri-
ous struggle in Cleveland, since our demands 
were such as were already obtained in New 
York, where 75% of the cloaks and suits are 
manufactured, and other cities, and that the 
Cleveland manufacturers will bow to the in-
evitable, yet the persistent rumors emanating 
from the Cleveland manufacturers that the 
New York leaders, intended to call a strike in 
the interest of the New York manufacturers 
pointed the other way. And we were aware 
that if the Cleveland employers chose to fight 
the struggle would be a severe one. 
In the editorial notes of the May issue of 
this "Journal" commenting upon the situation 
in Cleveland, we made the following remarks: 
"In that City, the second center of impor-
tance in our trade, wc have a small group of 
wealthy manufacturers, who have accumulated 
large fortunes from the unpaid labor of these 
employees. Conceited, arrogant and hypo-
critical, they have always been accustomed to 
see their individual employees cap in hand, 
and do not even allow a committee of their 
shop to deal with them. These gentlemen will 
not relinquish their present despotism in their 
shops and will not allow their people to deal 
with them' on a footing of equality without a 
fight To make this struggle short and de-
cisive we must create an adequate defense 
fund before we proceed to business.'* 
The clamor, however, of the Cleveland peo-
pie for a strike or rather tor preying their 
demands upon the Cleveland manufacturer* did 
not give us time to wait until we were enabled 
by our constitution to raise the Per Capita 
tax and provide the General Office with ade-
quate funds for a struggle with the manu-
facturers' association of Cleveland, should 
they prefer to fight. 
The General Office at the end of May had 
$40,000 saved from the Per Capita. We knew 
that if the Cleveland Manuacturers' Associa 
tion preferred to fight rather than settle peace-
fully, this amount would not be sufficient. 
Therefore, when we felt that the situation in 
Geveland was reaching a crisis and couM no-
be delayed much longer, we called, at the end 
of May, a.conference of the New York Locals 
and requested them to advance us 25*1 of their 
treasuries, which amounted to approximately 
$60,000. This sum, together with the H0.0M 
in the treasury of the General Office, we in-
tended to bring over to Cleveland so as w 
convince the employers of that city that « 
meant business, and thought that this may also 
serve as an inducement for them to yield 
without a struggle. At this conference-winch 
took place at Arlington Hall. May 28th. UIL 
we explained to the delegates the object of tt 
meeting and assured them that tins adv 
from their treasuries is only a raanoemi 
our part and that we undertake to returni i* 
monies advanced by them in case there » ^ * 
no strike. We would also return any poj 
which would remain in the hands of the < 
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cral Officers in case the strike should terminate 
before the funds in our possession were ex-
hausted. 
I will never forget the effect tl?at this con-
• ference had upon me. Instead of discussing 
the merits of the request of the General Office, 
the representatives of the locals for over three 
hours carried on a heated and acrimonious 
discussion pertaining to everything outside of 
the subject before them. It appeared that the 
members of the various committees present 
were determined not to let this grand oppor-
tunity slip by without ventilating their petty 
grudges and jealousies which one local had 
against the other. Every delegate present in-
sisted upon having the floor and whenever the 
chairman called such a member to order, and 
asked him to discuss the merits of the re-
quest of the General Office, his co-delegates 
threatened to withdraw unless they had full 
freedom of speech. At one time it appeared 
as if ihe conference would break up with-
out coming to any decision whatever. Finally, 
before leaving they hurriedly decided to re-
commend to their locals to grant to the Gen-
eral Office 16% of their treasuries. This con-
ference had a very depressing effect upon us 
and we felt that in this serious struggle with 
>uch powerful enemies of unionism, as the 
Cleveland manufacturers have proved them-
selves to be in the past, we were entirely de-
pendent upon the good will of the Local 
Executives, who it appeared had absolutely no 
sense of responsibility. The grudges which 
the Joint Board had against Local No. 17 was 
of greater importance than the question of 
equalizing conditions in the trade throughout 
the country. 
"Never mind, there is no need to be pessi-
mistic," said one of the executive members of 
Local No. 23, when we left Arlington Hall, 
"if they granted you $40,000 before a shot 
being fired and with the possibility of not 
having a fight at all in Cleveland, then you 
may rest assured that when the occasion arises, 
you will get all yon need." "It is only now," 
remarked another 'member, "when everything 
i ; quiet, when we are not positive whether 
the Cleveland Manufacturers will refuse our 
demands and there is a possibility of this 
fight being averje<Mhat the representatives of 
the Locals are inclined to take the matter 
easy and talk at random, but let the battle com-
mence in earnest and you will see what we 
will do." ft lo ::•:;• 
It took me. however, six weeks before I 
clkctcd the 16%'from the New York Locals 
as decided upon by the Conference. For in-
stance, the secretary of one Local could not 
get the money, because he found it difficult to 
get the signatures of the trustees, while the 
secretary of another local told me, confident-
ially, that rumors reached him to the effect 
that negotiations were pending with the Cleve-
land Manufacturers and he therefore thought 
it advisable to hold the money, so that he 
may save his local a few thousand dollars. 
At the end of July when the weekly strike 
expenses amounted to over $20,000, it became 
evident that the $80,000 which we had at our 
disposal would not be sufficient to continue 
the strike to a successful issue. The problem 
of raising the necessary funds then became 
the most difficult and serious we had to con-
front. Therefore, the International Officers, 
instead of devoting their entire time, and at-
tenaion to the strike had to divert their ener-
gies on ways and means of procuring funds 
to continue it, and had to spend most of our 
time traveling from place to place, or in the 
committee rooms of the various locals, usually 
in New York, to get the necessary funds to 
enable us to meet the expenses of continuing 
the strike. 
At the end of July, with the assistance of 
our attorney, Meyer London, after a thorough 
canvass of the X. Y. local executives, we 
succeeded in getting a grant of 25% more of 
their treasuries. Soon, however, it became 
apparent that we could not depend entirely 
upon the finances of our Local Unions, and we 
therefore proposed to our Locals to levy an 
assessment upon the members, but the Joint 
Roard would not listen to such a proposition. 
They claimed that it was so dull in the trade 
that it would be impossible to assess the mem-
bers. However, they were of the opinion that 
voluntary shop collections and appeals would 
bring better results than assessing the mem-
bers. In vain did we plead with the repre-
sentatives of the Locals that this method of 
financing the strike was a ruinous one ami 
that newspaper appeals for support would 
disclose our weakness to the manufacturers 
and the entire world and that we would be 
demoralizing our strikers and encouraging the 
employers. It appeared that our people who 
had been accustomed to conduct their strikes 
through frantic appeals to the newspapers for 
finances could not reverse their tactics just 
then. The "Forward** and other labor papers 
contained heart-rending appeals for the strik-
ers, their misery and suffering were depicted 
in glowing colors, and of course the manu-
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facturers felt elated and our people in Cleve-
land began to doubt as to the issue of the 
strike. As a matter of fact, out of the 
$350,000 spent, the shop collections or the so-
called 5% assessment levied on the earnings 
of the work people, amounted to $45,000. 
From our New York membership amounting 
to approximately 50,000, the Joint Boar-! ...| 
lected $45,000, about 8 cents per memUr iT 
the twenty weeka' strike. So after all. iu. 
howling appeals in the newspapers whi.l had 
the effect of demoralizing the striker- an.! 
couraging the Cleveland Manufacturer i„ .. 
tinue the strike, did not prove so su. ..„fu| 
(To be Continued.) 
Educational Campaign in the Middle West 
A MANUFACTURED PETITION AND A HEAP OF FALSEHOODS 
By A. Rosebury 
"Remember Cleveland!" These words are 
inscribed on the records of our International 
and Local Unions. 
Our members will never forget the heroic 
struggle waged by the garment workers of 
Cleveland for 20 weeks. They will ever re-
member the brutality and the persecution 
meted out to the strikers by hired guards, the 
dastardly acts perpetrated by them with the 
connivance of constituted authority and 
helped in their nefarious work by the police, 
and while remembering the struggle they will 
likewise recall its causes. They will recollect 
the bad conditions of labor, the long hours 
and the benevolent despotism exercised by the 
manufacturers. They will never forget the 
charitable cloak under which the manufac-
turers concealed their efforts to press their 
labor out of the employees and to deprive 
them of their liberty by means of loans and 
other so-called favors. But what is destined 
to l>e a permanent witness against the Cleve-
land Manufacturers is the fact that they re-
fused the repeated requests of the workers 
and their friends for arbitration. It will 
never fade from our memories that they met 
these requests by the familiar words used by 
all industrial despots on such occasions: 
"There is nothing to arbitrate." Such em-
ployers think themselves the sole arbiters of 
the lives and liberties of their work people 
and receive a rude shock wjben the employees 
have the temerity to ask for arbitration. 
Arbitration is still our watch word. The 
work people of Cleveland have returned to 
work under a sort of armistice, but they will 
never be satisfied until their grievances are 
adjusted by arbitration and until the principles 
contained in the New York protocol of peace 
are introduced in the ladies garment factories 
of Cleveland. 
To attain this end wc have been tnnij; ••• 
educate public opinion in the middle tti-iirn 
cities. A committee has since been un •'••.-
road interviewing labor, religious. social ;ltid 
other public bodies and enlisting their >>m 
pathies in favor of arbitration ami an nvh r 
standing with the workers. The cry t>.r ai 
bitration has penetrated far ami wide, mini 
the merchants, buyers and salesmen or -he 
cities around took it up. And now in Mi>»e 
cities only such articles of manufacture meet 
with the favor of buyers and customer-- which 
arc known to have been produced in factories 
submitting their differences with the empl<<>-
ees to arbitration. 
Here is a copy of a petition signed h> i 
number of retail houses of various cine* and 
forwarded to the Cleveland manufacturer--
TO THE CLOAK, SUIT AND SKIRT 
MANUFACTURERS* ASSOCIATION*. 
Cleveland, Ohio. 
Whereas Public Opinion in the city of 
Youngstown is strongly in favor of Arbitra-
tion as the best method of settling Industrial 
Disputes, and 
Whereas we share this general opinion and 
desire to use our influence and that ni »ui 
patrons in establishing the principle of ar-
bitration in the cloak, suit and skirt makers" 
industry of our State, as it has been ™ *w 
cessfully establishd in that industry in 
York and other states, and 
Whereas our patrons are petitioning w- i 
purchase Ladies' and Children'* ^ 
and Skirts in future only from firm* 
agree to confer and arbitrate with repn - ' 
lives of the Trade Union of that [mtasin 
We, the undersigned Merchants do fa 
petition the Cloak, Suit and Skirt Mano 
turers ot Cleveland to introduce the i 
\ 
. 
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pies of the New York "PROTOCOL" in the 
LADIES' GARMENT FACTORIES OF 
CLEVELAND, 
THE CENTRAL STORE CO., Signed by 
F. H. Ray, Vice-Pres. 
The Colleran Kane Co., by James Colleran, 
Mgr. 
The Fordyee-Osborne Co., by Geo. L. For-
dvee, Pres. 
The G. M. McKilney Co., by E. G. Miller, 
Gen. Mgr. 
The B. McManus Co., by M. McManus. 
The petition from Dunkirk, N. Y., is signed 
by the following houses: 
The Boston Store, M. Ballotin, Mgr. 
The Quality Store, J. Zublcoff, Prop. 
T. \V. Sidey, Est. and A. Gitlen. 
The Richmond-Kimball Dry Goods Co., B. 
Kahen, 225 Central Ave. 
National Credit Go . Co., Sitzer & Links. 
Similar petitions have been sent by many 
cities. 
Vet the Cleveland Manufacturers are not 
10 be outdone in their campaign of slander 
and falsehood. This they have been pursuing 
throughout the strike. But the wild rumors 
they arc busy in spreading are too fantastic to 
gain credence. Thus, the bogey of New York 
Cloak Manufacturers having entered into a 
secret agreement with the leaders of the 
Union to drive the trade from Cleveland to 
New York has been their only stock-in-trade 
Argument against arbitration. To this absurd 
allegation they still fondly cling in. the hope 
of convincing an enlightened public that re-
fuses to be gulled. 
Recently they have resorted to another 
doubtful expedient in the vain hope that it 
will enable them to dispense with arbitration 
and pursue their mediaeval methods of crush-
»i« out the spirit of resistance of their em-
pbyees. They have raised the cry of a "boy-
ot t being carried on against them. They 
"aw induced a few disloyal renegades and 
traitors among our own ranks to issueva pe-
iiiion denouncing the Union and its leaders 
ami they have even gone so far as.no discharge 
those of their employees who refused to sign 
'hi* 'locument of slander and falsehood 
How much this campaign of deliberate mis-
r«•presentation and perversion of the truth will 
help to prop them up against the perfectly 
IM«. reasonable and legitimate demands for 
ar
"itration, coming simultaneously from mer-
cha:its b u y«s , purchasers and employees, may 
'* «en from the withdrawal of the slanderous 
document alluded to circulated in behalf of 
the Cleveland manufacturers. Thus we glean 
from the local papers that the persons who 
have been circulating petitions filling more 
than three closely typewritten pages have given 
up their job in disgust. 
This petition, designed to counteract the 
educational campaign carried on by Miss Bar-
num and her assistants, was bound to fail, be-
cause it was replete with misrepresentations 
and statements utterly devoid of the truth. 
One of the men could not even secure em-
ployment after all his efforts to assist tht 
masters to keep his fellow workers enslaved. 
The document taken into newspaper offices was 
laughed to scorn by editors. It was altogether 
too inept a manoeuvre to set the minds of 
retail dealers against arbitration, or to make 
them believe that the manufacturers refusing 
to arbitrate are a very kindly, charitable set 
of gentlemen who treat their employees as if 
they were their children. 
Is Economy Wealth? 
W. J. Lampton, in New York Tribunt 
I'm a 50-cent shirtwaist. Yes, oh, yes! 
I'm a boon to the women who want to dress 
In the most inexpensive yet pleasing way 
And be fairly up on the style of the day. 
Pm a 50-cent shirtwaist. Yes, oh, yes! 
And the women, who spend the least on their 
dress. 
Go after me quick, and if I cost less 
They'd go for me quicker, and yet I confess 
I doubt if they stop for a minute to learn 
What I mean to the women and girls who must 
earn 
Their living by making my kind at a price 
Which means to the buyer the least sacrifice. 
They don't ever stop to think what I mean 
To workers whose minds and whose bodies 
are lean 
Because what I bring for their work is so small 
They're lucky to have any shirtwaist at all. 
Pm a 50-cent shirtwaist. Yes, oh, yes! 
But I mean a lot mere than merely cheap dress. 
Still the women don't care so long as the price 
Means only to them the least sacrifice. 
And as long as the buyers are satisfied, why 
Should a 50-cent shirtwaist put up a cry? 
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Editorial 
Although the decision of the General 
Executive Board, not to sanction a Gen-
eral Strike in the Waist and Dress trade 
in New York City, must have been a 
great disappointment to the membership 
of Local No. 25, we feel sure that now 
when the excitement aroused by the agi-
tation is over, the members will see the 
wisdom of the action of the General 
Executive Board. We felt that the vote 
was not large enough, nor unanimous 
enough, to convince us that the call for 
a strike would meet with the response 
necessary to make it a success. The 
to go to the polling places to cast their 
vote. In view of these facts they hat! 
no right to expect their Organization to 
show a greater anxiety than they them-
selves displayed in failing to attend t«< 
their grievances. To go through great 
suffering which is a part of every strike 
we must feel confident that when the 
battle is over, the workers have made 
a substantial improvement in their ivago 
and conditions. 
The aim was that these improvement-* 
should be established not in a compara-
dullness in the trade has been a great tively few shops but throughout the tra«lc 
factor in the conclusion arrived at. and that the workers should be .-o well 
organized as to enable us to go on mam-
i t is a very serious matter indeed to tattling conditions ant! wages without get 
call out thousands of people, the ma- ting involved in a. nasty skirmish ever 
jority of whom are young girls, and have other day, a skirmi>h which may ban 
them picket the shops in severe weather, rupt an employer, but is not elevatm; 
when the chances for success are not us. Carefully thinking over these tmugs 
overwhelming. We also found that we felt that we would gain by mov 
many members of the union did not take cautiously. The loud protest of 1 
the trouble to attend shop" meetings or years ago must not be repeated. 
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right and proper at that time perhaps, 
but now two years later, a wise method 
and much sound judgment is expected 
Although deciding against a General 
Strike, yet the General Executive Board 
is determined to see that the 50 hours 
l>er week becomes the prevailing standard 
of working hours in the ladies waist 
trade. Under the circumstances we felt 
that we could sooner gain our point by 
calling individual shop strikes and to 
negotiate with those manufacturers who 
are willing to meet us half way, than by 
calling upon all of the working people 
in the trade to leave their employment. 
Now that the strike excitement is over 
we believe that the officers and rank and 
file, of the members of Lical No. 25 will 
l«nt their shoulders to the wheel and be-
gin a systematic campaign for a thorough 
organization in their trade, and a recon-
struction of the present form of organiz-
ation so as to meet the wishes and needs 
of the work people in this complicated 
industry, and also to give the members 
of the union a better chance to take a 
more active interest in its affairs. 
It will not be amiss here to state that 
•'i the beginning of the campaign for a 
general strike we tried to enter into ne-
gotiations with the Waist Manufacturers 
donation and their reply was, "under 
no circumstances will we deal with the 
representatives of the union, or in any 
shape or manner recognize the organiza-
tion a,' our employees." No wonder 
then that some of our people were in-
clined to first call a strike and then enter 
into negotiations. 
* * * 
irom the returns of the vote sent out 
to our locals to decide the place of the 
next convention, it seems that the system 
°> referendum vote in our organization is 
a failure. The ballots were sent out the 
early part of January and by this time 
the majority of the members have not as 
yet replied. The number of members 
who participated in the voting is ridicu-
lously small. 
hi another month the call for the next 
convention will be issued and the locals 
will have to elect their delegates. It is 
important that the locals should begin at 
once to discuss such questions which" they 
are interested in having the convention 
decide and also see that their delegate? 
are sent with definite instructions or re-
commendations. Hitherto the delegates 
came to the conventions empty handed, 
without any resolutions or any proposals. 
Only in the last days of the convention 
they commenced to realize that they have 
to do something and all of a sudden a 
Hood of proposals began to pour into the 
hands of the resolution committee, with 
the result that the convention not being 
prepared to act upon them so suddenly. 
gave many ill-digested decisions. Laws 
and resolutions were passed which the 
General Executive Board found impossi 
hie to carry out and those carried out 
are at times detrimental to the interest 
of the Organization. Measures to pro-
vide for the guidance for such a large 
International Union as ours for the next 
two years, must be carefully thought 
out, and discussed before they are de-
cided upon. It is therefore of the utmost 
importance that locals should at once 
commence to discuss their needs so that 
they may be published in our Official 
Journal before the convention assemblcN 
and thus inform the members at large 
of the nature of the measures and the 
reforms proposed, giving sufficient time 
to think and discuss them intelligently. 
There is one point connected with the 
convention that is very important for the 
locals to bear in mind, namely: the 
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necessity of electing their business agents 
and paid officers as delegates, as far as 
this is possible, so as not to deprive the 
convention of the experience of their 
most able members. The member who is 
elected as a paid officer, we presume 
has been entrusted with the office for 
no other reason than that the members 
believe in his ability and trustworthiness 
He.should therefore not be kept away 
from such an important assembly. * 
. . . „ • , 
If the convention should be deprived 
of the services and advice of the men who 
have had the opportunity to be paid offi-
cers, who devote their entire time and 
attention to the needs of the members, 
then we can expect very little use and a 
great deal of harm from decisions which 
such a convention is likely to arrive at. 
Our members know that when they 
elect a walking delegate or business agent 
they cannot elect a new man who is in-
experienced and put him into that posi-
non. Precisely the same rule holds good 
in the selection of a delegate for 
a convention. Just remember this: if an 
experienced man is more valuable to his 
employer than an inexperienced one, then 
it is equally important to elect such dele-
gates who are able to frame your laws 
and from whose ranks the General Offi-
cers and managers will be selected. An 
Organization that has only raw material 
amongst those who are its leaders and 
executive officers, will find^ itself in a 
critical position when k serious occasion 
arises. 
The Constitution of most International 
Unions provides for the presence of the 
General Executive Board members at a 
convention, in case they are not elected 
as delegates. Our International Union, 
however, provides only for the President, 
General Secretary-Treasurer and First 
Vice-President. Under the circumstances 
we would strongly urge upon our locals 
to give the General Executive Board 
members an opportunity to be present at 
the next convention by electing them as 
delegates. They were elected at the pre-
vious convntion to be your Boar.! of Di-
rectors and managers and to decide all 
of the union problems for two years. It 
is therefore highly important that they 
should have an opportunity to appear be-
fore our highest body, so as to enable 
them to give an account of their steward-
ship. If the delegates to the convention 
disapprove of their action and do not 
like their stewardship they can elect 
others in their place, but under all cir-
cumstances it is necessary to give them 
an opportunity to be present and give an 
account of their action for the last two 
years. 
* * * 
The Cleveland manufacturers, through 
their official organ, the "Daily Trade 
Record", keep on assuring the public that 
the agitation which our committee is car-
rying on to influence the purchasing pub-
lic to purchase cloaks and suits from 
firms which recognize the Organization 
and arbitrate their differences with their 
employees, does not affect them. It so. 
why in heaven's name do they keep on 
talking about it? Why all this alarm. 
why coerce their employees to sign peti-
tions calling upon the Internationa! I n-
ion to call off the "boycott." Why dis-
charge those who refuse to sign, why 
keep on assuring the public that the 
strike is over, that it is a conspiracy of 
the New York leaders to drive the trade 
away from Cleveland to New York? 
Why keep discharging employees? Can 
these people make the public believe that 
a demand for arbitration is a conspiracy. 
It will not take long before the public 
will find out that the Cloak and Smt 
Manufacturers' Association of Cleve-
land is a conspiracy against all that « 
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fair and honorable, against every attempt 
on the part of labor to obtain a square 
deal from their employers. Laws in this 
country are alike both for the rich and 
powerful and the poor and helpless, the 
difference is only in their application. 
Witness the outrageous proceedings 
against the leaders of the Lawrence 
Strikers, who are held on a charge of 
being accessories to a murder. This is 
not an attempt to enforce the criminal 
laws of the country, but to serve the in-
terests of the woolen magnates of 
Lawrence. 
The End of a Troublesome Injunction 
By D. Cohen 
When the history of injunctions comes to 
be written, how much avoidable suffering, ex-
pense and even graft will their process reveal? 
The answer to this question is furnished by 
the records of the Cloakmakers' Union of 
Italtimorc, Local No. 4, part of whose history 
it lias formed for the last two and a half 
years. 
In October, 1909, the Cloakmakers of Bal-
timore, laboring under oppressive conditions, 
declared a general strike. The employers, be-
coming alarmed had formed an association. 
At first this association sought to effect a 
settlement for all the members composing it, 
proposing to establish a permanent board of 
arbitration and thus obviating the necessity of 
strikes. Our members, however, taught by 
past experience and being rather distrustful of 
the employers' promises, insisted on individ-
ually signed agreements supplementing the 
collective settlement and refused to recognize 
<>r deal with the association. 
Whereupon five of the employers, with the 
president of the association at their head ap-
plied for and were granted an injunction 
against the Union. This injunction was of a 
-weeping nature, utterly destructive of. Amer-
ican freedom and crippling their means of 
defending their interests. The injunction for-
bade the members to approach within 6 feet 
of the factories or to talk with the men at 
work there, or even with those who had any 
communications with them. I t meant, in short, 
preventing the union from carrying on a 
strike at all. A similar injunction was granted 
by Chief Justice Harland to 7 other em-
ployers and the way these injunctions affected 
the union might easily be imagined. 
As the shops involved were situated in the 
• enter of the city, the employers thus forti-
fied, sought to terrorize the loyal members 
of the union by causing wholesale arrests al-
most every day of the week. One day, the 
enormity of these arrests of innocent people 
appeared in its true color to Judge Loden of 
the Western police station which provoked 
him to remark to this effect to the employers 
preferring some trivial charges against the 
arrested: 
"Did an injunction aim at depriving people 
of life and liberty? Can it in any way be 
construed that people passing the shops in 
question were thereby rendered convicts and 
criminals?" 
"No," said the judge, "these people have a 
positive right to walk the streets and pass the 
shops as often as they wish, so long as they 
abstain from picketing and fighting. This 
scoring administered to the employers 
strengthened our bejief in our cause. 
Soon after this- three of our members were 
arrested on a charge of contempt of court 
arising from a fight between scabs and union 
men. The employers, as usual in such cases, 
arranged the imbroglio beforehand with law-
yers and witnesses complete. That the whole 
thing was a "frame up" subsequent events 
proved up to the hilt. Our attorney assured 
us that the charges against the accused mem-
bers were bound to collapse. In the case of 
one man we were able to prove an alibi, but 
the two others were sentenced to a term of 
six months in jail on merely circumstantial 
evidence. 
We were, however, not discouraged, but 
rather spurred on to greater action. We were 
quite prepared to fight this case of injustice 
and the supreme question of the moment was 
how to find the needed funds. Fortunately 
we succeeded in bringing together a confer-
ence of representatives from other labor 
unions- This conference went to work in 
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earnest and in quite a short time we raised 
$300.00. It was not all plain-sailing yet. A 
certain lawyer undertook to contest our cases 
upon this amount being handed to him and 
an understanding was arrived at whereby he 
was to charge $25 for a court case and $10 for 
a case at a police station. 
When the employers heard of our renewed 
energy they redoubled their efforts to hampei 
us at every step by causing fresh arrests. We 
were finally compelled to abandon the strike 
but not before we succeeded in getting our 
two brothers out of jail and in having the 
charges against our other indicted members 
squashed. 
Thus, when we thought that we were rid 
of these troubles, our attorney gave us an 
unexpected surprise by presenting a bill for 
$125, regardless of the $300 he held and 
despite the arrangement made. AH these un-
toward events taught us much experience and 
we emerged from this ordeal sadder but 
wiser men. 
We came to the conclusion that the first 
thing we must do is to have the injunction 
annulled and then proceed organizing afresh. 
We needed more funds to carry out this plan. 
Fortunately the International Union came to 
our assistance with the sum of $250. This 
and other sums which a few enthusiastic 
members advanced enabled us to secure the 
services of the great lawyer, Thomas J. Hays. 
A special meeting was held on February 3, 
1912, at 32 Union Square, New York City. 
President Rosenberg in chair, and all of 
the members of the Board present. 
A committee consisting of Brothers Abram 
& Lease, bearing credentials from Local No. 
65, Silk Waist Makers. Union of Philadelphia, 
informed the Board that the members of their 
local were locked out by the firm of Cohen & 
Flam ten weeks ago. The lock-out had to be 
given up for lack of funds, and its cost had 
drained thier treasury and put their local into 
debt. They have fourteen cases pending in 
court. One of their members, named Sadie 
Dworsky has been sentenced to the House of 
Correction for three months. This case must 
go before the Supreme Court in Scranton. 
They asked for financial assistance to cover 
law costs. 
After a thorough investigation Counselor 
Hays found that the injunction was <,„„, 
illegal and he accordingly made a motion -',., 
its absolute removal. 
A Encouraged by the hope of sceinu ii„, 
double-edged sword finally removed !>•.,,. 
dangling over our heads, we set to work omc 
more to collect funds. Thanks to the M.M 
pathy and solidarity of the labor unions ami 
socialist bodies we were enabled to meet our 
obligations in a few months. Evcntuall). 
after almost two years' weary waiting. G.im 
sellor Hays succeeded in annulling the m 
junction. What he did was to cite a lav. <>f 
Maryland, passed in 1908, that no corporate 
body may be arraigned for acts supposed t«. 
have been committed by any of its memlier\ 
every individual being responsible for his «.t 
her actions. It was on this ground that a 
judge of the circuit court dismissed the bill of 
the employers with costs, amounting to mn 
$700.00. 
Had we employed Mr. Hays from the IH 
ginning we might have been spared a «IKKI 
deal of money and anxiety and there W.MIM 
have been no room for the repeated sucking 
of our resources by unscrupulous .lawyer* 
However, "all's well that ends well" Our 
intention is to leave no stone unturned until 
our organization in Baltimore is brought up 
to the level of other locals elsewhere. We 
have suffered, but Unionism has lieen 
vindicated. 
Brothers Epstein and Jogal, representing; 
Local No. 10, Ladies' Garment Cutters Un-
ion of N. Y., requested the Board to take no 
action in the calling of a general strike in the 
ladies waist trade until after Tuesday next, 
when the question would be voted uppn '') 
the members of their organization. There 
are 42 houses where the conditions of the 
cutters are satisfactory, but the girls are un-
organized and the calling of a strike would 
jeopardize the position of the men in tho^e 
shops. 
Brothers Spivak & Weissberg, representing 
Local No. 25, appeared before the Board and 
stated that if a strike is not called in the 
Ladies' Waist trade. Local No. 25 "® ** 
face to face with many difficulties- Fort> 
shops have already signed agreements with 
the union with the omlerstanding that tHe 
General Executive Board in Session 
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conditions signed for shall hold good, pro-
viding the rest of the trade will comply with 
i lie same. The non-union shops have organ-
ized with the intention of going on a general 
strike. The Executive Board of Local No. 
2."> has now decided that in case the strike is 
not called, they will resign as a body. They 
also requested the Board in case they did not 
sanction the strike, to take over the business 
of Local No. 25. 
President Rosenberg called attention to the 
complaint of Local No. 68 that the New York 
officers do not permit their members to work 
in New York shops. Brothers Dubinsky, Feit 
and Dyche were appointed on a committee to 
visit the Joint Board that evening and to as-
certain why the officers refuse to allow the 
members of Local No. 68 to work in the 
Xcw York shops. 
Appeal read from Brother Alexander Bloch 
against the action of Local No. 10, refusing to 
pay him two month's salary to which he 
claimed to be entitled, having been discharged 
two months before the expiration of the 6 
months term for which he was elected. Up-
on motion, agreed that President Rosenberg, 
Vice-President Greenberger and General-Se-
crctary-Trcasurer be appointed on a committee 
to consult a counselor in this matter and to 
report to the next meeting of the Board. 
Appeal read from F. Wcidder, a member of 
Local No. 64, Buttonhole Makers of N. Y., 
protesting against the action of the local tak-
ing his name off the list of legally-nominated 
candidates for the office of financial secretary. 
President Rosenberg and General Secretary-
Treasurer were appointed on a committee to 
investigate the charges of this member and 
if found correct to order a new election. 
A death claim by the heirs of the deceased 
Brother T. Baldner of Local No. 9, was not 
granted on the ground that the member was 
in arrears over three months and was there-
fore not a good standing member. 
Upon motion agreed that Vice-President 
Amdur be elected on a committee to find out 
the cost of the court cases of Local No. 55 
and report to the Board and that not more 
than $250 be donated towards such expenses. 
Communication read from Local No. 34 re-
questing financial assistance of $100. Upon 
motion agreed not to grant this request. 
General Secretary-Treasurer informs the 
Board that last Wednesday, January 31st, the 
Xew York members of the Board decided 
not to sanction a General Strike in the waist 
trade of this city. Upon appeal of the Execu-
tive members of Local No. 25, President 
Rosenberg and himself agreed to call a meet-
ing of the entire Board to reconsider the de-
cision of the New York members of the 
Board. 
Upon motion agreed to reconsider the pre-
vious decision of the Board not to sanction 
a General Strike in the Ladies Waist trade. 
In favor of reconsideration: Dubinsky, Am-
dur, Mary Martin, Witashkin, Dyche. Against 
reconsideration: Rosenberg, Greenberger, Feit 
and Hcrtzhach. 
After a lengthy, discussion agreed not to 
sanction a General Strike in the Ladies' Waist 
Trade. 
Our Middle West and 
Canadian Locals 
ORGANIZER I. S. FEITS REPORT 
Since my appointment as organizer of the 
Middle West, I have visited the cities of To-
ronto, Toledo, Cincinnati, Pittsburgh and De-
troit. 
In Cincinnati I found that the Cloakmakers' 
Local No. 63 and the Presscrs, Local No. 98, 
are well organized. The members, however, 
lack aggressiveness and do not attend their 
meetings regularly. Local No. 85, Skirt 
Makers, have only a small percentage of the 
trade organized. This is due to the fact that 
most of the workers arc girls. If a woman 
organizer were sent there, aided by the girls 
already in the organization, she could succeed 
in perfecting the local. On the whole the 
ladies garment workers of this city are well 
organized and the union will be maintained 
as the members realize that they have been 
materially aided through it. 
Local No. 67. Goak makers and pressers of 
Toledo, is a strong organization. As the city 
has only two factories naturally all of the 
workers belong to the union. The skirt mak-
ers, cutters and finishers, however, are still 
unorganized, and here too. a woman organizer 
could do good work. Conditions have im-
proved noticeably, yet the members think that 
the International Union should insist on a 
closed shop and the signing of a written 
agreement. Personally, I think that the 
brothers in Toledo would be better advised to 
spend their time in organizing the unorgan-
ized craft rather than discussing what the 
International should or should not do. 
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Local No. 95, Detroit, has but a small num-
ber of the workers in the city. The Goak 
Makers are the only active members, the al-
teration hands and ladies' tailors being rather 
backward. They complain that the Interna-
tional Union did not try to materially aid in 
improving conditions, or in organizing the al-
teration hands employed in department stores; 
o0% of these are girls and they do not care 
to join the organization.' 
Local No. 90 of Buffalo, N. Y., has likewise 
only a small proportion of the workers. This 
is due to the fact that there being only a 
small number of employers, a member of the 
union if discriminated against is compelled to 
leave town in search of employment. Numer-
ous nationalities working in the trade also 
cause difficulties in organization. Neverthe-
less, with the assistance of Brother Madow, 
an experienced and active trade unionist, the 
union will eventually become a permanent 
institution. 
• 
Toronto has at present two locals, Local No 
14, Cloak Makers and Local No. 92, Pressors 
What impressed me most was the aggressive-
ness and enthusiasm of the members. Steps 
must, however, be taken to organize the Skirt 
Makers and_ Cutters. There being a permanent 
organizer in that city and with the assistance 
of an International officer,, this can be done 
There are continual disputes between the con 
servative arid radical elements, supporters and 
opponents of industrial unionism and social 
ism. I believe it would be good policy of 
the International Union and its organizers t<. 
call the attention of the members to the fact 
that our International Union is industrial!) 
organized, and there is therefore no need for 
heated debates on the subject. It should alv* 
be pointed out that pure and simple Socialism 
is of no immediate benefit to the workers to 
day while pure and simple unionism answer; 
a pressing economic need of every day life, 
and has a great value in training the workers 
to a true perception of socialism. 
CIVILIZED CLOTHES 
By Gertrude Barnum. 
One hot August day during a "World's 
Fair" in a great city, a group of little Igor-
rote savage boys dodged about among the 
trees in graceful play. Their main articles of 
wearing apparel were bows and arrows. Pres-
ently a stout lady in a trailing gown and 
tight "stays" came panting up their hill, with 
one hand clutching her train and the other 
alternately wiping the perspiration from un-
der a high-boned collar and straightening a 
huge, heavy, wabbly "picture hat" 
As she caught sight of the naked little boys, 
she cried, "How shocking!" and looked the 
other way. 
Whatever the shock received by the lady, it 
was mild compared to the sensation of the 
little boys when they beheld their puffing, per-
spiring visitor trying to navigate in her "yards 
and yards of woolen goods." 
Oh, that we women could see ourselves as 
others see us! And how do we feel in our 
"civilized" clothes? Wouldn't it be a surprise 
if we answered truthfully when friends ask 
us how we feel, to-day 1 What if we should 
reply: 
"My shoes hurt My skirts bind. My 
straps cut. My collar scratches. My whale-
bones pinch. My arms are freezing below 
the elbow sleeves. My hat-pins are murderous 
Help! Help!" 
We do not answer anything of the sort. 
We just tuck in our back combs, which are 
falling out; pin in the "rats" more securely 
for the hundredth time; pick up our purses. 
handkerchiefs and watches, which we have 
been dropping alternately (as we have no 
pockets)'; pull down our belts; pull up our 
collars; jump off the car with both feet be-
cause we cannot step in our hobbles; and re-
ply, sweetly, "I feel very well, thank you." 
What bliss to be an Igorrote boy! No 
moths in his furs, nor rust on his belt buck-
les! No matching samples for the dress 
maker. No laundry bills. No slippers to be 
cleaned, nor gloves mended, nor feathers 
curled—not even stockings to be darned! 
Since we have to be civilized, we shall have 
to make the best of it; but there are some 
discomforts which even civilized - people 
might avoid. Why not bequeath our high-
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heeled shoes to the poor (the Lord loves a 
cheerful River) and our corsets to the domes-
tic servants (we've got it in for them al-
ways)—our best hats to the museum—the hat 
pins to be exhibited with other instruments 
of torture; our hobbles to convicts; our boned 
collars to the police for the "third degree"? 
At the very thought, the deep lines leave our 
foreheads; we breathe freely and color come? 
to our cheeks; we smile and grow younger. 
Oh! we might be really good looking if it 
wefc not for vanity! 
Two thirds of the leisure of working girls 
and two-thirds of the entire lives of the 
'•leisure class" women is spent on clothes. 
For this reason it is often said that women 
think too much about their clothes. But the 
fact is, they do not think at all about clothes, 
apparently. It is high time they should think 
about them and think hard. Girl's clubs 
should take up the subject of "first aid to the 
injured," and "relief1 to the poorly clad of 
the upper classes. They might not be able to 
introduce knee kilts at once, but a strike 
could be introduced against the hidden har-
nesses and conspicuous stilts which cause in-
ternal and external injuries. It is time we 
took courses of study in dress. "Educators'* 
have just discovered that proper food is 
worth learning about; and in time they will 
suspect that death-dealing clothes are worth 
their consideration. The gentle art of remain-
ing upon the earth, instead of passing away 
with hip-disease, from falls, and peritonitis 
from crowded livers, may in time attract the 
attention of teachers of the young. 
And at some remote day, even college pro 
fessors may learn and teach another side of 
the clothes question—the conditions under 
which our clothes arc made for us by textile 
workers, garment, shoe, glove and rubber 
workers, and so forth. And when we learn 
about these conditions we shall never again 
be shocked at anything in an Irrogotc Savage. 
Monthly Bulletin of Stirring Events 
NEW YORK. 
A most important step towards concen-
trated effort and cooperative efficiency has 
l>cen taken by the Joint Board of New York 
Cloak and Skirt Makers' Unions in electing a 
Board of Directors. The object of the new-
ly-elected body is to direct and supervise the 
work of the Joint Board and to shape its 
policies. . 
The Joint Board controls at least 50,000 
people employed in the various shops of New 
York and is composed of 40 delegates from 
Hie various locals, besides its business agents 
and other paid officials. Right from the bc-
cinniiifi the effectiveness of this body was 
cheeked by its sheer force of numbers. It 
was a legislative body right enough, but it 
left much of the executive work to the Dis-
trict managers. These, in turn, acted each at 
his discretion, regardless of the others. 
The aim of the newly-elected Board will be 
to coordinate the work of the various Joint 
Board officers, to give force and coherence to 
'»* decisions and to render its numerous 
agences one harmonious whole. 
The Hoard of Directors has been wisely 
chosen from some of the pioneers in the 
""'on movement in the cloak trade, those who 
had been through many a fight for the union, 
who amid its varied fortunes and vicissitudes 
never deserted the good cause. These arc: 
A. Rosenberg and John A. Dyche, President 
and Sec'y-Treas. respectively of the Inter-
national L. G. W. U., J. Halperin, H. Klein-
man and M. Pearlstein, Chairman and Secre-
taries respectively of the Joint Board. Ah. 
Bisno of Chicago, S, Polakoff, H. Grossman, 
M. Sigman, S. Metz and J. Zimmerman, Dis-
trict managers and A. Schaff a Joint Hoard 
member. 
* * * 
WAIST MAKERS' UNION, LOCAL 25. 
The fears of the Local Executive Hoard 
tiiat failing a general strike, the union would 
be confronted with serious difficulties and 
would not be able to hold its own, turned 
out to be utterly unfounded. On the con-
trary, the organization is not only maintained, 
but has gained much strength as a result of 
the policy of peaceful settlements. 
It is also gratifying to find that the relations 
between the Union and the "settled" houses 
is of a friendlier character than was the case 
two years ago. This is due to the fact that 
the settlements then were forced upon the 
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employers, who naturally sought to shake them 
off on the first opportunity. The present ar-
rangement will be found far more satisfactory 
to all parties concerned. 
* * * 
P H I L A D E L P H I A . 
The lock-out at Slapin's shop, in progress 
several months, is now happily terminated in 
favor of the Cloak & Skirt Makers ' Union, 
Local No. 2. The men return to work con-
scious of their victory, while the employer 
has been made to realize what an indefatigable 
fighting force our Philadelphia Local is. The 
International Union has done much, both 
morally and financially to end the struggle. 
BALTIMORE, MD. 
B U F F A L O , N. Y. 
Organizer I. S. Feit has recently \ i . r - .; 
city and addressed a well-attendM 
He found that the ladies' tailors ., . i
 :, r" 
tion hands could be drawn into line SimnV 
stories come from other centers, r; 
is large but the organizers arc few 
* * * 
T O R O N T O , CANADA. 
A lock-out of about 800 cloak niaLr- ; . 
the Eaton House is the latest from i! ,,i , 
ter. The trouble began when the maiue-
ment compelled the employees to nuke e\ir 
work by machine on a new line of nam 
This, besides barring out the finisher* fnmi 
work altogether, has increased the labor whilr 
decreasing the earning capacity of the opera 
tors, who in that department also act .t-
pressers. At the shop meetings this \\.i* con 
sidered a grievance that called for immediate 
redress, pending which the employees refuel 
to make the garments in question. A coin 
mittee was sent to the head of the department, 
but this gentleman referred their request \wk 
to the manager and the manager, seemingly 
intent on a trial of strength with the era-
ployees, took little notice of the matter 
The Local leaders who have been tninc 
their utmost to allay the men's clamors, believe 
that the management would have increased 
the price of operating the garment, but the 
operators, with admirable solidarity, insist that 
the finishers shall not oe deprived of their 
share of the work. I t was this tiny spark 
that caused the present blaze. At the time of 
writing information is at hand that the em-
ployees of a shop in Montreal, belonging to 
the same firm, have suspended operations in 
sympathy with their confreres at Toronto 
* * * 
CHICAGO, ILL. 
An agitation among the Waist and Dress 
Cutters of this city has been started. These 
workers have heretofore not been organized 
and their labor conditions have reached i! 
lowest level. An effort has been made I 
reach every employee by letter and 3 mass 
meeting has been held with a view to 
formation of a local Union. 
The strike of Cloak Makers at Glick > shop 
is now the 2nd strike within a short pww-
Here, too, an irrefutable argument is fe«*« 
in favor of the G. E. B. being invested w«n 
The injunction which hung over the heads 
of the officers and members of the Cloak 
Makers' Union, Local No. 4, for two years 
has at last been removed. 
As shown by counsel this injunction was 
illegally issued, contrary to a state law that 
corporate bodies are not responsible for acts 
of individuals. In another column the story 
of this injunction with all its harassing details 
is related at length. One of its redeeming 
features is the heroic and persistent stand 
made by the Union despite the sinister efforts 
of the employers to destroy it root and 
branch. The Union will now speedily renew 
its strength. 
The Ladies' Tailors, Local No. 34, are still 
bravely holding out. They need funds and 
have appealed to all sister locals for aid. A. 
Solovioff, sent by the International Union, has 
been there the early part of the month. This 
trouble should afford an object lesson to lo-
cals and members throughout the country. 
Had the International Union been in direct 
control of strikes and payment of strike bene-
fit the general outlook for the local would 
have been far brighter, while all hopes cen-
tered upon appeals to locals would be dis-
pensed with.
 m 
* * * 
CLEVELAND, O H I O . • 
From reports at hand all local unions arc 
picking up strength. The employees' interest 
in the organization is unabated and the meet-
ings are w;ell attended. An article on Cleve-
land affairs appears in another column. 
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plenary powers to control the calling of 
strikes- The Cloak Makers of Chicago have 
»oi i"«(1 *he habit of calling and abandoning 
strikes in a hurry. This can only be pre-
vented by a more direct control. Wc are 
told thai there is excellent human material 
for a strong union, but as yet this materia! 
has not been shaped to good purpose. It is 
interesting to hear that the Chicago Federa-
tion of Labor has agreed to give Local No. 
14 ;i helping band. 
The Independent Ladies' Tailors' Union are 
voting on the question whether or not to 
amalgamate with the Ladies' Tailors' Union, 
Local No. 71. It is to be hoped that the "in-
dependents," who are strong radicals, will 
recognize that radicalism without unity in the 
ranks is merely wasted energy. 
* * * 
ST LOUIS, MO. 
After depressing slackness, entailing much 
suffering and causing a loosening of the or-
ganized ranks, an improvement is gradually 
taking place. 
The ladies' tailors of this city who up till 
now have been organized under the Journey-
men Tailors' Union, arc soon expected to ap-
ply for a charter to our International Union, 
where they certainly belong by right of juris-
diction. Their natural inclination and sym-
pathy also rest with the latter, for they often 
apply for-guidance and counsel to our local 
officer;:. 
* * * 
KALAMAZOO, MICH, 
It is nearly a year since Local Union No 
S2, Corset Workers, was organized and our 
readers have not forgotten under what touch-
ing circumstances this was brought about. 
Now, the agreement that the employers were 
then compelled to sign, after a strike of a 
Uw days, is expiring and a new agreement is 
to be presented. There can be no doubt as to 
ihe outcome of the negotiation in view of the. 
tact that the employees are loyal to the cause 
and the union * forces are considerably 
augmenting. 
* * * 
SAVANNAH, GA. 
'he season is commencing and Local Un-
, un
 No. S7, Ladies' Tailors and Dress Makers. 
have formulated demands on the employers. 
Ihese are only 5 in number. Included in 
^ese demands is (1) A uniform system of 
week work to prevail. (2) The working hours 
to be from 8 a. m. to 6 p. m., a reduction of 
one hour a day. (3) A minimum wage of 
$22 for first class and $17 for second class 
employees. 
'In view of the fact that the Local Union 
has only recently been organized, that they 
have no funds and that the season is a short 
one, the International Union has sent peremp-
tory instructions that while it would be proper 
for them to negotiate and get their demands 
conceded peace fully, .they may under no cir-
cumstances call any strike at the present 
moment. 
*' % * 
RICHMOND. VA. 
Recently a strike of ladies garment workers 
occurred at one of the firms in this city. It 
was a case of the employees acting upon mo-
mentary impulse, without any previous con-
sultation with their local officers. They asked 
for a raise of $2 a week. Subsequently the 
Local thought it expedient to sanction the 
strike. 
From information to band the employees 
seem to have quickly regretted their action 
and' were anxious to settle by compromise 
This should be a good lesson both to mem-
bers and local leaders. Officers of newly-or-
ganized locals especially should insist on their 
members observing the laws of our Interna-
tional Union. These strictly forbid employees 
to go on strike without sanction. It is the 
duty of local officers to enforce our laws and 
so safeguard the members' interests. 
Working Women and 
the Vote 
Miss Jane Addams in the Chicago Sunday 
Tribune mention the following subjects upon 
which working women, especially, need a \ote: 
Anti-Sweatshop laws. 
Prohibition of Tenement House Work. 
Minimum Wage. 
Limitation of Hours of Work. 
Prohibiting Night Work. 
Protection of Child-bearing women. 
Industrial Insurance, 
Employer's Liability Laws. 
Legal Status of Trade Unions. 
Free Employment Bureaus. 
Trade Training. 
Liquor Legislation. 
Industrial Conciliation and Arbitration. 
_ • 
T H E LADIES' GARMENT WORKER 
Quarterly Financial Statement of the New York Skirt 
Makers, Local No. 23, Oct to end of Nov., 1911 
. 
INCOME 
Balance, Oct. 16 ; . . .$16,605.17 
Due Stamps 9,383.10 
Constitution Books 67.36 
Initiation Fees 1,214.00 
Defence Fund Assessments 2,400.00 
Cleveland Assessments S46.O0 
Profit on City B o n d s . . . . 318.76 
Fines 23.00 
Public Bank 6.60 
Error in las t report 1.26 
Telephone Calls .10 
Tdtal .$29,266.22 
EXPENSE 
Joint Board per capi ta $3,292.95 
Do. Half Init iat ion Fees 740.50 
Donations to Cleveland Str ike Fund 2,900.00 
Donations to s t r ik ing m e m b e r s . . . . 2,031.50 
Donations to other Organ i sa t ions . . . 71.00 
Dues to other Organizations 27.00 
Salary to Secretary & Clerks 797.00 
Salary, Expenses and Carfares t o 
various committees 364.95 
Office Rent 260.00 
Hall Rent 89.60 
I. U a . "W. U. for due s tamps 126.00 
For Supplies 26.00 
Advertisements 118.55 
Furni ture & Fixtures 70.76 
Postage & Pr in t ing 154.50 
Insurance A Light 48.04 
Loans to M e m b e r s . . . , 26.00 
Miscellaneous Expenses 66.46 
Total .$11,187.69 
Annual Financial Statement for 1911 
RECEIPTS 
Balance on hand, D e c 30, 1911 $14,876.13 
Due S t a m p s . . . . . 65,153.11 
Constitution Books 307.46 
Initiation Fees 8,678.00 
Assessments (Defence Fund) 8-S?5*52 
Cleveland Str ike Fund Assessments. 346.00 Fines 115?? 
Interest
 : • 296.80 From Joint Board 1.192.23 
Sundry Receipts . 9 4-5 0 
Total • $90,023.03 
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D I S B U R S E M E N T S 
P e r C a p i t a t o J o i n t B o a r d Sis 384 76 
H a l f I n i t i a t i o n s t o J o i n t B o a r d . . Aaj'oo 
J o i n t B o a r d for Benef i t s 5 ' M I ' I I 
D o n a t i o n s t o C leve l and S t r i k e Fund 24 ;OQ'OG 
I . XJ. G. W . U . f o r d u e s t a m p s . . , , , iwmfiuft 
I. U G. W . U. f o r Supp l i e s ,2X o! 
D o n a t i o n s a n d Benef i t s to Members , l m "o 
Oftice S a l a r i e s 3^3^ <,S 
S a l a r i e s & E x p e n s e s of C o m m i t t e e s . l';»4* 20 
Office & H a l l R e n t s 1.233 25 
Office E x p e n s e s 527 21 
D o n a t i o n s t o o t h e r O r g a n i z a t i o n s . . 4^5 -»5 
S t a t i o n e r y & P r i n t i n g ir.3.45 
A d v e r t i s i n g 1(7 44 
F u r n i t u r e & F i x t u r e s 244.3S 
D u e s t o o t h e r O r g a n i z a t i o n s wuto 
M i s c e l l a n e o u s I35.$i 
T o t a l Kl.955.4S 
B a l a n c e on H a n d . Dec. 30, 1911 1S.0H7.S3 
$90,913.02 
A S S E T S 
Closed Account 
B o n d s b e a r i n g I n t e r e s t $15 000 00 
C a r n e g i e T r u s t Co 1,50000 
U n i o n S q u a r e S a v i n g s B a n k jos 75 
M a n h a t t a n S a v i n g s B a n k 32'"' 
Open A c c o u n t 
C h e c k of t h e J o i n t B o a r d ( n o t dep>.$ 532 7'] 
I n t e r e s t s on B o n d s ( n o t dep) fi3;5 
P u b l i c B a n k MJ-JJ 
C a s h o n H a n d 22ft-3S 
$29,253 22 
M e m b e r s a t t h e end of 1910 11.100 
M e m b e r s A c c e p t e d on T r a n s f e r s J5= 
N e w M e m b e r s • «*_ 
12,183 
P H . F E S T , P r e s i d e n t ; H A R R Y WACDER. 
R e c S e c ' y ; J A C O B K A P L A N . H. WAUDEK. 
a n d J. GOPIN, A u d i t i n g Commi t t ee . 
J . ABRAMSKY. Fin. SeC'y. 
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•npB ip3p; i^»»M^tfi« p a c p i : H ET*7<- : ; '»'•• 
-iB'E(«nfi PTKT; ip7pi: ,KE>BPP IPB H ; ;* :""-• 
IWV* IP33M1S EPII np2?pn ,HP$ c;~ --c : r 
- i s 3 ^ P K t p n p " t t * W 3 'ritpK? ipip1 ,*;•":••: 
p;pnE"2 p: '7E3prpn n p i •Rpi 'pir1 ; r ? £ * 
",i3Kt-p"^=: « " s 
• .*B"Htn„ opn ijwjni =S7' " * 
,lPBB»mp3 1 7 *>&& P i pT3""it pirt:*^ 
-pa m spelts E»: T»K "r3i?w B"r* T :* 
P^IE in*K i^nepi E^n 17 W ^ TK H - - ' 
Ml MTK 113 .P"1EB <qf1S0n«)p B1^ =:'"E": 
-B'O n PK ,331E^inpE P=13 (« B?r TKri?" T 
H in » I D inpi ip3"t i*?& o n pc " r ? "3 







: T'K OKI PK .E3PF^ B'3 172^" ? T « r^"' 
Bllrtfl P13PTMB P ?^»E ^P01?P2 E«n 17 -*"*" 
1KB D3«r"3rrEKll'1B C'JK tflfiBfQ T*** "C 
ibw pt3»3 n ipenps is EVBC:« , i rp , 0=-
PK . m r t p i E Vfit&fi ip i P« t : ^ " ' 4 " " ^ 
•P3 B«tn 17 ^ tp^ 1 B11K11 110 ipi ^-** ='*'' :"" 
-3^jn DP3P33»3^ PE opi «pn i*?3 Bjwpr S3T= 
-3"K 1P3»3P11 E»0 D ?^pK^ WTWP i : ^ " ? 1 ' •"r't' 
IPBtp* OP lP3Kn ipipi^3E'B r » W "i''* = " ! 
nypngn aonntu on^b ijn 80 
-jinrnja'O'W P* W * P jnjn:K «•»> j aup 
,-npj ;;CBC o»o ]P:B>SKP:B;IB p->; 
TO i;= iw iw>»»« c<m ! BU in asri 
e irwn •* M : *C,,S **""*> KT* ] 1K u w w g r 
•;.v"c !'* W° °*n BUWW* c -*° jn:pa»np; 
?«:;;i* cis tfopDBi n lis \jn*W* a v a p n 
psm IK»;I» ipi P * OK.I
 #IP=BD v i «jn«i 
-;; ipa«n prtyii
 f i w w poumvyjJimi 
"Ml HJ'-l' V* P» *D^*B JTB-'DpOpa H H ^ l 
;:>?;;= PB IJTWMW5W WNB*«¥ l^ K
 r«m»S 
;;nnc y=M" Tin uwun*! )»»fcWMM P * 
;;?;;= pafrl »i ,cp>nac p-»T7»s y in pM 
U»:ii n B7BHP- v « * » ami MI VIM ipagn 
Tiijc n;="-i« ijttBpnpoii ipi pu Uft»nB3tf 
.aupnpa u » * w « "IJHBP'IJTOK n ?>MI , J :U 
jnn»« I'H v^ijr*"tt is P K ,E ; I IPJ MI v t C B R 
.7;*? o'nrB»3-nj opi impcpaipa is ipiBnapa 
t'K P*CPBB ?D7» n ip3B ,tpoi:pjt a # e«n cp 
«m enn p'epun p*2 n pK ,19191193 I7=»=y-
JlpUIH Mil ,l;BBBMS B 1BCDB2 J*K c=»i:pi 
.UTWW BZBiiB'pjn* %»»• 19*"* c?BF*7 
Tjmiia*»n BIMBO PK pm^p n PB P;B^ n 
* ;.-* ,p»r is icpo ogii K2*; tin iQsct«a P K 
t»p i;;np o»: ipo t^p wwsa i t '&ny pp-iB=:r 
|W |P131B» P*»Dpotyjpi ]"P ,Optrn»Ml PCU 
*»;BIB n .npB"ruj ipvnis B»p3|Vu»»ii p*p 
c*n ,CKI "HJ3 HK IBT ips:B- ipi p i pnpoBP 
Tpsuroinn *i tpnp- 19J»» p ^ p n ,p-':p» n 
"•;?£ IK: ]p;"T ,;3nn>B BIB np«o npi IKE DIBB 
npi tpa»j DBH , n pn ,IBEDB3 PB pjuiKiitr 
•;;y;nrKi cpopii , n 1KB v? ipe^nps ,;p2'7: 
• r n ^ a H BSM^JMI Btfi 56 ^(JP^ P« ip: ,"t-. 
,pnzz PK EKB» K w \ « e » n : p ^ p - K B T ^ P -
1"K ip:<j .1949*1 E:ppp; B^(J" HP^1 n w " 
irt"B2MK pc n^napa »T TK ,np-»» T»K "*T 
H C»2 pCMBBfjpOKnS PEB^ |1M 3?EEDpp p^»B1S 
"B^mpm inpQ pa ipnpj t»K DnpnBT-ppBi:»c 
,npB"31K n 1KB ]p»W 1PE 
?anp3pa»:iK pa»B»pi n tK
 #ipB(jn n»o^ 
"B*a I>K p« ,ipi:>n«npfi n:u3 jjftni jrwpww 
.ipe»» pais ipi5(jE:« npnpni v» tP^r" HW 
•^q DPH»% iptaiK pB ipow ipsxp^ p * 
TJtpnppB ^inp:p»n nptsiK a^n *ippi$" B:po 
H Ml Dpi lP3jni IPS1BB3 P3"T |'H |PV»1»PJ 
:? :'nyc:iK ">pi^  jinps tpani cwm yhwfi 
"P»i=o 1KB npn^p; lpa^ainpfi it \\* ip*?a»Ti^  
"r: crnapa T»K ipt»e«j n pc ap3"H pn 
re I :«TI piptjiK ipr^pii «I»IK ,B"n*n B WW 
VPm npa^ .Vpaimgi pipatv tP^n 17 ^ p ^ 
r»u« =-njn ipa^ m B»D ,npTjrt opi nr^ ji TO 
Tto »irr?nBi»aiK tpjnt 17 btpifi P B pn3"iB 
':- PK -y »n
 fftHj3 opt tpapnpa'K T O jp1? 
.ipoii ipotp^ pn t r w i p j s p m 
•p; l«T i>K 7B;(jrn;ip= ; i | t IT ;r< ,; ;pn«cy: •» 
.tpiB . IP ; M ;B:HJ ;B ippiB-i»cm« opn^ is spv, 
l iv inyqn iBpnyen ipi p i CTPBB^ Vtejc 
,i?p; poic pjusna n os'^mpa ay i n^p" ' im 
.ipns igB b»»p3«?3po n ip2p;pj B n^ =«•; px 
,MW O'D p»i ix jnp:;prBT .K 
"PB iB i r ^ n pr?pn ,oip^:po pj»spna n 
^«np:p»n apn pK jpoispj 7^nr;B tpn*= 
pnBBD* is jpnpj B»; ip:*n ,i90t> PK p»nec 
•BCB? n ipnpn « 7*2 K npipMi eipse^Jp: 
P3BT B .HP-*1 7"3 B IPM2BMK *,1B lp-jHc 
is ip::np; TIK c'l2^B B'inpa^rr^i .K BSPMP^B 
1»K oy BBVI ipo MI ,1B1:!1 IT* QI-IK ip-i^sn; 
p i pK /" l iuna i7(j «m UB C»B- nm #i:B7;;p 
np:BBCB3 n pe oanu^B^B H »** iB iBi 
.UHBHP- V)yz*w ipe»onK BIMpo IIK ?;W 
cpiKii Dpi pc ]PB"fi7ps:^K tpspnpiiK 
•is ipcnp:ipc apn 66 7BFB' p i -:i7pMia:p PK 
-"ipa ipant pr7pn ,pc»:npia»n »i ,rB7a r;*i 
Uf3«t ,wav n IPM2BMK PK umpijp =-*2 
-pa ipi3»B»Q n ipam PMi3pe»* .PTP'E ipr.p-
-;i>-ipcn BHD P K o'ii:»iy p i Jrmiipj -lycc 
B'O ."BDOCBBeKp,, 7p»BlS ]1B 7BO EV2S& J li'i 
ipip»?aB»D pi»i:pBBnpB p;i?ap »i 9^1^ 11 p»* 
-Bpip P7B jK»Mfn tnp* p»< M»2 i?np; IP:»M 
B ipi»oipB is ipiB'ip- Bpn:pnpj;B I?- l ,? 17= 
^onpiitPEppBicBo n a*o ap»7C3(<p ipappin 
npepB' n pw iy^j»xn;BP H z*$v. ,0p WW 
1»>K DBHPJ ip^B" "1*° JfJ'TJMiB ipiipj lp:>M 
-naar is tpn=K3
 r|p»n is ip;vic ; ip;n P K IBI 
35 iPED^pn DK ipmijiuiB ,lPB»JpJ PK jpi 
,P^B»SD«I is onpaapo n tp;npnp;is ,=;psBi2 
B " ^ B JWopmi is jpcnp; i n : n y IBI P* 
. i m a api PB i;i"ip2p;i?c PK 
I»D ip:»n B»pa»opne .inB' j r u n B IB-
•jp iptpn P K &w IB B«O i r v u r j =n-pp-
-npiopo P K lpopKiip; I»K m*Jti »i ;osiftta 
ipBpBf H PK DJtfVfMJFP H .Dl^ Bi"K pK BtC 
-13BO H DBil Dpi T i l 1P1B11P- Bipoprp- ip:»n 
;p»apBB ip?:iK ; B ^ P ; : B - HB^n Dipnrappi 
B i j rvpnn ipi»»K DBIIBP i?2p:=B3 ipcp: 
pK BHpltfBV DPOPH ,1B1311 ' I fi,° P'^tC 
ai»n3p;p7p; n aBnpi BO tp=B'i »'i B^p-Bi'ff 
iptms n ipaiu "ipspv p«B2 !*»< .WW i* 
.BspsBiB 50 y»:Bi «IMK ip-Bi'.p- Bip^mp; 
n DBII ,aipi:iKiipi v t IP :B" T :I« l « ?"*= 
T31K 1P2'5 PK 1P1B«W V " MM ir- , ,T c " c « -
«! T»K ipapBO* ..cpmao \ru$ -B- ?*'• MM 
-pipaoMK n ,i»^opa ,cpBfi I P ipiBnr- "^ B P^ 
-ip»K BBn pacB73 H PB sBBanpin'B p=:pz 
-anpnpi opi in« w*ap B CBI ,BPCB= H eatm 
B*B P K Dp:t»= c:»'a
 riP»n»JU PK ^poia ip:»^ 
»i ,ipD"lis;"K BO v t B3'rt IB'SKI' ;B-IB BTB 
-ipi p i p^»B troK5pj v^piMi tyagn ci7^=7t3 
y a BKn inB' S$«n B |M "i'» r«2B3 ,W** 
jlK piK^p H 1PWM1S *'E»ipfiCK1B„ BSHpT 
.1B5CK3 pK ipe»;iB-siMpc 
P?H PK BSiBW "W IT2*" DJn •WC,1» 
nypnyn Mj»nw BTP4 njn 
n I?»*K pn i jwia MI nnyo ogivap 
BsppnjwB s>: -,«; - t?3tfn y=?y•• ,£;=«3 
,1*3*7 V D tit
 #nn i?D"n ,)f*JP njrt;iK 
-mix3»* *\i$»po ami MI ijrnjr? m pn 
p»? iy7»n,DjfD 3^ n ,»T T« njmnyiB jny»t i n 
-i» r r n "i»o »»* 191111 t»p IIK ont p« B13 
V^I'Btf* 1*3"? '3B37B |1H JI*BM3 B»3 1jm"3 
pit &»pv'*itf3 DJOJUI /iirBMyiu www <n TO 
px ,1?T*Vl?fi B13 "HJ; HI c(jn iiBtfJ Wttfpv 
M$Z IJRD»?IB n «put IJM*7 D&DB3 "ijttB37B »1 
'10 ojn ipn'cix:»»K pmx iy«i:u«n jmn-u 
H TB ,tWU73 "1<D 1*3* ^BB-PB"3-1B tJMnjIB* 
,tiw»pB3iK jnjrnt 1* TBH p n t*7jm ijnaionB 
n DBU ,B?BB njn PK »<BD»ijmpm»2 r-w 
ipa^n nim»3n« n mn ,BBV on no U » ^ a u 
10 BBBWB 9 HTB'WB ix IJ^BBJHSB jmtmy n 
-JHB6 H aytta I'Vuafs DBI IIK — tyuiatr 
IBV ne njramnB ytyn — WW njn tin a w 
,HM3B7"IM> 1B'3P I»H tpoipiM D3JTBX]J7 |)gt*t 
Jttfityn.B «|MH oin n ljnjtfjfynjui 5# W» ** 
PSTVW 11R jttn'tetr psfrtii V K udjuja m 
? ijnrflna jnwpart 
1JJ2BB IV 1V*31> n B1JTBV DBU y3iX3"K DtTT 
n D(J11 D**! P * ,Djn3B"lB I P W 11* "WO 7JPB 
-BID jwapma pit e n ; r-tf- tt»3 Pit ^PBIJOT 
H /IB*T ma .un»7 ix DM* 7B&B aaip njnjpk 
,B»3 miD p»P |99ff1 1JB»31B njmo pit jra» 
-jr"t ijnm»ixnn PK v ^ p o D«H I*WB 1*1 fin 
tPJm OpniBO ,B»i7-1B*3P D7B t?3B3BMH JH 
"'3tfny iy pit DijnojrD ix jttPBtr ,Bin»ty;:y 
1JN3»lt |W»M TO 11* ,W»)WW B1P« 1J?3|J»XBT 
n B»D tut ^ ^ " a i p a a ' n ijn B»O nsynjmtrBU 
tv»3i»n»HB njn t « |P»M»1il>Typ *W»BI*W 
J3uynya 
pfl^ M* iw«t3pii^p ny^DDijn nrr t^ b 
lit D3nnjn»*D")i ,*pos»3n nwi . ID 
nVD"mBO*D K UK 5W*»"3TJ;D3*» 1»t31K 
JID WIK 0 3 « w & * ! » ' ny:eftDDjj2 n p« 
: n v t f *B Dip ,56 
np t«eeea V>i l»* 1906 o^i«o tPB25 ojn 
^ " n t « p»noo f w v n m * tjnwwi ennj^p 
tpanjrsvii-14 * HP 26 N« 13 ,12 D^BP 
BtJf^»M« ^«»'BB4llt P"1BD 1?n PK 1BDBP 
-pj tp ' tapj PK (D-ijDjnB) 12 ^BPB^ .WBWa 
H .DIJQDjnS ^HBt ?3"^P B B»0 |P«BDM 
(DI^ BBP \\* DTfttH^j) C6BPB^  *W njn^B 
•fin ,t^B3BB tnj^2B t « n3BBtt^ 'o» B n«a 
#onB^"B DJJHV^ 36 B^PB^  l « »««I»»»WI ^r> 
rT3»»»w tm3jm'ta B v* iftW | f i »*« nyrtjm 
tPM»3Bi1B « ^3*B3B J^H IfWW BSVD)» t '« 
.-|jrB"3lB BTlpD |UI piB^P H 
njn t « WHtJfli JXP&lfl* •* V»"o 
t»« ^>vjmo tyoipya tBi P'* itB'3i» .« ^ .^  .« 
nBipiiD3jnr3tii t»n ejr ^yii* i w n IBB tBBDB3 
UK lBViiHiBBCB IB p« BVPJBriB £»-„- -. 
. U » » W B H \w VCBF
 B w m v a - . ' / : : - ' 
ojroBS n JIB p;.)"K tjnBn «IBO«P pr- . ; « -V 
"1 .1j;"B B'D l»? jpyiBr »1 IB
 f ; r - : - - 'K 
JPBBBjrp ITOH 1*1 3MK r«
 # ; ; ; ( j - r -r V' 
»T »B n'^am TW't** pjraianB ?-;-: "---
n .tj«3pnip3BP I V M unjni jpyn - - ! ' - ' ' 
miruB n .tr»B"P- l W ^ t t | 3
 W 3»I ;;•;]•••-« 
V3 tlB 03jrpD ij3;yT3 Bvsrw \?z*r. : ' : r 
.np»no « BCBPP3 .m BBH
 1 V?I ipn -;.:i( 1^" 
JM'3»H BlJTBBDy33B 1M \mgn 111 111 c;-;i?; ••*,, 
-3iijnBfl n IPjr^ufa BJTDBI p?e ;;:K(- 1 ;^» 
BJTH"? VUiprilO H JIB p;u7 H PR -•;;•• 
1B3 B ; J ^ T3in ip3B ppnnc MI ny=;-; c-?:--
-ix i^n»B IM ijnmi nto »ia i«nc
 w -- «-?c 
.1B» B»y 1M n»o um»Tj E":ie n i«s 
,t"BB^jr ^tlW .37- BBHJ?3 HI nto |jT3Bn :;;^sr 
pit BID ^BSB&'MlirBS'K *iyT31H |iB "iyti*;g;^  
-5357 nnjro 7jrci3B tsnBiiW TSIK "3 im ;;=-.p 
nnj«3 DBIIBP inB1 tptjrn Tin iyc«n TC ;:* jn 
•DnysDjra jnjnsiM i«c ;jsr--it'-K 
?«Wf5» pD lyoyipPD ,l«Dnya cyo i v - r : 
#PHf^  1U f»J«3?Bj PD D1$>"D DF»T'? oU 
DJH 11W1 D3^ TJT3 IVV^ lip S T;:« C3"-rC 
«BPB? 
T»t EBfi ,tBBiiJ3 aaina' rlf1^1 J^ tw '" 
tjmsBiip^ BMK ojn tin BBB7»P CT« ^7-:--;;; 
-M"U Djn IB- ,C"»B^MB Dyn»i7 »f t?"1'"*; -:••; 
.1910 P" P"»B' i1- P" P,T">== - : 
-PB P* IJTVyw Bjna'iJW UB 30 ^K??" 
?»3 inB' DJH pB tTBBJBO IB B n i ' M i " 1 ? 3 * 5 
n tjr3nBJ"« p« PJHIB TIK ^iponn ;•-•; 
.7BPB? t« - • " ' = 
-»3B3iB H t , i e IRB1 nj;3W3B3nro or: T " 
Tin tr>«"P- tB"B 3^ 3»cjm7j?3jn E"3"U :;?'s»j' 
-tPBBD " P " P* OKUWOTtt !*«'";= =-' 
•1 BBHJM l?3Bn n»D 3?37jni ix ,i7:::"*:-;c 
,7B3B»,,Mnjre3iic njtam |U jmrn='= 
313JM cm3 Bi3 l'7n»EB3 PH T^n^ir •• 
MTB B^« B»'I T O .^*P^ I7BM-U B -?; -*e 
,T31H B3M71JT BIB 1JH M: ,= '""' 
.-a>BpnE 1JT31K tP-^B*?^ l?3Bn-TO I?'-
B tJn* J)onjrB»x DMT3 BIQ tjMtr- CBI t*i« -".-
?B° lfBon? oix BBn IBMP "iyt:i»« ps y='3«? 
tpoipjn « n= ,DB3 B tie 7jnW o^ iysr=?: 
-3iB» nB8 « P* B7nBxjr3 nnyo 7?C»=B an* "fi 
#npt)ti3nB W' l iBB nn injro n«ii ">yi :'»* ";" 
-JTiOMIB lJISni IX B3»1?3 jnaiD*p n TT =V" 
tPtB7jrJDMI( 5*1 BBH DJT7B DPI JB«? P* 'i'5"1?'' 
ojn t « ^"no 0O*VU B iroip7= l ?^" v o -='J 
tJW B"3TB >3B37B P* JaiJHBW- l?3*71 " ,= C)B" 
9 *IJ»P» J3»B5M1 in?D JT7B Ep3 PH «*1? 
,nn»a tin 10 JWI7BOB « BBEKB -BE *? ;r=- =-
•ttW B3»»n ?»* »:*37« P« BjBm»t« : x 
Ipp lUn WpBTHa DH«t> nj?1 28 
o ,17 ftp*1* iw V1"13 .?"»«' 10 tfWP |M TPPKVC ,0*35$ p i ijmsnya pn RJI-Q 
. p r w ! « a#P W » o i T O O ojn pn ^yna .DDKO ,IKEDK3 p i pn
 rpi»i 
.H IKII ,nyByE» "HJH tf ]»K IJTOJM PK J;»E»O 
JKOP .11 j 5 .K nyi p i aayioyiB ,ny3:yrKn 
-y; BIO*BD:*K \$&n T O .liyiyiun jyuyj PK 
H .^KiKfrionyBJiK lJTI P ° ^JP<P B C7K. un$H 
-eye ]>K lyvoyutpB jyooyj BKTI HPXIHOKJIK 
JJBIM JJ»B»D -ynip « .OI^BJ"K p« pn fttrya 
ran I'Bnjafijra yx:»j n pn DTJDOJRD y»o pnjj 
.54 M"*tfTjn pity 
;IK nyssny: lyiKiiy:: v* IKPD IPTID njn 
Trii jyttsiruo iyooy;j BKTI Hpx^oaaiK, yjjii n 
-any; B2i?y3 ]yj»? iy;a»B»D n .]y;:nynjB jy-
•IJ25T PK W\t n p»* ,Diy30yD y7K, p i jpi 
PK nyB»»3T$ n jyB>oix ,T[*9W"ia iyi$ny:s B""B 
IP^i iy;:nyiKB *« ^ ipiye ijn jyopgny^ooK 
Hrtjm eycjp n IMK'PM ,ijnj»i D^ yawyjDonK. 
.urqni Hftrawnii ppnoc K ty? ,iy3j»ajp DO 
-$iyw BmnaKOin BO ^ - « »••« Bi^wn -lyiyn 
E*ny; |yayn y^yn /ijm«mB yr:KO bn\\ ,iyi 
Wiv jwjrn ly^mpiw c*n B»^ P lyon-u K 
jjnrnix uroipn^o jjrjj^n iy»»nyo»n y3jny»tmyfi 
T« for1* inyi BK.II wxtftoipig n ,IJTD"2IB n 
iPtfn jrty»B ctp ,iyiiy* *'* BKE r^yn ^p^ .lyao 
•"i y;o»K ,IJW3IO»D n iy3i?p ix oiynyjcoK 
ij£$n yjnya'K n PK ,ony3oyo ofa omt? ly: 
.oin yny»i tfavgtjfi BO 
""HI n pie njo*m$i PK a^ tjn « p* ">nK» y 
iy:»? oy .T«IIW iny? |jmjM PK wxgp:tfjs 
.oiyaoyD jrrwnjraweu 15 'ii nnpo BO ijQ^ajtt 
e n ; BID ijrDip:^  c;y?c JJ'BIB V ijrenjyatfnx 
B ip:»tB»jBB» Bjjto iya»Tjn |in
 ra»pannw 
r-'Vejr n ija^ .ijrs^n opyt J»K tys |«n ;3'B»D 
«i ,ip3jriyjBMH BO aiUB^ jn n un»n DIJ?3DXTD 
•ppiBBBnpB ix annay^yj «|MH Biuiiyj im$n 
.^>x n?"i tysimjr ix PIK ,HJ»X«?»:^"MJ H lyi 
J j w i w n i Svptff njn a«n 1911 '«o !*M 
i n lyJUl^ t«« DJ pK DnjDOJTD JT"3 pjiO"M 
•^ pn ,s»» pi^p tt ijniTO»an« ix n*'Xtft»;«:n« 
PU .ijns'oiu 20 pn BJjmua iy:»BHfy3 T»K yr 
IM e$n «ujniya jr"3 tf PK ijra»»3ite ynn-» 
•:»K ii . D I ^ » B DJTH"^ n lywmx ; ^ I S B ^ : « 
I'.K nynyn yaomi cp»ts7iix E^ tn ^3^»nffB 
TE'BMP ii'Bipytpjr n ^"Tpjrt ipiuiijra t'K ojr 
'Knsyj»»m t»n E"3i« pn *P3 u n v w »** 
rimvw 
spivjt t t t t t i iyaitj ipDyMyD B«:»D ine 
riyri tp IOT Djro«3 y^t ix iy;3njn«B MTKpVJ 
•; i nnaopy i n px oyim'n i jn^cp- ,jjn3iB» 
T» t p y i j^rBBjy IB rtif j )»B-i jni* nee B^TIKX 
""5 45 >BPS#> pN iyo"a-i«D'D MDi'oynD 
,.* J
 #iPP8n*D po W O P Diip^D oyn 
•? ,DM*U r;«j PK ,B^CB' C?K
 (?vp«n»D 
,Uttnmu»n 140,000 pi ;:i-iyp?yB73 K EKH 
•yn nnyt iy3K PK i"io ;3'n(j7i»E Dyn»^ n 
-yn nysionu ?n«x yoo-u p«p ^ypniwy ; o 
o<jn aan»'»^ p n .EJ»EfiyBTT3 BO BI«W PK ;yT 
Jri»B y^fl oyn^i ynyoiK jyiop BsoisyJ Biyn 
W*V W 1?"?- PK pmx.llnj* n*B v E»O 
B'onu 0(jBD^ p IKII
 #nyeyir p:"?p IKS n PK 
irwiyj EjicEyBfys iy:»»t ,;yiKny- i^neyj PK 
V BDi^ JiyB i*i E^ n cy jyii pM ny»t»aiB -oyn 
-ionu iv «ni ijnc /qnattam JK jypyD ix OK; 
HH ,CK3 pit "3 Ep»niyj Eiyryny; I»T Btfn I^B 
Kltf ,0K3 By»0 » 1K3 iy^ipy-lX M'HPID BKH 
-flit s^n nys>oiu nyEpmy:: nyiy ny=pycy; 
."Dy3y»ff 1KB E(JEIT:<$ "i»r iHcff jyE'OiK jy^tjc 
D'D Bl»mp2Kp 1*V)*Btf3 iy3«.T ByCKZ J^ O H 
i py i i jyooyj Bfln B " 3 1 « OBCOKP PK ys?K n 
njn"7p IIK CBiD y;»Biyc n m :»^o MTK 
.BflopnyB ?y3K7i DIKES n yr?yn 
-yu H pB iyoipy;;(s jyjin E^X ijn E»O 
iyo*cnj y o n PK lyB'o-nj y»o =^yEr ynyr 
•DOK iy3$n »n .nnKBy^  iy»n lyanyioon iy=Kn 
-yn tyJiKO TK iy;M BO jy;"r »i CKI l?-iey-
lypyBtmjnjBu ojn tycny: lyBigi BO "r jy^ 
.iKnB .^yi;^ BMia y^p^ Etr iy"i jyru jnyj pw 
"iB yi:ypijn n yr^yn uiiys*Tiyi 73*X:»»K n 
ix Tt ,iynyj T'K ,ir3>fiy; aaypyj iy=Kn iyB»ta 
,]«OP :< PK iyiUOK3"iK 
« PK no ;?3Kn 1909 -iy:QpiiK: iyE2 on 
-*n »i PK ,"iyE»oiK cpyi ]y3^py;;yaKTix Pin 
lycjiK m;yEwo*.K n nywiK t«
 Piyef^»ya iys 
.lyiyn Eyiatiiy: IKOP K no ,iy;"t »i y^yn 
urtiiyj «'BIO iyB»tix « t»K on* TBH V P « 
-yn3K p w iy3»»t ;:>EIQ Dy;y* ix PK
 fiyn«ny3 
i n ty3Kn E:« ytyn I IP«»:B- B3K iyny3 n:yt 
IIK IKOP DIK>'E oyn»^ nm ipyjy^ iyc«: M 
/TPPKI'C 
lynKiiyj iycK »^T3 IMK PK ::»E»O ayi K,OK 
.DTK^'B cyn»^ y^ « PB ;:»B»O-DKO B IJ»n x^ 
-n» 3'xnyB on i lycipy: U9»t 35»B»D OIX 
PK »nx PK w^ssjf PK nyryn "iix ,iyB»i 
-:K3 PK
 lyE y^oKt^ yc n BTDym« lyssn »II»B 
y^ynt B'O lPKiiyi :»BnB« iy3"T "? m ojn 
Diysoyo rtK lysy'itnyB 29 in iy3*n ,0PP 
•qntnv njn ."rtyj CBITB:»»K B^nexyj;»K PK 
27 nyp-iyn oaponw D*I*S njn 
O4O«IU»M 18 inn'DiV3in m ,|yoni iyr 
H T'K DV pK .DSHD pM PK 01*11 pK 0"? 
jyaya w'yootva J K W y m n pe 03*?B 
jyay^ DJH p« pruwovfi n *I*IK p»5a iy"r 
oftunnp T O i w n WMPI .i**3v W M I PB 
PK ,D»WXi"« lyWlWQ jnyt31K 
n v«t p« osyn o*n ty3*n ,ofcptf D?8 
-yK'n n D*D [ynyt T* lyoip iv 0"P3*fcyo 
-3in**3ii yayivenyo IMjm Diyo'B*-5»Kiy; 
'put PK osyn D*I jy3*n »? ,jyt3"njy;y>y:-
IW3IPIVI*B BKJSD I*B y^8 o"P3'5ayo n 
,T)tt(p ivoipytpy ^trwypn yvjw H I K 
tSunivi jwn PK jyoBntriv ipri i in* 
o*3 w p v'w w^ D3*B>3yii3*p n "3 PK 
jny»t ,33W"o iy*n jypmivD'iK onyoraa 
D*H ,0*1 iyayii DDyo*iB iy«r i n * n o w 
D*II ,D$I jyayii, PK \jntf\m Hfliow PK 
-y5>K nyt:iK PK D*I .jinyii i*noy3 *P8i 
.osn o:yo 
» 
-py Jfcnyjyon iyi pa oiteys oyi on* 
33103$ nysoyo iyny no *n**3 iroipyt 
on*K DBy^ p lyoyipyo ixn tyu D*I jysya 
Bmo ,^ y3>3 pn v w DBD'OD-DIH w i * 
•WQmpVb nyi ."tfyoaypya ixnim DBoyoD n 
am Boyoo t^iy* VW ly^aoyoDBmK tie 
,Diy3oya .o?n*v lysoyo wt*Dm BittP 
-jypya pn eo jy^yu oBoyoo H jyoyii "3 
-y^ys VIK osyn D*I lyn^nyo jiMm /tfyo 
.583*B>"3iy03'K PE DO'B 
.Dny^nposio w o*o*3 
i 8 jny*u jyo"3 ysJmi mya«npbaiD 
~IK y"j jny>n w i m DI$B*T jyno tyoyi 
nm oyii OD3*t ,0'B* 5*ny3yim DIV jyoyn 
T^on*«o3«nyB pn 0*3 D*B* 5 r w w n 
.lyoipya 0*3 NOTIW DJH jyjjm "i 3MK 
DUpW'W » oa^t — nj'53 t ^ ' j t o Tin 
fyo IKII bu ?IPD3"P ny ODJTIO c n r i — 
...DH^ K *H8T 
« • * 
$m ny PTBDC MI /D^-nuroawyJ'. i m 
...lyo^Yiys'K ^ O K v t ny no ,pn D J^ 
* * ,* 
•un B&NH»
 #iysy> pB y n » * p njn PK 
-y^ ifT yooynj n » T I D 
,pi| IMK oy« D"H3">a ys^yr H PK .o ; r 
lyjymye ,:iu"D nyrjiK o»i?
 pg6ini >M ;y» 
.a>jn8oya iy i^ ovp'onp [jnyn -v 
t^ K ppw ^ ^ " j n y o ^ K -iyi3iK \w, 
K tD'D | * w Svavvv^raoM i» ,p*>p iyry; 
ItfPIO T^B 8 D^D p« D^ »Pfcj? r>-i:rr* 
-?ytK D8nya DU IST T O m$n flrvrtws 
W2^n inD m ,tyDy?3*rifi nrivMoipp y: 
5|PB MTK D*0 PK D?*P*9 100 D^D ,D3"H 
pw |yo TID Dj"n .njny^ao^c xnjyivo 
^8:^sr"nyD3^K n PK IK ,jy3yj 3aiD3t< L>-; 
0*3 ,0"P3*50"nJ»K 18 \vvwr\ $«i w:v 
mj
 #Dyoij3 iyBBoypy3 iv Sv^vun PK ptf: 
PK lyosynp y?8n^ PK O*V94D*TO^M i?< 
.iyb"P3^3yo y^yv^rE p* 
* * * 
Da1? yDDKys >83ijc"^riyo3'K n HMK 
nyc iv D3»5B ynyiie' n PK yo»na n *?5* 
iy:ny? iv PK DB8Bnyaiyp wma 8 IWD^ KI^  
tjnn^ciV3in PK inytDcnyo iv lyow 'I 
ix JIK jnyoynpyo ix D^ayj ^ n s m 
•nyBD3jno iv typ^in ysSyn ,Dny3oyc 
18 pK $*i>ifi i"K ps B'cnyscyn iy"i i r 
nyEDJKio iyB8Knys Tt lyrio jgm& 
ny^t pa pyn8 imnifB "t iyi"K ,ori8P 
o«p3nMi» jya^n «t iy:yp o1: |jni ,on8^r 
-iV3"iK nysy^ pn njn^ O"3TK tyi'lP « 
.proiP 
?8P^> nynas IK PB v^aona K fjni 
DH*K nyoynpyo nyn no ,nyED;8"iD 8 oajn: 
TJH"K ,113 IVC1D^ DDJ8P E»**3 8 BOflttWK 
•yipyo jam n«a n^ ya DH^K PB oonya ny 
-Din p'p tyay^p o*3 D?8BDya,,p im^o nyc 
-D3810 H PB V?3*3 yO?8 H *IMK DBCVCr 
.v>vjf?y33w PK DIP jEruotan POTTyB 
j if :r ijn iv "no D"t 
P»| Oyil l»'3V 1 I^ K 
,TJ«K iv "no 
.WMjTOttMjnW JIK DBiyBjn 
-r\ y>8 ?yno ipo"ii PK m w I« 
-:8 iyv:jnj»BDyiifp PK D>«P»? PE BOT*B 
njn *ii -\mvBv o»3 K W m m PK ; r r r 
0^ 3 »T ty5yii 003*1 ,OKJ*O vnr PB iyea» 
n w u jyoosys PK jy ; "n i 
nypifcii ojyoi&i D H * ^ i y i 26 
i3«n yonw iv 33tfyocr 8 |yony: DiyD^s 
n nwm i n * ,Dwa*$ y>8Ptp pa IV3;i? 
;yc DB1K11 ,D>8Ptp y338D |1D |W31>138n 
»l 18 ,HB"K"D18B„ i y j " t "T t8 ,rpiK "1 
»T 18 |1K "POyW, "1 *8 / T ^ ^ f i , | » « l 
"T ?8 iy"r»? ,"iyvy3'pff PK "iyiy3iy„ [y>ni 
-*m 0"t nytJiK pB v o . '^viyrwy,, ;yj>n 
yoonoiK j y j " i iy33i.piyoy3 n y^« TK ,iyo 
D3'>D nyOlK TK ,IVD"11 VO .jy33UH>Wy2 
njnif iwwnjffl iy38D iv DKtpiyoanK PK 
-yayi T O MI iy>i:8.i ty5>$! w| TK ,D^8P*P 
-pK1B31K 1KB DIJDIM* ,E"DP8"IS 1KB iy: 
•:K >y'D V $ I I M U P K R B W W 1 R "1 8 D • B " D 
-,8D ww iv T I mram iw rim /vonran 
tfymiiro PK y>*nip IKE njn* m«n 8 
Dtfin ,D* I iynyj tyjyp T O PK j » * n 
iv iyoiKviiy
 rtaw iv i n ijn;yii y^yn t n 
.twins 
•lyorK 18 PB iyay> Dtp oiyn iy i "5 
yew wwt tnSa iyD5>8ny3BnK DO 5*»lfe"0 
-j*n .iyD3yo^Bo$p yoys v w "iyit? j r w n 
inK i n tyjyjyaya DiyD*E$ tawnra 
in " D i w . f l o w m * yoiuyaaow D*O 
-ya iv iy&?yn 8 pn w lyawoay ^OOE$ 
jftwv 8 jy5"my jyjyp iv w^nya yom 
y5>8Pt#5 8 lyastojy ftfo&Btf one ;yo pn 
o%D3yiy3-oo » iy i$ ^ D ^ V D O 8 f*ov 
-»puanp 5$ODB$ tie lyD PK ,338 i^yE jyo 
nyntj jy^nys yonw p& 33iD58rt n iyi 
iynj iy"Di8B ,D5SP$5 m*\m Itfi jyaanrrB 
.ty^vityoDrK 
jy38tD:y lyrvi i n iyo no }#D oy3:«o 
no jyo ; lyeoyo ynoiyiiDayan? jys^yn iv 
"OT i i rnra pruKu*n 8 lyasreay >^$o 8 
.IKBiyi 1KB3"K JtfOV y5»8P$5> 8 PB 338? 
auy3 DO MM D"v aiaya no fya^n liQ >*M1 
.gnt t f l ^v iyoBynp 
."DP'PH ynyt3i« TD panTdTB n?8 pM 
* * * 
c^ 3 lyii^D T O :"iyan PK IKT | "« 
pit 1UD80P1T pip pn9T1 D'3 \}fiyr\ |W 
•"3iyD3iK iy!31K |*M wDT^83t^VPyD„ p*p 
•DID y3'ovyi H PB i y u 3yo .ppav >n3»r 
|tp3V ?83lJB'"3iyD3iK -iyt3lK P« nyD"318 
1^ 5 y^^yn i3y3n,« 3yo ,D3y3,c«j"ia m pn 
njnyi5Jo*e p« ^roayc m v^ \ w y^8P 
,iy>niD i*b iy^y^ lyai? DMP ,i>y3 p« PK 
pa PK lyersyo n PB 33i5i38n yomys 8 18 
Di3 TIK oy m ,nTK DO |«t mm D^8P»^ * I 
jy^yil |8T ,5'83^B'ii3nyD3,K iyV3K3 ISn 18E 
nynw tW*t pD jyD^natf DO o w n i n v o 
;yD8B pB iyo?8natf DO i n n i n PK ,3)3"D 
rnyncyo w » .pnn'Bbnn »*i PK #yo»>ro3 
•:w n 1KB B»«l D5»M|5 PK DiyD'Bij PK 
^DijmD:y3»i? i " ^ : yoo«y3 ^83«^"3iyD 
•
%K D* I I PK DO PK D*U .D IP WWO »t |jm 
-\)iDD?v: W J W v w nruni D>yi3umyB jyc 
.tyvmuifp 
•yaooK lynjrtt ovn, I W U ^ D H IKB 
DO IfiJ^VPKiyi H ,1^1^08: ,PK ,iy2ui2c-
Dpniya unyu |ya3U"o n .i^Di«jr.D38iys 
T O . tvwpon iya^D3Mi 8 iv ; K I D " 3 t( D?8 
fciy33nynyD:iKw n iyry? yiyt:iK lynogi 
uyai*K 3MK PK .[yry? w (oinnyD3>K) 
•Dy Dt#n iy IK ,D?n*3 lyty? yiyr;iK pc i jni 
H |»K " I VD IviK? 181 ,iV3^ T W D^O Dljll 
183 B i n " * , pK ppnTOD'IM ty3313iiO 
.
Miypi(jirD;yt: 
* * * 
nys oyii Dijn ,op3is p'K ^ I T>K oy 
oy^otjp jyoDpyj oyi "3 o^v I D 8 \vzr\y: 
-ya |yo3»M*n y>yia PK D ^ I I D W PK j ^ r 
,iyiyoy3 8 PK iihyii D38i3y3iijD o:yp 
•«^ » yi3BjnDy3 H ivn ,yoitjo iy3^ i3^ ic 
"3$ PK lyowyDKnv nynna i n IV?*T D^ 8P 
•iyv3yiyB3ijp-i«B IIJB K |yo5»n 
•pHDmcn r t PB y3Kis n in jy3"D I^D 
n DD8ey3BnK aiD3n iy3$n i>o 3*IK ". i i j r 
-5$D H iyci8i
 ry3KiB i j n po 33i>pmD;y 
i n PK jyoip3ycKnv 03*01* y$w& mm 
•y3 finK yo3yi yiy»n lya^K lyainayovnyB 
yDMiya iy3*K njnij ^o^ais iy5"no yom 
ixn 3ivy3 PK l y i y i ^o 'o y338D PB vo:y". 
.D^8P8^ '1 PB 33i.Dhni.iyB 
yDmy3 Dijn 1 >»pij5 : ^ B C # , , 3 DIV 
9 *8P«5» pK ; 17 >*P*5 D'e lyonpa'DDnr* 
ly iyn i jB D*H
 riyiyi?3D*D >«no 8 8" PK 
i n m « i 23 58P85 ;33i:ypiy:8 VPV^VBD 
!yDnp3iDDmv jyaii^ awroMK lyoipayonns 
38 .p*5 ,68 ^ 8P8^ D*o 35 .Plft ,25 .P8^  D'O 
y^ KPiP 8 W 1 , 1 K MTK PK ,72 8^P8^  D'D 
iyi38 !8 t8 ,D3yayi yr^yn ,*nw v^ !8OP 
•»T ,D5KP»5 H -.r»^B in»« bonynjra >»P»? 
-IO»P y3"^P DOnyrrw 1^ 82 iyEi8i ,TD jya 
p« iyoip:ye«nv oyo'D^P n jy^^t pK ,Dyo 
*'K yo3jn yiynt PK I ^ I D iy*n tyroipon 
iy:yp pMm DyD c^^ p n ?y^ i .n"io r'iy3 
!8i ,|yop:iB yonwa m*4ao»iM i n jytrmv 
8 lyn^BBnys oyn D8T .00 myr Dtp ?*K 
H «3 DD^IVB"D ,*V y3%^.";:y;:83,.K I D 
-y3iy3'K HHP Mvanimp tiv .ppwmaiip 
-i>t?D;y iv rysKiB yoo'Dcyn Brum iy^y; 
K lyroiPDn DO ivv \wwuw K .rn 
D&nmys'K ,|yo«n5yX3"» y^8 PK y38-!E 
oyiovp nywin "2 ?xn^  ,T5W03t« DIP PK 
ty3"t D811 ,|ytD83y*xn v-r ym ry j^ni lur 
-iys DO i»3 o*iiDir nwwno^mw oyi pn 
n i*o ?yno8i ^«D K 1^ 3 .Di»DyiyD:*K 
pn ,ryoipiv3yoKt>v i n D9W*9 yisyEjnoya 
.ny3o own tyoip:yo8Pt i n 
» * * 
Jwvr'oiyes^ n pni ,^ifo WV 
25 nypntjn capona* D*1** njn 
n pK /Tiifpyn T n o *>«% oyn PK 
-piitfp iina*5«*>p n PB 33io"v J # J W D « 
"WW o»v yovj?? n oiyu ,Dirwopyfii38o 
p& M'VgDutr&tfP'ip *1 TK ,oatpnjn OB$ 
b*a o*nw , l *w ftWP'AMPii v u w 
D P I # P »Mwru*?w*$P l » vvgrii nyi 
^ ^ " r w M ' K urww DIP PK ,DMMPO p« 
IMP H tyaya yMreTBoaip 8 ossoya tayii 
•Droyn nyi385-
tyrtm n ' m rnm -VJinw PK oy aiw Dip PK DVIVIV wtD ,e3<np ""nypyn l>no 
nyn SMK ?iyjtpiyi IV DD# MTK MPU 
IVW >83*»anwwK n uoarn ,oyp<*3 
-umnrraina TirutfJwSp n jyaya w DUMB 
-jn r n o »>*n, n MI — ou Bpmi #onyn 
•na pmya DIP PK Dyn IV yu — DJIJT "TI$P 
!ya38BiV3$ oyoip mrtai£w$p n IKB r o 
H iv yMPoya 8 IPM jyoBnenyoaut iya"5p 
nvnyturm o*p*ip oyn ^BJ^c^nyorK 
? jyonw 
-KM VD ,o*3 OPWI oypttfa nyn 3MK PK 
" t jyu ,pni*Mya opyoya iyo»3*iK po«T on 
iviyoaiK srweyi n D38TD3y jpi tyaip 
? p?3*ntp 
oy ivoini pernM W » D*D*31 IM»P 
1KB aanynyB wteay&y -iy»iK DIP ,PK 
BWl Dy ? yMf8VBD3$P 8 PK I^"10»ai8 
->"K oyn mp»5aiB Dip IIK jyonya ou :JB5 
nvopwuvo PI$*P nyn385iv5p n TK .jynyr 
-ya y*V8TBD3ip 8 PK H^WDIJDDK tnyn 
oy jpTiMumro IIK Mm PK D*M ,oy?8 jya 
tarn Dip^ais Dip pK tyonya o^ 338? ovn 
M3K0 piitfp urn«5M*5p n TK ,|ynyT3"K 
"*BD3*P K PK "^KMSIJDDK DniTMtPOpyB 
W JIB |»*n w TyD"m« n tyaya r w h 
.ny3ya*DO"3*iK m y n JIB " t DDIP DVH ,DIP 
* * * 
D3Koy> iy3»t na«^ |wn ?IB yvytya n 
jo«n n v* IIK yon* n T » i«>a ixn^nya 
•aw njn ^tijSoaKo n I»B MI ya^bayo n VB 
-ya n MI ,DJH PK nw W nytnyoaiK nyv 
.fl»W PK ojnaynyaa* tyiy" wyr 
onyr 331OBMH» nytn PB o^pa^oan n 
"Kt»na n pn ,0"pnn*?p iy5i& 6»o ovy jyo 
n jyaya i* oxnayM fyo yaJyn ,fy5o'o yo 
lyojni ,onyp^noD nyoajni*5 n pB oixny^ 
."n*o PK iyonyj->"no D?K m*ti\vm ?yo 
•jna^K o* oya^p ?yo jyp aai^ naun nxn o*o 
-a* 9*r n» in-,in Wl aanyujn n tK .Tin 
f t ot'Ml oy ifi .yvytya y9yronp n w n 
n t i n a epjmwtt jyo m
 #D»nK v5»»n 
.onmewyBUWD n PB jyoyiyoa^K n m 
nipi oayonva oyn^S, nyoia fyrn o*o 
-anjmyoaiKw y^nyo B » T D paan *iyp 
n*i va rwtmi PB pncayo yirop» o^e "rya 
n m fy^ y^ ^ D*I^ .?ya«nB n lyajm ,WKP*5 iyp 
po jyan Djn pK nyaoyo nyou s j»: ;•— 
.aiaya o»a T^ K ,cayo mo^Snny ly^no « — 
-»K-oy3P3 D?8 | r w i iv oJnymy :•« 
T » «» »5yi o*n .nyompyo njmj
 l C ; r ^ jyo um
 #0"najnriKBiy lyayii |jnmi D;*:V: 
osaySjn D?K [yp^r IV T^K oy [yoyn D;y;r 
r*« ojnv |«D-DiDByK'ya s .wrayiu*p =v 
-ayo oyaynnKBiy i» iyoy3 iyn^v-^2 -y-
-nKBny JK. .cyaynnKD-iyaiK i» *un»'K ,jyr 
•\TWo iKo-DDDyB'ya I'nsB PK trryo -,y;r 
orr lyaya nn«n ^MK hk y35yr D#I .no-yv 
K "3 lyeoyo ayayinKciy i» ps ntnyv 
5Ka»»"JTyoa'K nyT pa D-(yD'2{j H 
.oa^ B'ayMa^ p n "3 o^nyiny nrwm w : -
iy5*T yooys n TK
 fa^ 03Mi inyi PK oy r« 
onro Dt^ ni ii^'VKt^sai* is .fjnyii o^nyiry 
tyfina* w m D*n ,DJ#T pe malimrsz 
\VP I^VKT^WI* 8T8 ,w^KnyD8C --V'r\, 
i n towmm M Urn
 #ounp 8 PK ly^rr-N 
iv own u pni iyn*
 rnawaim tmyw 8 c%t: 
.jyoyjara riyiw »?«? 
* * * 
-a^ K yoD"o n po oa^K'iB'DD^p n 
t]D«np Kpnyos PK 03*or 58a*^"3iye 
JKnyaytsn mwv pa iyny^3D>p n m ,^t 
njnoiyB pn jyayo jy?*T o n w p nwpprpy 
iyoD*p n *IMK .Dj^ K'axn^sp yny^t "3 iyo 
.5K3»B^ WyD3*K yV282 n ps 
818 *ii3 oyn rWcio'DDatfP iyr;iK DM> 
-jns"D>Mi ivvww i n ,03inny-iB un D:*" 
-D^D rwn3K n .nyejnpyo ijn PK e;y"v 
nvoipytpy ^mvayvn W3IK pa Tjnyr: 
y?8P*? n PB pram ofcimny lysnsi ^"»^-
ijn n^o •njny?>ao*o iy3"t «i nm ,D;^ ' : -|ynyT3»K \v5vn oa*«ar y^8P*5 n TK
 riyE 
-pjr5tny3yB'n n lyp1^ po ©"PSP^PK^S '" 
"3*p |yoopy3 DIV Tjny^ao'D tiinp irovyt 
» • * 
-ytpy 5KTy3yarTT nxn PB iiny^ao'o n 
iiy T H H P n vJoaya^w i w n ni8*#3 « w 
nyoa^K *»yn PB DTjnmjrjyo PK oi*epjr,7 
,vw "MV PB o^v njn IKB BTW 5*a¥^^ 
PK oy .nyo»MV -iyn TO iipwyiwp p'K PE jy5*T ?y^3yo n TK ,D3jn m WW o>a onrr 
-y5jn n wyayaya iv o^n3y3y^y3 8 WW*-1 
ny*n pB p38m lysyaivsv "T I 8 B PK PRMB 
npi jyoKay^ri n D*M pnymvoMK PK ^»8 
nv jy3"t jyoway^jn n ijni "D ,iya*t v^ ]V2 
o^ o m m m f M iurn "i "D irr* pnn!!* 
-*n W4SP0 Ti8*3 mNRHI,-T JJJ 'c^" 
.nn*> wffli yay338nya n pK o^ jn38«^ y3 D» 
-ytpy HTMBHPn n pB o^naytjm^ n »n^? 
-3*p nyoopy3 nrr "3 ffwoyo ^K*3jtvt3^ 
.o«panawoM3 8 PK p a w 
nj>pi$n wyonw on«b i y i 24 
« PK anfWW T*"» >"« xmoftm DK 
VD ono n pi VHWV n !» . i W p 
-w«r i n P* IIW" **W rlJWWo -wijpfci 
-5B ipawi pn »"* •rofD iaya»»«f 33i3imya 
•myc wSfW ,Dy3P3-ww nnjro ofcnann 
Ins n* ,T» , > TO l * W W 8 " a 'W"T 
n^c tP3jjna t»wjn«*p 8 !*P iwww VTH 
• * * 
-Klip n 18 jmnifn i ^ w n iiny 
D'j n*oW® i D » 1 1 t 3 " : m n x n n D B B > , J 
twy j H no alf T^vtDB'in D3jyn pO»n» 
, e ^ iw w a i n l%» P i * * w » n ' D " p 
••an vote H P» >n»* *1 *** oy lyoyia y> 
-*>BWP n 1VDV3 *DDyi rftWHSO *5w »» 
r o i r w » n inyo y ,DinypiyD pM .DVD 
n r« nynjr tjooyi ,B86? p« W ^ I K 
•cyo yfr'D OIK " 3 oy DO v P* * M 3 i i 
n pfriawnw » t8 . iwwin vsftm onyn 
D»J PK i»w fcwip^oiywn 18 no DMM 
•«n T O .onyaopo yooya yo?8 |*p a w 
en mis onya jy» w i , 5«P** 8 pD \W 
no w r a m w lyoopyj mv„ t« ,yyi'« i y i 
,
Miyt383y5jn y o BMW |yo 
o^n ^VD^JW ,MMinui& 8 iv D83y?yi 8 
KIB Mumxpo PM lyay? pn pn tyow 
WOV D'D DD8B't338py3 Dyoyil ,33tiD8!iyB 
'i n |IB iyo«ti DO Dnya iyD"nay3y5ya:8 
iwayia iW3 n m iyp , fnp# pn pa PICK 
.iyi8t? OD$ pn rNVWiW "W"1 
Sro jyo tMjn WBWtijgp lytmtf D"a 
iy i I»D3"K ,fy"iyo"i p« D38i3iyo D«V 
Diyaoyo n po oyD'upno *1 5"fl ,i8D 
•:«P 8 euramnra DO lyay? iy" t pal iy3$n 
.oJyoiDy3 *wfi3«M T * |y3*n m pM , w r a m 
•yn p& 5n*v n tiro
 fwwyiu$p W W " 3 
t8 miD T D jya^n ,nybyi3 pn n m ivo«av5» 
"ODV jyn .nyoyna ^^3 pn DW 5yoiD 1W 
y^8 PD 5n»x nyoru 8 iya*n pAm I'D 
C«T . g n n m v I ' D tyayp ,iyD83y?xn yoow 
l"3 ;yo ya^oy yosny n pe D * 8 3 i y i 
•inyi^ jytD^DiyD Dih\ w e w u t p WVNMp 
•318 iyo"ii 33tinwiy lya^ayoo^D po 
•=fc«y: 8 jyama *»i im> T>« ^Dnyaosp n y r 
• i v v n ^ r e n n a 8 |ya»na " t pm ,?yo 
cyi -^8E «t jyayp j«n
 f"iyT"3«3i^ ?8 nxn» 
•iyr:y; cysyinnD^yaiH p*p jyonya DO 008 
-#> ynyuiK iv Djm on« tD83i#D K.PM 
"1 TK (DBnB'IV 8 iPlim DP'OT3DMn« D>8P 
-3ijp lyoopy; DIX |yD83y>yi |y?nyiny ly^ji 
.W93yn 
•*> ynyi3w p« IK J^OSMI "inyr r^ « oy 
ljn*Dipon iy338s:^ nr82 iyo >$T D>»P 
oyio^p cyi "2 |y:yp DIJH ,iy38i2 ya^y:8 
.pnyn oo^Dtrya p« lyoipi^E n» 
fiyt383y^yn n TK ,D8inc8-i ^nn t^ K oy 
013 v» Ir tp rWv^nurP my lycip vi^-v. 
n8T jy5yn ntfy\ ,iycy?2«na n D^ O jyaypya 
PM ,iinim DT"^ y3 WVSVIUVP oyi "a jyo 
;ur«n«5 D'D w^yioup DIV lyoip DO ryjip 
jraySenijB tnif pn ly^^v^tjiyi jnij 
,i^ 0Dija PM w ^ y m w iyovy^ DJH "a 
t3^ 3 |yo83y3yn yoonnyo n |yj«i ,1910 PK 
«t Dtfii ,0^318 H "I'D Dyo^nyai^B fynya 
po ayo yovy> n p« ,i^no DB*itnyj nrayn 
-»n 118 /P3 in ipw "i iy:^ T n w u w p 
D^D yD*D$p-D:ip*tf$Tjri H lynpnya nra 
^oso^ityi oyi D^ D ,y3y>en^B yjjny^cnya 
DO lyjipvtfipjn n tatjn wwyiw^P ^ '8 
.D"pc8tpnycD,iK y3»D»i3 H jy^ ya v:vw: 
DD8sy3 iyj"T otjii jyavw^Tjn ya;8^ pn 
-»n p« 3'Dyocv iyny: DO ?yj"T
 #ijn^nya 
5»3*B"onyo3iK n OHWP tD28iiy: iya 
.[*ov 
OIK iy38D iv jypyiivya own ,y3y?tn$B 
.a^ Dayo PK D»ru wov ^ifiroinj^M nyt 
>tfo |«u tjnjni enyi;yy3 nu \V:VP cejii p« 
inyr jyno Viv^r^^ ya^yrx ,ini^ "iiv pn 
DVDWon 33U">iya,K >ru tro PK oo>ny 
T^K oy .(VDuyuif lyiyn »t nm^ic »nyii 
n IK .D^pa^Da'ii nyDcy^ a ijn pe DI-8" 
"IPDH |f9fn D^8P«5> jnyow v^vv, ,v:^"t 
ojn p» \mvx\ BWQM vm ]tfw
 t\m%v 
-^"aiyDJ'K iyniK ps ^ m r t nr$y^B« jyo83y^n PK onyaeyc y^8 na , w o r ^K: 
«t PK ysy^niffi ^ 0*0 ;y:ypya i n iy^8-
W^yiu^p H njn^K- jyp^yi-iya'K iy;yp 
.lyjyEyiy i n oyi-i 
* • * 
H lyDinoiyc $w oy nyn ,y38iD n 
rWrantsvp lycopy: i y i *»a D3^or y58Pip 
,D"P3*D3M1 DM13 PC 1MK r^ K 
ID 8 iy38H 5$C 8 IVP WOV y^8P8^ 8 
yDDinyc n jy i^jT ^ip PK ,D"iyacys yoi; 
f33nnKDiy aiava iy2«n ou oiyacyt: you 
yC'DpKIB tnPWOIVl PK Fyi'DlpDH IV 
-'l^or PK) ny;y-:nKE-y cipi jay^nvc 
p»l jy5yu iyoKay i^n «i (;yo,,n3y3y?y:;K 
jyvo PB pM w^yio^p n Dim i w r^ K 
.0JIT3V H "-8E 
i y n pn in !y2»#n ya^ Vti /ijny^DMD 
mK83 iiwpytpy i"» v^ wmn »•«* 
,DD3y»'n"K-oy3T'3 .oynyoxnpyo jwomffi 
limn w«www * "2 WiM m&* 9**y 
23 -lypitfii Djyonw vr"b njn 
nvw-
p'noo i'svr\ w?& -iye"3i8 n Dip PK 
iy>8? " i tw ,BTP3B318 ou 'ITK prom 
DU ,jyj Tjf"i ipoftmif jyjyp p'noo i'383 
I'K 380 j jny i/EBeyp ijnn>E:« msmnin 
•yj T D |ju«t ,yj8? H jniyoamoya .in*' 
-M ovy Dip poyp T O tK .Diets' OIX iyoip 
D'D .^yoio pro'ru 8 ins prwuotw ma 
-ya p,HBD->8~ryjy(5'n 8 PK pnw in«' »iw 
nn«' "iiv D'D nyas ,o"panayiio>i3 8 pm 
t w a i n jy>«T T D TK ,Tt Diinss nyoyEfc' 
,iy?t3'D yiyt:8 
* * * 
p'ntiD ^KiyjyctT 8 lyaya Bftnra nyn 
l"p i'K iy3K oijnav T'*)D BD"II iy i t'K 
l u n t n H IID o'TuyDtptrDay n B ' : >BE 
25 >8P8> iyo?yn iv Tiwp lvaipytpy fin 
^8irDD"3n8 WH31BB' 50 K tyiri'BlXD'lK 
yanny^piy n D'I? . T ' I B BD"II iy i PK 
-yn HOP t8 ,B:y3jnyj T O lyssn mjyoBW 
B'o iyj3i5n:8myB lyssc nyoys T O ivr-
TW PK ,Dyos3 jo 'Jio ' iB inyo tftfjnM'*M 
IPTanB IX BgDtS'3tf ,OP"*10DTMW tVEn 
PK T ' i 8 PE iya"3ns y?8 pRsnysnonw 
.p"nBD-?Kny;yt:,n 8 
* * * 
-iy Dyn nys'K jjuyiE'iK H pm ,axy 
-'18 pits' i'K P'noo >Kiy:ytrn BHSPBTOI 
-'E8 PK iyiy^jB'0 ' i tK ,*ro pranfti ,nj« 
iyj:ynBts'38 *pt tv^vn 25 l^Pip |IB otyo 
pa P'BCKP iyts"B8eyoD'D 8 tyin'E:« PK 
I'K Dy .TnB*BD"11 ijn PK |tf'VKt'3K3-,$ 
iy-! PK J:iK'i3iy3,K pD'nya 8 J'B'i: T W 
-:inynBiv Din ,i8'X8f:8;-8 n PB yoi^c 
-•VX'5>BBBP iy i I'K "iyB"3iK H jy?yociv 
•B'D H tysyj is i'iK PK .ynoonrK lyo 
t3"p3'^jyo inyom 8 IB'JT iy i pa *un»»SJ 
"iyB D'IS'JV nyn i'K jyorw IX ?"riD3K 
.331B?8n 
» * * 
•Ma iy i PK ,D'VIK'T» Dt"ii oy 'ivo'i? 
PK 3?8Eny i"P B'j "nn:yiyByn„ PE tyB 
-K/rt 18138' 338E3S .5B3*t?«3-iyWK "WW* 
8 opnw»»'nn D'.E8 Mnmivn tic TO tva 
nyny^B'o ynyt3iK m .oitfys Bnjyiyeyn 
tB-twyuasp »BDpy3 iyr:iK IKII tyo'DP U^BI 
nJH8 8B3818B t'K ,.pnjm iyor8ny338 ^8' 
tyii ,-iyByBC BK:KC »*n pu .D'KI? .BD PK 
- « ' 8 D H-^BJ jyasn ,jy?"v ytn }W»*i» ins 
-3yii38P n IKII BCBtrya B'3 C^BPK? OVO*-. 
-"t bK" ,iyo'or-?n«v n PK ,p't ?K> Wf 
.p'5P n3yo"nya3iK tyj"t ,\JKf99XF*» \v: 
•ipyipp nnwytis'- -yi pa Di?n- -•-
pa 33B^ys oyi |yi"i'msp'T,i' --,KS- — 
•\m ,i»'3v DTyp"Q B6"ii DI- 'V: ,aur«rr 
-yj t'K ,T«ID nyi PK
 PM-U D ;s- ;.- ;...... 
"oyD y>ya IKB 3;ie-",cD;y ;B ;•••;•; —. 
•?8P8> iyD38e-,yi ejn ;:s c V 
'"K pyns pits' PK Dy |jni ,-y:tj asy 
"U'D n pK ,Di?t}-y3 cy;y t)3't iy;«v ;•••• 
-j>t ix B«n»a»>w 8 B8.-y3 isz*- -•,-;••'• 
o«n Di>ts>y3 nyT JJIPTH s nSS car ; r 
iy3"t TjnjP>»'o H tK ,TQ lyja-E ,a»,-p; 
•»3yts'ti nyT B'D |y38DBnya3"K --ip= csy-
n P'K jynyt pK I I K S ; »'oipyt?y >-
.Dl?tS-y3 in 'K PE B"FL"BPrS 
PB iyB"3i8 »3?yv. . jyccr ?ntfx -
iyj"t ,P'HOD 8 IKE iyay»j38 ;>:«- - -L -
-py H I»3»vny3'K iv DIM ,3';yr, v.v: ;i-v; 
8 IKE eins'iK iyi tK yoc8y: v c - y 
338>P38 ]y3'no'i3 Dyi iy;8,-i Dim —-.-: 
PK py^o ypnsBts- n .iyoBD - •;••.-•••; 
j o n n w yn3yo"iy3 8 pmn v*« '*« """-
t'K m883 li'Bipytpy ?Kny;yr;- '- ;-.s-
-Di>cy2 in'K ••»• ;KCTK 
* * * 
^8t yao3iy V383 8 T?PTI I t«a DS 
•3yo isyt'iB 3'^3nys j j v m iyEr-sc—x 
*'K .iyB838B iyB3'11 ' I i'K P"TBB "S !J!r 
.itftlB IV tjjjt l'BD3iy 18 Dtp T'K BS"~P: 
iviyn .t*5Tns WJV iy:"t nyp"iDC - ;y 
•D'IK n iy3"t nn8' ojn csn ,DPKE - r -s: 
. e n s inyt o'3 vn&i 3?«Eiy VIK T J : -
"WW B': i8J iy38" •nmnJao'e y y s 
IjnK iy33'B'D-BKE' IX ISDIP IX rt'B - "•" 'C 
D8i jnjjnanw .P"IBD 8 pujni irs'cr -s 
5ru»3*»n n DBH ,oamojr33K PK =y* 
3313'B3yiy3 'T I»31Dy3 B'3 TI8IP IVCPP'SS 
-ya Bi3 iy3«n ix .p"naD Hrujwn f< •«: 
"*IB i jny^B'o n pnipi ,P""ICCS "IT" -
-yB3'K ynyDjna 8 iyt"HD'iiK CE-K-V: T 
myo'BK n PK ,i*'3i' y58P8^ i r ' t I** *:-" 
Otisys lynns iy38" 583Kts,"3-ycrK - '•: 
y^yE Tin jyn tK ,0"P3'?3yc n nnr""* 
lW«t .osnjypj l"t P"IDD njn c y ~ -
-iKiiya P»-IBD Din Tin iy2«n TJ»"3~8 -
oyts-tT'ii PK iy33nyDy2iye viw-v- >• 
"im PK jn3yBtpiv n .pnaiBtr ;•:< "* 
0'3 nya? cm IWKH T I D PK PK i r r 
.lyn'jr: 
* * * 
-DD"ii njn pK D8T .iyi*y ** '*** _ ! r 
•3nyDynyB iinjm Din'Ey23"K iv^8t " " = 
,y?8 PK ii3 ,nyBytr yj':"K PK r r : e«:'?: 
nppujn DJJWHW w^ -ijn 
T,rK O:VP &m*m D$n oy nx -gnbm 
fn>i» '" ivtaamya « unr ra i* jytyn 
ngBJW !"' "iv^yavytva vw* ivayp MI 
«t in "85 nw UDwrmw ycwua 
zvo iruw*a B "^1 MBoyaann D*a |ya$n 
in* D3WT»»M« ? 1V^ D*iyD"n8 18 pa 
r» w r*8 DM in>K MI ,B&TB "in*K 9»MI 
.yoW IWM M W T O D»"ru$ n 
•K am* IW'M "lyo^ans H 5"ii nyi* 
•is fcnjsn ojn iinst? jyp Dip p« P"IDD 
nyo;iK DM i n * Dtp Dgvi ma ? DI^DC 
•tfiayaoMK D*n P^IDD "un njrp*n Dan 
n o'o w - j y ^ n p a m "irrK Davp ? m 
"? r^o iy"K pa pnpav PK jyopu 
Pints SRPDtfP yCDD'^DWP 8 IPP 
.DM 'miK ? ly^yaDayiya |yitna 
•"-DD yo«D H T« tya$? DU iyo iyp *|«p 
- raw o'-n*oryn w ijD'nrnri lyjyp D"IVP 
npi IV "w lynyotsnya "? t« i m s ,DP3^B 
tjrp lyoso n jyoMW anaynya ."in DJy* ny 
i"io ya^anynya i w t »t t« jnyt tyo 
mini lyooyna iy"t T8 PK iVDDWir 
W P ,DWTTM) mvivn PK DMK V I opm 
.Iirjaiuny»D»aiv ynyoya p« pnaiDC yi 
•;« PK ye»*Mxama n pa (yuitettnya n 
H im ya^ny-e rasa iya*n n w a i i i v^m 
c$it ya^yts jya"! yo^nytPD n pa Dynyi 
"•a w^oDMtfWT^tD v?8 *IMK Diyn iyo 
•aynyt ,pM DM n*a Dtp iyp myn;« .oaa»D 
pom **5iy5« pa n w n yoso n TK ,an 
.pinro yTywhn PK y e ^ o ^ a nftvta PK 
a&Dnm'fyD-ny&^m* n ; n $ nssiyn yp8D 
"in .igaTjruiwi MTK P""IOD jyryn pR 
un it<D |ytniya cwjn pinoo unninitf 
n !yapa»ow>K ytpmmya "IBQ D$II ta^yii 
a'ona m p« ov^ya yos^p yc^Do^BD^syp 
iP^t i«io -uny pa iyta^a-18 H T8 VH DV 
"IW Diyp^ noD ^ ,onn'3OTif tDDya' j«t 
»>8 po unyii n ox'Dcya ayp^a i w m 
:w Bny« DP'cya jyjijt "lyn^ ya .nyta^ais 
Jain.-s u . Menzle, Treas., 
184 Broadway, Lawrence, Mass. 
nytnyiain .lyaarmc yjyny^iyB p« lyaiyi 
~yK?:t$
 #D5»$n ""ncDp -^ajMiKiD,, PK jya^i 
ijn »8 Dt"ii u^KHnvo n iyn v-uy? 
Difii ana cyn p« pn« D^BD cayo nyoay^^ 
•ya anaySn^a i^ « xnyia« IBB oaijia iy 
•DIN oyi>^ tr;yQ nyoia nyT |m ,Dayno 
jya^ T Diyp'nDD H ,onyiya nip .DDM 
W .nyaiy o^ a ,iy«yayo y-iyias m tapais 
•"D yryn jya^n p ^ s |y&m5$o n pnyo 
*»MK ^r tajjn "t pa ny:sip jM^onraa a;u 
n pa ^D s p« D3S>pya tau Diyp^noo n 
*"i8 n D'o p")«ta^  |snn,D8B0lo r ^ o 
.iyo»a 
lyta^a's n ts ,0'j 5ya"iiv p^p T^K oy 
PfcEfiyn iyoija iytaay>tr s lyaijipys jya^n 
-n^ D yiy^i jya^t iiKiryn pK nyotay Dj$ii 
"^ yn p« i$Dt>y lya^t 1'noK PK ^MI oyn 
•'noo H m "lya^vi^iiyn ^nvo tyu niwi 
•oynDC s TOWM tavuya oyi nnt? .D^ iyp 
-ya c^n Dipi ,Dayo»iyBDyo gnvn jyan 
->noo «IMK Di>aa"K m ^ i y v 8 T^nyn 
*n>no p« p*a taan^a ny ,nyo"ai8 jnayp 
•?lm njyjvic iyit# n^ne^a iv
 fooaycna« 
,iya8i yan^n H .o^na ^ya ED^D rvnirs ya 
pn ,"iyD^2"8 H j"K imyay^ B? ,iy oaijr 
T^ K aauyiiyanytD^an^ iyn iyajm yn«yne 
nyr^nyns^KaiH p« nyanayctr -lyr 
•p^J 8 jyaso DTia 4ya n jyS t^ .rpetjp 
iyo"ai8 H jy^r pK 4jr>m "t jy« DM* 
D>*M n:8D^s 8t8 -|y?m «T IVII |yp""»oD 
.nyDP8i8a wmom'tow pM iyo8s nnyr 
"8D«OT 8 inyi lyoipyai^B vx D>yoia8 
ya^Dy PK nwvyn p w m ,yiyYD y^D 
pa yD^^p-DsaiaxnyoaiK is PK Diyp"ioo 
•p8iB jyMya t'K D^T jany^m"08«w im 
iyn PK TtKiryn iycmv yta^ajn 8 B"D 
iyn DM18 t^ K niKn^yn lya^yr, pe J D ^ ^ P 
oayiaya b»i nmivyn .lyayn un^^inve 
Ti D*n yo^o^p n ya5y« pa iy38fc.a ya^oy 
-lynymDMiK o:vwi D^a IDIK Ditra 
.P^"IDD oyi DVK DainyoaiK "WN„ 
jya^ syaoMK ^ r ^)88DC iy»K 5e»35 ;y^ 
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.n .K no 
-njgn WH'nuoma'JiH IB pnitt PK wp 
-y?« PK DV ?"n .D'na^ya n D3y»"t M? 
jyaBta iyD3BPnaBB*^n n m ,t»Bpy:3 \vo 
-3$ lyoma ojn ay>iv ,jyta*BipB VDM-U 
. n * 5yii83 |IK 5>$M V&Vtmw** T I K ftiip 
omtvwya w TW**P >"ivan T W own oy 
Vin ' w v yoma oip ay^iv t* |JWp'$&f 
no I }HM oycrPMi H jy^DD .ly^ooayay? 
nnu n5»n n tao T I K ^aymyB ynyoya n 
D'a PK tai^ tae* nyjBpnyos p>p PK jrvion 
,pmyaMK |n« imwo 5>yB MM inyr IV 
tn$v B is imp 8 amwuni UK 3H3jnyD'V 
B38D lyD 1KU ,D3y"l*tf pM Ml ,D5>yp "IBB 
-ya 8 I $ J iy» inm /iri"5>p T I K a^v Dip 
oyi JIB nyoum n v w uirbpowa ynyo 
->yn nyo^aiB n IB /Wye' ,tay$B pnenfttw 
EHfii o»3 j">« iya$n nyr^p n nojm ya 
y&"BD^8&'Bgp n i^ nui/2 D^H o$n p« 
iv tastatpa* ?oayn^ PB 33nyamnwbB> 
Mfsea* /wi* |IB b"t nyi m i VI |y>yoB> 
yopmya onyalai* n pB |yiyn iv onn»"»y3 
o*n "iyn *IMK ta^ ytacya |VD$ T I n ta*n
 fyaB? 
ni DMK tanyt tyi$BB> n j rna ^ya n pB 
O*D (WttriftfB J i m .ww lie ytaaynya B 
p« jyosa H jyasuya iy?y'BB> p« \t»vt 
-BMIB t>"na jypnaiwayii n on* jypna 
"a»>anyB DBH oyj^K pny T I K jy^BBiv 
DMK iww P^B lypnauo n .pn* oy»n 
H jyaip- T I K .lyaaitaDyo yvnyo^o m 
-uni ye^iopy^y my r rh oay^ ya o^ na ^ya 
H pK 5MI D^II oyj^K tyiy I'JVDO w jyo 
" i p3l»n oy?» D^T .iyaama»K typnasa 
H TB ,m$P B |»«TP»njtt iv Din ,iBnoya 
-a* pK nyj'scBD jyayia pfl*M D"»yp"noD 
•in«fr nam 
omoiVi nya* t^ « aaioBMnya yanip n 
pn »5yDBtnyB jya"t lyia^anB *l .B^BB 
jrty^r T ^ ^ I B jjnyaMT p* EAm jny^t 
nya'B ^^no^pya ijny*VBBB> *>jn¥
 #oyp5r5 
yayoB^ ya iv tyiyn p« jyvn »n .jyoBa * i 
n PK jyoanya n pan$a [y^i vo ;y« 
IBT ,P"1DD Tjr03jn»5 DPT (yaw, |y«iD i^ 
,ljnBa-ma fim Jnasa B iyp"-,oc n | ^ n 
yo?BP pK oyjB^a^a jmyw.v ,r-?-l 
-^BBP H a^ royft T I IM*T *';S .cnvn 
"3m
 #iyoaina»BDin»p-D3;wv WDO^WJ 
B DTHPI B PB [ySBD IV T'K Ci" CS?:r'3 DK3 
jnyr I 'D \ywp atai npe' PM C^- -^  ^-^: 
.nvravB ivoio pe •pi?o^i p« 
o^nyviin
 r^aa oan^ pa nyajni n 
yaB^  n o v n w ovn nyaSyn
 f iya^pi j i 
,yoDaiy jra^iynB |ya"t ,KBU c;jn^? pK 
»r oyii oy^ B .|jr»nfl p« ij/jyo ^;;-:;'j"i';'K 
pr>m M i .iBn1 p« D p^a^ oajny: m irm 
nBB TB : fyJm ^Biya'K Diyp*nDD D^I :«-
MI iyay? jyayp ^wp «i |y5*i yv«na irn 
.prate 
-y^nyB pB nyo»anB "t |yvnw i«n»B 
"9tDBP ,iyon : lyjipa^m p« iv^-vs; y;r 
n J^ K onyii oy ,|jn*« jro^waoyoij-B ,i^r 
55 PK iyaB")fic 20 tanyny: l yp^van 
nya " t "a *pi lya'Byj oy pK .iyepwi 
,yD"*-^8B ,nyayn IBIBD .D';V;? yaynjrr 
^$ii B IB^^T *i5ynv"inyv prarnya w$w 
*?yn ^ yt^"a^B nno IBIBS PK M*3 I'X'D IW 
jyayn *PIK y^DBB B prewnv ;i^8?' B 
jya^r »t D«JH ojn r^io ,nya^ .•?'• »"8-«" 
Tt " i Bona w imn PK nrrsnis i« 
-yn xnyn jyaya SIBDBP DIV wr-s-vs c"W 
.nyp'i" 
-nya^ K DU jya^r jyaanyiBB Jnr*t i* 
iya»t »r DIJII pain inyr jye rsrr •!»*•: 
IB : o"pau"5p B arJw P"TO° "^K -""* 
PK T^K D3BPy3 Ml flpl K C:>C 50 T7 
t«? ,DBBnp PK pnB yyrpa B Deync^ PW 
D^ 3 DVK 5«t w i B |y*r:icr 56 0*BW| 
n i n jyaip ^4 MI jrimi D^ywa " ^ 
H pa ire*wai» PK D5"Kyrv rna * 
iy3jni »n*
 #!jn3ior "iiv n IBS "1"=^^ | 
.jyay3 iv D'Oip "irc-r'S,-1 &1 
nypi&ii MPDIW D*T*> njn 20 
jnantfp A776 imp PK WW«JW Dl* 
•J'TBD WW) pB'BD-pBK' iy"3 Tin *V1K T* 
iVn| HI [ID pyii* wanya o$n «(%Jvvn aj*a 
1KB Din jytayaya iya*n nit ,o»ro ftpw 
nyi no vnaw oyi iVDipiyn i * DJVDB> 
•o» T l »*" BMttM^tt» njn nya* 4 * m 
•lynynivoMK I ^BK « I Dam 
-E8P nyn wpi TOTTD ! v*ro«a rasa 
jnpn pmya tape taayo8?i8B W D D ' 5 * D 
SP noma n PB tyDinytM'K H J « H ,nwpa 
iya»i (nyxnyanaK? n Sy^yflo) prDD'fe&'B 
— Diyoo"0 yj"?p n no MI ,ya*y?n pmya 
pi> o ' w a n * oxn iMPTmrunu ,V*DIH 
-»u n iyii , iya* w r .T^yo MI EPMI M?B 
*?yo»D n) onyoD^D n PB raytaonpy ynyo 
lyoinyw* n linst? taaypya ta*n (yos^p 
mratf onoya « i jya$n ,?8D*BKP-DMTJ PB 
H MI DU MTK
 #nv iinya^n oyn ayn Dyn jyta 
lynno i*n» oy tanoya jya$n nyta^an* 
.«? tyayn 
i n 1KB nam 8 lyuya nya$ PK Dtp 
-JIK n J«ii 4'WHfti PK yo85p-"iyta"ai8 
8 PK ovy* iya»? Difii ,DiytaD"D yopnnytt 
.DDD^ yr nyD»ai8 jywiya 5"no im*na 
,oo"a oy«a 8 ipt B'O »38iayaa>n8 [y3$n 
DXH PK impiDW y^a PK yanyay y«a 8 
"DMK y i y " i jyaya nyo^aiK n PB HBDSP 
-ya inyta»n n IV p w nynya Dip .ony»"3 
. D a s w r n o n pa'roan? 
,DP""1DD 
h Dfo lyD^pa^noo yrvn y>8 nya$ 
•jy^'DKB on^D 8 "na lyuya jyrn DiyDD"o 
D$ll *1BD8P DIH D'D v^mrB p« "nypj8V 
IPD18 nyi pa yuy 08 lyaatsfiyaait T * o*n 
-*CKD |IB ajnn*Bj"K nyn D*D Diynavnnv 
lyaipi DITII ,DnytaD"D ya^Sp nyiayiMD .[ya 
unv*an "»in iv ^? toa^ p^ya aas^  w osny 
nyc yay1 oifii isonyn ny»^an8 ny^r IMK 
tyj^r ,ya«? w jynyoyanyB IV y t iya'a^K 
iv lypanyaa^K pK jyn^^ya ntina aa^v^a 
Tin
 #yoaynya vnmns viy"? lis ya»> iyT 
PK iy>KBy«"i» r»K noana Ty«i Dlfii oyi 
jya"t ya^yn ,onmo ya«n H PD iayn n 
*a"K taaypya iya^n DVII ,ya>«"K H p/uya 
.jypnaKB yoMna jyna PK lya'cso unn*D 
y?8 pK v? iinayii iv taanyuya-anayin 
taay^ D Dipi ,taayD85»i8B nyi iv nnv jny^i 
,>yay^o ya*n nyoaiK jyonya wjn pa " i 
Tt Dpaynya v?ywyo yanJiraiK n jya*n 
taaynipai^ p lya'taayo D V J oyn pD lytayT w 
VH pnsoe' MI iya^ .HKIDI iy»>« iyT D»O 
Tt o*n oy iyn
 faawMooay Ty«t uniya 
rs>B iyojnsn 8 D^DCJ^ t8 ,&n£yjBMM 
-8>i8B "lyi »i D«n ,5yay*5B ya^r iyo:iK 
.Vow 8 oa:8^n taayo 
janm n T» I W 5yB^"3 DW Mr8 
oyiaynya DiyDO"D*5^ii yijn:8 pK nya^BE? 
PK p^aaiK \ytpm ijPBnyoaw ^y^ 
•"K lyatj! I^D pm T8
 #DMna MT« t'K p^a 
oann . . "l^JinSa D3«t i w MI ,^8* :oya 
Bhpi p*5a MI "=|"^ 3 lyvDoyoipB w l^ V 
•MKH
 #oyanyfi? oc^a ,oy58a8a Dinioy pn 
.oinsa 
?i'<pojityp iBaDsyp :onvo 
MIK J oniM ljrp TK 1* rtKB» M : J8D"i1 . 
.ywm i m n s pu jycrn«BK ye?njmi» 
PK iya"Dtr lyaijiD lynycKn y;,D«iDEJf 
pa Dpaynryaa^iK tyayn •*? wfii
 fjyi»ia 
w n w D^D iysy?c niniD ypuwr pK ,ayn2 
.ayp w»nmar*a lypan DIX PK 
* 
Tynoync K *IMK oay^sr onn D$H nyi 
iy nya ,iya'aya-iyc inyoana K tMp ^Kiar 
-JI^D n ovnya o»« i y i MI I.VK »IMK onjn 
riycayD yay« *i*a tarayn iya'ayanyc K ,D»P 
J3*#tffi IKT n ta^ a jyayp D»H 
* 
19 nypujn wmnt» DH*4 njn 
D W
 #D'nn »$» )D"V|90Ptti iv jyaMnyaa* 
yvwa H n:yn yiv^t p* DBKanyB lyaijn 
y3>n PK VDMia n-pB (Dim*) jyiKPK* 
•*IMII D'rjyp oyn PB DBMmya^ K ,D"* 
n Dip ,ivnyi Din'Bya D$n Dip .yoosya 
t>u tyaijn o$u , n r n w n IID ?n*y yooru 
•"t ,iyoipp yoxwa-T^ nnn»B3"K taaypya 
n VIM iyb"3i8 iv lyaaiKiivya iynya tyj 
-ayo ytyn jyaip I>>TD83 . n y r w j n w n 
jjnyoya 8 n r j nw aanyuya \vw DK I^I ,|yc 
-y-t$D iv lyayaiyoaiK D$*WJ M TT ,|y3itf 
•yj »n iy3$n D$U ,D*m »5» »1 pfi (yaan 
i n jyaifn »n .ptf lyamya 8 n£n*v Bfcfli 
nye w DIM ,b&8fr5ytya 8 PK Dinuttnif 
H jyru 1720 PK j i r rav ynyn jynyayn 
DIV jyaitfp v» lyoipya onytDD o^ n y r w 
•*Wi|. my»n T« ,|itfnyviyn pk &ayo85n8B 
7000 iya$n pK Din 'wi t f i n iya$n* iya 
po nsvin H i"K opiyo) pK /lyny^ao^D 
Ijnnyn iv pyuv oyi D'D ( l o y p n y r w 
D»XIB n mnvnmypjniii PK mn»w vw 
•y?D " i ni nynnB maiao 8 tmai jo t iny 
'" tw /lysyia i*a PK Difii ,PK ."wro oy jya 
•"nanyB i* n^ ya tyoio yomi yJy'B jy^osr 
nyi mpn T^ twa .^ aaiaJitfnyB PB V1 t y a n 
n onynyaDMK Dayos^KB W D D ^ K D ' B K P 
' nwoan |ID p» onyDD^o yomv n PB iya8?p 
iv ny»»n« n jywpTyc *iy Dip »u *PIK 
c o ^ y a wn PK iyaiTV8P383i$ jyaip 
"iyn pk lyoipya jy^t »n pi? 8 "PB D$U 
.DBaipiv 
aaypya I*K D5*H VWVVS ya5>yn Dyes 
•tyaaia'DBytpya ynjna* yfcPD PB jySnyvixn 
.y«?B lyiiya Bftfil oy jyn 
-?^ BnyB lyn^onyB nyoyn jyayp iv DIM 
•a« oxn nyj^K jya^ya nyoyiipya PK two 
'lyoipayDsnv nwa^rw n v t tyay^ B ,pnjn 
-jyoKiiv TT oay^ B iyo .iyi"iTpan» n pK 
pm Diitw 8 lypano « „ DBnoii»3 fyoip 
tMy^ B on« D^V nyvmp « PK JBI /|yovny 
iv^^n IV DIK
 rt5» ty^ DKt iv tyuttBJtf iyo 
PH ly^ JHJK ojn iy3«K ?yB5yn iv yo«p 8 
"KB nxn PK wno njn* o^npJKip PB 5KB 
pyanyB oay^ B \yo m y^aic nw HU * ^ s 
•ynB^ya ivaasD^ "i58a f»* IWfJ* ***« nt« 
•M a .K ntnav H ,y3K5 ny»r PWhi jyaao 
!» i r m i oay^ B yoKPnypwip njn PB PK 
,n T5»W r^ K ,njny»5ao'D ynn'K pa 3;r,r-2 
i in ^yvyBD
 #iyo"an» "WKTM iy i cs-
iv "WJ DB n^ ,nyt3DB',a"iyjy PK nyacrry: 
•5» K p«J» ,DB^ H^nm mini PK , i r ; -
-ya ny T^ K iKDnxn pK
 fnyowo K — ,-v;-
mv?p PB lyn^J1 iv $«Hnn p^n lyoya D"i 
myo nyDyfic jyayp w »a« n n w r.y: 
yj"? ,nyo"3n8 yj"t PB wiTD'rw C : 
.onan ya^vv 
-aay pic lyoipyan^D D^T T'N MTS jn«ia 
•aiK n .oy^ K DU ^ a t'K D^T iyai# .IJS: 
ny nun-Jya 8 p^s prwii iv D^ps^ ays 
Difn 1KB iyva«a pK D^a i^ a- T:IK Dinyrp 
*aay PK [yDPKii iv iyaa8By3:«j [yaijn Da*';v 
nynna nJ85»a:y pK janiya lya r^ oy ,i:»: 
-ya D^a jya^n oifn
 fny»"anK njnaytno TIN 
EM " t |ya*n v i pK n'nn «>ya jjny« aayp 
VK wnn . in iyiB»iw Dj^av pv D:SCV; 
TT 05iTB Dtjll /iyD"31K 8T8 l i : WPS 
Dipioy iv oanynya PK O*II ,tDpnnyo:w 
rnoiD PK aiaya e'^ anyay PK Difii ,Djnyoy3 
-nyB H n«B HBDKP « IyD^yalv^^B OIK mm 
H JIB yaK? H K'ca^ s .yas? pn PB aanyoy: 
"iiny^ pK DiyaiynyB i n D^TnwKte *5ya 
|IB aasanya^ K D"a Hf^vpnifiB pa a"i« 
-yanya PB yatfBy w "un iv VDHARI'S 
nynyoyna u>o b»an* pa iyujntDyD ymyo 
lytaKDK'piyii ynyoyna PK MiJ^no'DD^ais 
#TD lya^ Bya I$T ,a v^ya jny"n» nnyo PN 
-VIB iv I5'BK w »u (taw nyo^ais n rs 
oy MI
 #aa«? MTK ^ynu^aKai* iv in rvv:: 
iy?yn "r t« «ui3&*n pa paia K I^J oa»*>3 
yaya^K i y " i »n |yo5Kmjn jy:yp i^^ T' 
paiB nyn MI Jya^ n i l *»ya* uaawnDim 
-"t rvpasnya D'iyo"3i8 om PK DMK ony: 
*wpi yooiB D'D BttlXOT ta^a nnyo pic iv: 
-yiiy3 y^aiyay 18 i * I M B . T I W*W JW** 
.ya8? pu pa aanyoynnyB n isa aw 
-"? naK^ aay pK oa^uv-rnD yt>c'^ y n 
-a8B PK ,1700 "lnir DJH on» wrvnv if: 
nWK pa jya^ Miv H PK T ^ ' O W IIJ in ;;•: 
nyn iv iy3Mnyaa* o»n JKD'BKP IKII ^ n - -
,3yn D n^yvnyn & .3 .v MTK .jycjcny c« \v? 
piyii oxn PB nyo8BnyB lyooiKiiys nr) 
pK Dt»aij»3t*Tnb PB Htiftroa *i ^-* s 
-a»? pK ww *1 ry»""^ jya»n ,("-» i : ;V 
ynoona^K nynaK "jo5ani PK MI W*\£ PP 
ijjpHjn nayo-isa on«* njn 18 
D^B t338"it3ya D^ Dim *iy I B t iwron aa*5 
/ IWTS ynyiJK Jtf« a1© imroarwaa'ift i B 
D'o " W i n lyaijtn lyaauynoc M»n V^B PK 
•;N ,aanayii y c b ^ B B iyoi;yaaB ^ Q B 
•D*m i n iyp Dip jWHDvavpn^ B OKO^ 
.-•rayoaiK D$K p*Ja tyoBny oyi HMK iy?"it 
« oxunw aaB5 nw pic |j»*n v o 5^n 
»s D?B w w - w » yc^aay n iyo3B"ioya 
$ 05>8 DD"fl Dtp r"l*^V B^D^ D W 11'B, 
nMPV &'& piJa lino iv Dvn D$H , i $w 
wyj»« jnn*« [tf imrm D$H
 #IWK"ID yc>o 
ona yo^D^ymye y i r r* p« PK lyoynyDa^K 
D'J tpt ovna PK rrarrftn ry"iyna$ry3 ojn 
.noR DIP PK i«p PK — ,P»D>5$B p« p n * 
--IIK cyi spin pno Mp B t>vy* V D I # 
lynya T O "iyn"K J M $ W T * " I D *i pa u v w 
.P'DPBD ny"t lyDDB^oyn iv lyn^w 
WW B w m x ny*Bnyo>iirwin iyn 
oyn PK oaaiv "iyn PK jyo^v ya^a^n p« 
PK caaiv H :nyiaya^a PK l y t ^ B y ^ o 
D$U ,ni3K$D ^ya pa ^ jaytM' in jyaBocya 
-$ri p« a^vya yaya^K yny^i lyoytya jyaijn 
r"»BmyanK p»p HMW D^aiBW o*a S?5B iya 
.D«3"W iy«t v o lyvuys i n S*? -wtfvw 
•3wa«»« K^  i n lyaijn jyoyiyorK W M ami 
O D^ |yiiya D*p PK ,oayiPD*K B'o lyonocyj 
rn*arrfta B oya^n ta^ a &»a PK ,naip oyi 
H .03B0 B DrrK ny3>K jysipi $$r ny35yn 
• D ^ B W K tayo3 tanytD^ya -iy3$ t $ w m & 
my>n CD'3 tyvnya Difli ,iyB"3ia pa T5 
cyaya^K p*p tra \m$r\ ,a^vya yaya^K 
impjif , tmn p*« D*O jyno ,tDBDcp"iyii 
CB r^ B DIJII — p« »»3n» i^3 oyiy iv 
aauaifn H pnw^in iva^n — lyooa^aMi 
>Mn .D'na *5ya P*5B tynyii iv pm i r i i n i 
PK-oy-yaSyn p« I W W K *un m aaB^  nw 
aauHfn yooay^p n oBnya i^#a oijn naK^o 
iyanayoi?iDDa5yT B ^ o B W jyiyn W 
.J*w B iv ly^Bocyaiv o*a -.y t^ K ,iyoD"o 
^ o iyayp Din pa 5y»lip«a lyoia B "inyr 
Ta ?nyt
 t«pnyo» p« nyo^ans w r r n 
WVH n pu njBDCiv ayi anayoDBio 
"3Mi n pa ya^K ,»pnyo» pM Da«'avn"iD 
o^i iBC ,aaia"D pna PK
 P{V3vniM yooa^ D 
65"POWW n b^ a iwuya D3**3v W ^ M »"I 
•«*n oaij'av ya^oonp n Difii
 fD^pn»e^ ?IK 
T»MK ytyva^B'VDH pK 0"n" iD »i ^ i n PD 
•iv , nn^c yj^n p.a |yo"3iB iy^r;:y ojn 
»3 lyonyjivpynK ,i-\v nyn iv DITK iiruonr 
iv on^ K lynyiy^iy pK lyaaua^n y^B DH^K 
".o^poyi^ nya^ayaw i« 
-2^ny2 D J^ otjn aanyujn n DoyJ>K' m 
t>;ypiyjB iyaij M o$n ,ny»"3iB ain D^yi 
"in'K t'K oy rB .B'vans p« DayDDaoyii 
,yaB? D'nyo^anB ayi jyayn lyaitjr iv oacya 
•'>yn H pa iyjB?P v$$ iv TT an;yiymv pM 
oyi jytMiya b"V W?vnv-i iv M otfn ,D n^3 
TO PK ; fyitfyn iv I M MI ,ayn B iyD"3iB 
H ?ID Dno ytD^iy n TB ,iKB"iyi lya'By; 
oynayiiya lyj^r iya$,VBT,3BaiinyD"an8 
•»?y3 \nv*i D(#ii u n » n lya^yt ixn p« 
nyiaB ".yny1 PK ,onmo *i .lyoBJiv n ^D'na 
lyaK^p : T^oya ,iyoiaya \V2$n \ywwn OB^P 
oaiBnya otjn D$U
 taany^in nyi iv T ' 
.ya^ynDiytaaiK yin^K pa jiny1 j y v r 
D'm ^ya namnjni ! ammpnyo lya* 
lycssaiv pw iyra^Kiya taayoya K* V? iyat#n 
oyi itjayn tyjB^p viv"i iya:y"ia na ta^ a PK 
Tin „yta*2By3 H lySiymy I^BK nia ,VWP 
yin^K mn^DUD^M u$n aany^jn H yaSirn 
-lya^K wwm nyta^aiK n rye ctjn ,vwm 
"DMH Mt lysijn " i MI ^ ya;? *I:B nayn H 
lyn^yt ojn PIMK rya^yn iv i n CIK opyno^ya 
.p^noya oy |ya*n "o"5 ^inyM H m DIB 
jnta B lyr^yaDmB onyn 1550 p« i^a 
•"318 pa aaia^^Kiya w oiy^piy yD5yii 
,1725 ww PK w PK lysyiaiya B D^B iyo 
men jyo Doyaiye .lyDysc inK* 200 oy*23 
n tastro'iyB iyo PK ryrya oyn o*a IBIK 
IV wfy3yi3"iyBff BTB lynyaya o*ii "iytaMmK 
o^ aaayaya ayo 20 nynij >iinw " K ^ I 50 
; >$D yocny Dtji — nyoun PK DMIS «PIK 
D*3 nyD"3i» ^y^ pic ODlp >*0 yo-rv Df l 
i y i ^
 fnKnDC n«>m 100 m iya*ayii D'D Z* 
100 pa yoio ya^^p n iyp iy 3%IK
 r r o r 
n?B T^ K iy IPii PK ; |y^n$vy3 D*: I K ^ I 
D?BB ny DIJT .oiBBcyaa^K PK iBapaB^aiK 
,"iy3ynmyBw KTK PK ^BO W*n Dip pn« 
,»|IPW IK^BI 200 O'D 123D D.TK jyo t'K 
— iynK p»K lyn^acs^ pK r o c ynr*B ;< 
.IVQUTiy oy^B 
-TO'* DBH D«*n ,"iyo"3"»B lyc^aay njn 
•;yii iv cnan^iiya n DBaiv njn pa rwiaya 
-VI5B taip ,nyn I»B aanyaxn ixn iv TT D" 
17 ippi$ii opaim tm^ i jn 
o&wftwa i n po ojnaijia iy5ynoDna'K -iva* |* jyaasfi iyo"a-i8 yon* frtip w r : 
.IWP«nya own jyaynoya jjnyii HI 5«ii ,0^0? n ps^ 
-ma nyn , o w n n D3*r ,1495 TMf< PK ^ D * " iVtnem w n .-uift cy^  ;-r 
-'jaay i n PB nyos^ya nyn PB TOW iy& 'D-1™ n I1D •«n»,*»,e i»p prtynya - . 
-n>3# nyn D*n ,Mipi f tTirJwrw» "W I W W n w ojn fyayn oaypya m w^-
nwa MKfcrao ijmpnfi *»«•*» PK w n D »" *Mwe»Wra wraomw PK p-.: 
- * n rn y v D'D Dip ^ I W ya?yr8 |ya -D*n w W**1 nwflo 'fcra-DiKo;:-
jwiijtnyD D W » ny D*n o ^ a m |ya -D-IKOB> n lyenw PK D"*-wtfynyi iv 
8 V I K ^yo'D-oaysy* &z> y^DSD pn n :aamnayDiK is |yoipyan$B KBU mar* 
Daypya Dip D*n nyMB "ijn . i n i p rasa tyaitfB "t byu flmav p« n^m ys*n 
1564 pK .D"3i8 tyayn iwtDifi D*D pnto jahfcSttTKW «nw yanynns n PK |yoipy; 
-ipyaom* Dyaepftr na*o "yanyaa,, n D$n JIB lySouu* lyo'na y iy mn'w nw-
,p* ,y*ytya yeonnya mrvK pa nya"K |yt -ips po aatip i^oay v»s n PK ny^-c:— 
n.Dowya m« IMBP D*n ryrya iyryn PK (jnodhrirJipi n o-ijnasTy}) » w : 
• -ya imp D$n natfo-Jya njn Dip ,mv3t$> I*K iya;KByaa$ ovy>' ^n D*n Dim ,5m;»r 
lyanynys w DIK tyayu 32 |yD"3-m DUD aaiyiyoinanyB 8 is OTPMH D*n iiarfaay 
— "iy^B nyn p« nriK> 8 i|mi y^ >DKD pn nyDoso) lyasD^piyn Mnmno n pe 
wwa iyn .pyn* lya^yt DJH IKB jysyn 40 -ynns n |ypnw D"fD»?aaiK IV .(DVKPC 
MI jofcm ,wte TO*yr nyn po ,1593 PB l a v a A r w 8 w ,ni3K5o »5ya ya»5a yr-
•ya 8 w iyT«? Dftpiya.Dvn ,DMK »nyr oy oiJ'a n .nyo^ a^ iK n pa nn^v n -c 
#DM» in«M ^8B P5*B mv jypaynjK iJnyo ps jyoBK^yrya n pn iv vm onri iv-y-
nyo>n8 nyamyu ^ p nyo^anK ojn b*n pmya iyj"t " t D*n .nxny^a^o y:"^; 
18D B*'K t>K oy D*II oyT D'D ,D38iaya
 #T^yoaiK i"i^"no TW enim oy rnpn^ E 
jyaifii 40 ^yD"3^8 v^ ijn*iiya a*b*u DH^ K n .n .n) lyta^anK n IKB t*Jxia PMI^TS 
3'D»m D^D DB'ny mpi D*T jyaymys iv DIK 08nya t»a ^*a IWip wpl lyo'mK ya^nj-
fystfii 32 D^D tDaymys ny D*n pnw nn«' n8ya jys^n PK iytD8t^piyn y w K p*p 
Daypya ou pw bifn v i i ^y^ IW ,»"3n8 pK jyDynoiva"i8 (nonfe »5»3 n HMK C : 
D*T I5'DK a>nay»^3i8 ?ysy^  i"p iy38D jsn jjnjni ooa y^r Djn^a n PK ,oyn^: *-
PK riyayMP nn*> *I*B 8 ^a .IHK^ yva«a ,pynv dm n8B t*5vu nna'iyoMtya » iv 
•DMK wypya DU pw irip» njn oyn ,1610 -DMK * t D*n aan^ajn n jysSyn |yayv 
yvaKa wp anayD"3n8 nuna my lytaip n lys^K DdtfiMM n .T^nya ,iyn»TB oviaya 
DIN I^BK i n anaynns* o^ a ,niD3 inK^ ytn oonya aanjPajn n pn ,ryo8Drpiy-
onoya evy^  Dtfn naKJp^ys njn PK K^toair yaya^ K yin^K PK lys^K ovy aans i^i 
wfn ny wn ^31M jyaipi 43 tyay5a»i8 .":v-
r w jyD"3i8 oBiKiya pnw i rw 115 tro „ n r a r , n DVyt 0 „ v 1 y 3 ^ n r 1V 
•IWW tnyv D'nyoi^ -njj
 n pe -aaian^onys^ nn*K ta-«-: 
^ W i j nys* iyivD8inyDayp nyn I^BK nn*3r PB aan'Jujn n 5«n ,iyDy-iyo;'N 
-MV8 aHaya»n»>Diwnm iyoiny?y3 n»a i*a
 fyawB»iK rooa'DaMi -IH^K twy1 ff^w 
|y»58na^K DO ^n tvp (*,pnyn T o^BKcayo n PB aan i^DnyB n Wfn w w w nr 
nyenyn ye»*aay n tysya DO W oys PB oyi pa DI5BIV nxn
 fia85 njn PB pr«n* 
Day? ,yDBMnya TH B t*%» PK PDKB DXH aanyiayoiK n PK Dnyor n PK pSyma^ 
"PK 1824 T>a 1563 nn»* cijn pa Din /iy .DaKoyaay |y3*n irvpvnp* njn PK 
rytya I'ain aanynmyB 8 jynynya D38oya
 Djn DIP n a*D3*o m jya^v w OIK-
?ya»t nm H PB ijnyiiya Din y^aoMK PK g^m J**l«tfOT jyojnyDa'K tfwwwm 
W W W ,Dn^ oxnyoa^ KiyB on PK ?yiiya j ra^ i ,tyaaiD^DW3-pi5 "»y^B ryaaina m va 
nye^an* oyi ttp ?yo m ,i»"X D^ ' 
*) Six Cwtnries of Work and Wages .tyn) * * " > " « DV^ ,Dp^-nynyD^nK P M ^ y ^ C : 
OP3F TIB SJtWHJJ n 118 SBttng *H 
JUJtQD J flfi 
DV D38Dya u o$n ,D;yosny .lypynv "5iy 
B*K WMim IV VPK no DIPHDV T^UOAM 
pa iyto$v D"3 pntuwatf n »atn 
Dtp ov^ya M a$n ,wyo"ttV ; nny^Dt? 
yj'ia iwjrnp pa pnaaySB pw Dip^aia 
DBjno o*n m , t"ar yamyaaw ijn$ mmo 
- n ;onb PK D ^ C tyiy1 WH ovy^ *pi 
lyonma'M H tMH^wiya n D$n ,DWD 
-iny »n fr'vyao ,Doa5yt maitfo-Jya n lis 
npjifp t3:ypya b*a jyo%n D*II ,»n pa w*5 
T! iy3$n Dipi ya^iny n D'D |jnn 
•?8fi iv "iyi$ rrono JT5MB iya«D iv oasnyj 
i n s ( t o r n * UDDMDIK 5y*e iv iw 
nyo iyr>u iwyp w *na /lyo^aiB ya^a 
D*3ip H ivatfw* PK mmo iny«i jyanp 
j»3K^D-5»ya PK anrno ynvia* n pa 
s
«nfrx3"M yiyn PK ynwna MI MI* pK 
MI nnyo jywa niaitfo-Jya H iya"? iy& 
n o$n ,DTDjnywmyB BnmK W D > M 
iya»K &a<]fi'ut n lyayayaw* aanyujn 
-ynyom^D n w piyina*n pa IM^IW y5» 
iyay>a w i .tDoa^ yt r»a«5D-5ya n pa 
i "PD lyairwattny n pa oJnjnny Brum 
tyoaaw jyo^nya lyntjn D*M ,nwK5D^ya 
'aay *pw n 5 > a "iy"i$ ,B»DVI VIH iyv) 
sy>vyeo Biwuiruf tmn |M«» PK (B»5 
DntyuMfp ftp yny* TK
 fpyuv oyn D*D 
iytynya PK oy ,B"3i8 pa rniv VPK 
Tt imfhn iv aaruram nyi n«a T^,Q«a 
TU t^a ,iyDB:iv «i pa yooBya H vm 
H ,&ayTya pw aipi *pn m ,D$H isanjn 
-nya fyDDpiKDt? DK pnjgn |W"I maK^o^ya 
w * pro*n pK iyD»>ven« oTDjnyoa^ 
ly^n «t D>pi ,"i«Bijn ^i« IM ,iynjn*38 oyi 
r« t^oaycya *ur»n PK yooouya n ijnw 
DIM
 (|yo^p3^«^p yj"t y5>8 e^o tDj«pya ou 
_,>ya ytfyvj"* pa pnw iyr*> w T* W 
.o*na 
^TK lyo^nya a i m * H I H tMfn MW 
ivaojna DJH pa lyoyiyoJ^K n *w 3i»? 
•ya5»t n pniya iyj"t o^na ^ya S«im 
•j;y p« D$n .DijniininK^ iyol6 PK nya* 
» Jonjnayo^K yDM"ia y lyjiayaoBtM? "IJK5» 
ynn'K jypyot? i*p ^ij^eny yjiyi^o 
oy n« ."lyttf^yo'o oyn p« tjr^ o |y$rnmi 
lynyocnya n r» ^yoa^y: yo^s i« ^ p PK 
yin'K v^ |ynya TO lyno T^J**U IKT » 
iyi I^ K Dtjn : lyaynD ^«K ^ t jyo ts 
p« ,DP:IB nyooi'Dam nyc^DonyopKiw 
Ti byn^ciytD:^ K lyoj'K y^D^D "in iva^pn 
^yo-iyn nyn:K O^ D
 #D^V "lya'Dvy1 un i^ a 
nyn [y^Miv ly^enytMiirMMn iyi PK Difii 
njn |IK w w n * } pa DBKB*nyn pa D^V 
"o:y in*K oyn ? DIDT^KO^B^P pa D^V 
ammam nyT pa oayn DJJT T^ IST : pyo 
pa tyo^n^yvj^K y^»K pn yi ly^oivj^n^ 
tDjyp-iyjs pnwa iyay^ m^toovWytira Dyi 
"DDKKCM? iia s^vjnB iy-ijyD"5> tyi D^ K 
"iyi oenyn w^n ijjnnyn ^iipJwnya 
D«n«na
 fO"n»ia nyo:8:yj^r pa m m 
•ayE'ya y:^t nn.ra iv DD^^D'SKP nyi pa 
"D .D^pa^oyno DIIJO xny ,>m iy MI IVD 
•anya jyvpnip i "D ^yi:^n [ynya PK oy 
-nipr DtfT ,|yaMpnya ijnii |yaMp pa fyau 
•jny^ pa jyo^Kn D^T IV;^ mvav pa iy? 
DvSwm jjyiDt^ fynya T*K DJT5K — m:v 
nyn pa jyoyiyorK n PK aanyajn "IIH pa 
oyi pa PK
 f|«!»B jyotny ojn >inn w w 
-yo^K yj"» o"\\ m PK j^oyaJu PK SJa 
nyi Tin jyi^iy: oinny::i# jym jyoyn 
jyo c^pvayno oyoyr, yvw n pa 3jnn*a 
n D'D iymo I '^i^w T'« t'K Mm 
lyanryn^G I#T o$n jjnyujn n jiiante 
pnA^in* ftham PK "tycais >ra MI 
•?8n «ep? "a tj;ypya o«n naKfe-Sya niny 
lyjyn taanKnya w#n lynjn irm1 $mrn ,jy» 
nnoB' H 30^318 D^8 iyn«f ui^ TU* 0^8 
,iy?n^v enow »»i o«*n ivairfya *vn wpi 
jyanp oansiyj tD^ n *»y rya j^ni ,T"na cy-
|ya*jm SinKWB DH^D nyi
 tmino pn IKE 
.11 .t .K jyannaya oanKnya D*n ny 
njn pa MivJun yaayitw KTK T>H 
•wTi oa^my a:nyon n e#n i^vpn^iB 
.-: 
IB nyp-Wi taptrw owb "on 
nyn no PK.,!W>IO^V H pK yBnfi*iK ys** 
- 3 * tuypyj D*3 i n " t iya»n D**ruromya 
.jyttfBn 
|W"t iy33*.D**v nyt3**3nB inynj« |W "»Jyn 
'yenDMH jnj|JD'*isnwi B'D 5*.B jynya m o s 
H T« ;o»DJnjn Djn ana ,onyp*n»o n i8D 
D^n'oya ypso 1*1 iya*n onrwDWDHBo 
o w * n » D jnyuiK namnjm ,jyannya -inyr 
8 PK jya*i5a Din nn^nye jwwya ty3*n 
.P**IDD PB may »**T»*t 
-wftvfe iyT o*n i»5in 360,000 n PB 
-B8C H iiravn ,oo*py3 &*n p*noo "iyT 
D*JM tuy&oyog yrDJVD-5 H PK D3*e>py5*p 
n V M B3y*y3B*n« b*n YIB*3 »3**e>n H 
-iv Mt ray«*n» ,iyowymyD onyD**3i« 
j*njy$«n»w D*VI ,"IB?*P 45 ,000 lyoBt 
n PK Dtiwmnv*^ b*D nyww n*in DIP 
•*ii a*V38nv H I B B D*IK DIP DSKO ,p"i*' 
iBfi' l*n 8 tDjyo 8 iny t« P**IDD ps jya 
ny*$»*o i ron 
,iy?nwD*ns i n t a p iyoy583*3 *T5K 
5y&*o i i n ?*K ty5D*o yamynno n iv T« 
lyncya Tin p*neo K -I*B "tfy3 lyD*? pe 
j5»my p*p ?yiw 0*3 v m jy33*.»**v n P K 
•in o*n PK mi* in DPIP 
: on* B3*ay3 
; a*3y*,u*K i n lyjyey |jn*no n *V 
; i»«j5«n»D I M « I tyi*no '1 '» 
;oiKBenyB jw*n iyDD3yB n *V 
PK ,DB**pDyiy**B fy38iBB PK oy *v 
ny**B *i iv tyoipmy 33*13 T*K oy *v 
.DB**PDX* 
o*a PK HB9i* iy**K pB D*B* PK DDIP 
,yDB3*pD*iK *i iys*K 
-y5piy I**K fy^yii 1**31* P B Diyo*B* *i 
! iysn iyaye> yiy**K jysso iv m m 
- * I B 25 1*3 jyaya |y5yi*. *n T» (p-ip »; 
.oymotyiD yiy*n pe c;;-; 
-*n jjnipyra o o w y a t*K yoio H ryv, 
-ya ?*T tD3yDoyD8 IB r« Quvhyfi vc ;;•: 
tyD03iaiv Dnynoyo y^s H*W ijnyn DJV1? 
D3**rn n nya* .n;«^v5p PK P*HDO ear 
H .tDO*bcy33**K D*3 Dyi *|MK D{jn TI8^: 
T^ K T * W pK T« DyDB>iny3 ?yn*n yocsv: 
-pvtw iv T^ayojiK T*K oy D*T PK ,9^5 
lysBD oyn iyo IVJI PK ,DD:yDDyot? jya 
^31^**3 W*5*W**TD "i«D vonanM ypn»cr 
.tD3yoDyD8 18 *tl jya3yia3"K nnyo o*r c v 
tD*o jyn*D3yDian8 n n nmya VH DO*TD*.K 
*n PK yfinfi*lK *1 T8 ,yt3D8yn y5«p*5 n 
*.v jy5t3*o y3*5ny^ nnyr iy3"t DnnD**v 
y?y*T D*T PK ,Diyp*n&o nss yv*o^ IM*TP 
n v a p n u i B *i 18Q D*ns iyr**n nr©*« 
,t3**p38iic nyt3iK D5>jni nyT 182 PK D^JP 
•yn ty5»yn MBU D"iyp*nop yiyijiK D ^ PK 
-*D3yoiri8 ny?3iK ny3* .Dn*t*5r»p]n \r 
.iyB?*ny3 D*3 1*3 3*tD eyay* DIJ." i r 
immf* y^y^B t3**r p w ijnwyo n v u w 
*T i n n Dp*noo iynn*Div3* D3ny*.iy3:*^ 
nyo** i n n D3*np |yo D*H .lyna-Jyoys 
.D3j?3y^ jny**« D*mj?2 
ny**K pK lyfijntD i*r 5*t ncii? 8 y « 
? pro mm oy^  D^ 1* 'st!:" 
! ]\nv D*T D3yp nn*K ffBT T» D , n " ' -
iy>n**D 150 iy3**r jnsitse' y3^»n 8 p« 
.ny**B 5ya3y**nt3 oyn I*K pmpiw oaranys 
ny**B iyo**ny3 t3*n B8^y3:y , ,"o nyi 
•!yB*iDy3 i*t o*n oy oipi tsprxrv-
t8 »iy3*t Djni D*3 ny**K T8 I"t PP 05 
.nnB~iy**B t'K SK^ ny**» 
Ty$n$n oayonw &v*i ny-r 14 
Wjra HH ,P"10D 8 PM IVV383 p« 1*3 oyii 
fjnjn^ fi t>yn o"v n (im t» ,pn IJQM m*n 
Sywi i** IW1** w * oyii »"^ W "lnyo 
".IPDIKT oyii W K 
$ inmyaav *pt o^n ; o v y "iu PK'D„ 
;yn ,SW PW DJ#8 W» ,&83V5yn WMIV 
-pysi380 unjsJutfP H *V 0*3 |yo"ii vo 
;jn"Dn»fi P» i r awip lyJxrn Drunire 
iiroasyftn n iw«i w u n PK ,P"iOD 8 
p* 5yo*38 w w "t PK ,t3D3iy MT« &: 
-3$ P1BD8P 8 Tt 5>8T 113 ; p*l« o*yii iyi 
jnyr pw oyii "irpK PK ,OD3iy p« iy338B 
w!l8no ry^yii T O D*II 
•ysc *»MK IBMWmBBnyD you H 0'3 
cpy? yv383 lyonys immenn PB o$n /iyo 
ci%t5py^py33"K jyaijn v o V P * K ly^n 
.Dynicnyio y?8P$5 n pa o;yviriB 15 H 
pon D3ypy3 t w o*n nyoyipyo P*K 
moDfiD *i 5"« ,5«p*5 p*t ps *tfy3 Dip 
ljn*nenyoJi* PB |yo58ny3pmv yt iyaijn 
T3W o$n .pyo iyo«nv 8 .pyc?o ny-
DTP* o$n PK oy nyn D$I ,0M-ioiyD38 
nv5p n o*n iy5n38myD T O t8
 fomoiyD 
-^ yoyo 8 BWH Diy-iiPopyButso ixna»5 
i«2 iyo^8ny3 ny oijn i8Biyn p8 ,03yo 
pn oipi
 fn5ys DIP jyn$BBnya iv D8tno8"i 
.lyays iv oo't-oyrj o$n 5&pi# 
DyojyEDpy p^neo n jyii ,"5icn imy 
isJtp W i t t 20 iv M«i3*iyn pit? ryn^n 
"MO 80 H T8 fy38t3EnyD TO ]V2$n fllpi 8 
nyn fyrjijn VD y:>5yii D'O , I»5IP i3yt 
on jypy^p o*3 osm ,fy338ay338 P'noo 
•yjysyn o"V njn "n PK Jiwuy v^ p^noo 
yDMis n D-yo'Dij ?83ift?"nyD3,K n i?3 
">»"T |1K ?yb383^ D |»D8^ PB D"P3nyiW 
n b^ iyt"5 iv oyijyinyD bnyii y'3ny3y 
i»«»385fi IV pK iyD3810 IV 0^13^3^ ,y38"lE 
"^ 8 p» p^ ntDD ojn pD isnmBMp ^ iwm 
'P3 mufam r>« D^V jny^no ^D 8 .?,,oy3 
PH D>DIJ !y58PV5 p»H PD 3v13yB*l5 IB3383 
w*o>i3 n ?y3^ np v^
 # i»«iw 8 w mjp M 
Pfi tyDD p^ MPfttivmi *i jypjn iv ixn^ys 
•snbyo H T» jnyty33"K iyai»n*TO .p'ntso 
H Tin PK ,D3y5^ T^ K i^ys iyc8^ pe in 
"*n
 rifi3ipJ ,o ny^5 iyt3iK PD ssipTito^o 
iyoip» r3jnyB3^p i»t)«iiv 8 T""i 1*0 jya 
r«) Dii'Dipytpy y?8pij5 n pfi 3»n» DJH 
nyc lyntjn yoosyn 5«ny3y»n n DIJII DIP 
"31DW *m i8D iyo83y^xn n lyaijn
 roi385 
iV3t$n Dipi iyJ8"lB D '^DIPD'T -138383^ \m 
"Ofi^ n nyn D'D iijno iv D8ny3 D^3 II?3 
-y3DM« D«n oy .V3yn^ B3«p cm po y3»-iD 
tMp r3y"iys3«p nytyn MI MIU oysy jnyt 
"3y3y^ y3 n v m u n 8 Iy3y3y3 D83y^yi tyiy1 
•IIK"IIJB y3y2^py3:$ n lypmivo^n .o^rr 
otjn 58pt£ p'H D*H D3myD"« PK y^^no 
58P»5 "in:8 18 iyiy3 tfrvBys D^V 8 18D 
.ynDDii3,K nya^yt ijn ps 
,Oi»ii D8i D33»5ny& v$r\ D83yf<xn nyny 
T^ K oy iyoyn osy^s i8Diy^o n n imi p« 
iyD83y^ yn y-iyi38 n ?y3y^ B
 PTPTH IV mm 
"yii »i t8 ,iyc»8"iDD >8p*J iya^yi ojn |ft 
•y^yn w 8^B p« ,^ 8P*0 oyi mi^iye |y5 
po "o^rrna,, y i^c n lyntjn D*3 own D83 
.tnipi 
r3y"iyD3*p oyi PD D^V nyo^iya 8 iv 
IVO T8 ,0*113 MT8 IJT11W 3313Tl*3W H t'K 
•yiaa* Tt opii a^ ivM n T8 o:yDy"iy3 D8^ 
•IV .D'3i*3 o»o inyspyiis wni rira p« jya 
n pK ,33i3in^ iy"iijiiy3 ^iji ^ya« T^K ovyf1 
-n3yo*pxn iv \voifivjto \to$a |yD83y s^n 
nm iv iyny3 5*T iy*D rs D3*,3i1 y^v^t iv ry* 
IV3^ n TD Ml ,V*T15 25 D*3 .c,8:*r,,3"iyC33,8 
y5»p*> n pe tD3yv8"is 15 m;
 fD3;8 i^yB 
.DynitrryiD 
'y3ytrtn n *PIK tD^ n r:y"iyE38P lytyn 
JU1PTH yi3ypm 8 nnyr D8ny3 yoc8y3 58"i 
,«1BD8P jytyn I'K T8 ,ttfrvey: iy2*n TO 
nr5p n D*o jyTB iv IIJD »JIH OWVV DVII 
-3yn28 i fo |y:"t ,DiyiirDpyBi3W "ijn38^ 
"Vrpy y^8P8^ *i PC iy5m ixrois cyi PD 3*3 
,03ny3DM8 T3iK o*n oy MI jDftm .oiroip 
•3'5oi*ii038iyD pfi n n m» f«p 0^ 3 ry2«n 
m*P D^BP85 y338o yaSyii nKtira n .O^P 
-"V xn3yTyv,38 *n »a ?'« .17 ^8P8^ ty3y3 
/WDDMI 5jne pn iv tyoipy3DM8 t«iijyo 
ya«53 "T3«^  iyv:83 i^uo'H p r w e w ^ i MI 
.TnO PH |y33l33ny2 
,5*n MDU^nv m*5Htt WMpi "'0 \w 
•pmy3 cxn opnyoya iyo83j^jn v^vt iy2*n 
PK ,mipoy3 pom T O B05sm nonaya r « 
08" 23 ^8J8^ PD iyo83y^xn n pe w w 
*D^ 3 PK'D
 F13"D TtfUW ,n»^ : |yfi1iy33» ^T 
*M 3MK ; K"DD,0>DyB f"t IV D*M "lya'K 
p«10D IJn 1jn"K -IB I^P 40,000 T^ K ?y2^ 3 
P"TDD IJHJWTWP TV WW? P W T 
tfgw .11 J .5 .K n pa .PVD ftnmtm 
-yT IV T*DM "Un« ,P"*1DD 5mjT3M 8 ">8B -W PK 1»5n'$P PK P""1DD TJH lPT'K 
«i T8 /ijro'WM n ps iManmya H AM t8 osnw TT T D myn jyarunomy unyr 
tjP^ani »5»f H praHDya iy*y? oyoyn 5»n ,pn o*J Dnyn Dyn *IBD«P imara w 
iv onn'aja oyn ,pny> iu pK ni I M J H I H M tyimyB iv Djyajnya tynyn T D oyn ayi 
iMjronya jnp«t i8B *IBD8P njn r« ,oyn PK eaypnya* mm pw T<K ;W0IV5P r« 
' TD W K ,-iynna I D 8 iy»8Bjy j n 5y? -ja <pt jyayn T D *nip m pM olrrflyarm 
. ypnyiwnyc 8 i w jytoMuy lyjyp jyoJyn *yn D-uniBwyauBo TTI385IV5P H ?« or-
IV /uya p'nDD nroyauyj 8 ,yD'B8P TW tv^ v^ ,» PK gv fourw im oyn [.nyu»K jy5 
nruKfti'Jp H D^ D HBD8P 8 PK ly-oymyB H iyi"t i«p .fyajnynyB lnyuiK W2vx$: 
.DiynicopyBi38D -«5n'5p H pa jyoipya i w n oyn ,JW:^P 
5wye>"rwM'M H oyn <MO may iv -n Diyn lynya T D ?8 .Dnyrewyause nm 
atffcfi twine 40 tyiyewny osnya j y w ,pny* w pa lyojnyDj'K n p« P""IDD 8 ivr 
pK oyn tyo 3'iK ?8 ,DDi«iiy: bu jynyn T D p« ?8 ,?ypniKiV3y NIK v5to*n auya nmw 
pa yoio H oyn ,iyp*noD jytio •OMJH'JP -awn TT Ty^ vr Dyoyn i ra ih r fp n tee 
j ^ i iv pu ns^ip W W ) 40 rJ8a 8 pn Dyn DM ,P""IDD 8 pM jytir 
DDIP n3»5iv5p PK W8$ H T8 njynyr .lyiyrr 
-vnya T D »nyn ,onnp K IV lyoanyj y?8 -g«U -'8D Din pK 5yny»ny 18 pM 
D*8py5 w\y i»i H PB rjy-iyajyp 8 jya - j y ^n^ /nypnyiv D«ttrma Bvn*4. (1»U) 
-«nw3'M nyn jyaya iv D U V ^ A »r pB PK ^ D
 Wyrya TO tyayn ;u«fcvSp mm n 
^pnwwno jnyn pa wyvyns 25 Npyr :coruw 
-JITD OBnyny^  D^V ny:y^ iv Dyn oyn oyn
 p K ^ ^ ( ^ v 5 p ) ^ ^ nyn ,,«„ 
-8T1V JK1D H .1M5m 60,000 PB VOID H !y3 ^
 D „ p r D 3 M 1 |1B ^c>jyD TJW"W V 
I«5M 5wyr«3TWM'K n oyn oyn D>D |WD
 pD M n a w „ 5 p K T D JJDVn ^ ^ WJ1« 
-rnwra iv ^aoww TO ivayn
 (OMHW »yn
 mm$ w ^ > o v n n 9 | W 3 V D , y n 
,Dyoy3 n iv t«iwa 8 D*8 w&Mp PK rw w s n y«a jw n pa I W D V D - m D5yo8i 
DPtf oy oyn PK ,-owt'a W D T O . TK
 Dyo^3 n m^rm xny"t pa ywunyn 
-jnjnya jnytiiK lyaymayj nyoya " t n«B „ f .^npya^n PK T»a .awrooaJyT r i 
.t»BD8p 8 jny iya ^ ^ ^
 n8D j n y t 1V tMnjmyar^ J H 
iyt>8 on) v:yiyaoyp trojyoijn oyn »a -^p p«p #nJsn pK j j ^ n -un O>D w a n * 
ony^ pny T D rynyn (5yn jyoaa i^M PK ,'8D oyoya n jwyn nyo»m8 rw«l nc wwna 
-iya T D oyn n?ya oyn T8 ,?ynwy5yn H DU ij^jni jjmyn yryn .oa^i^y D'J^ycr^ 
,yiiiyj8D Dnyo 8 D?8 TJ T^ K » I pa jyaj»?
 n pK oiDt^ DyBDjn pnMMrr ny"t lyiyna'-K 
,pn DO p»iDD i»p Dyn oy 5«a 1»K PK g^rn jyT^v D>3 II5OT PK ,nyByc-p^" 
-ny nu ,pn y Dyn P^IDD S >KB I^ K nxny |y3,^a s n,1K p^ov y i ry^ yp iv iyD,,2"*< 
y>8py? n jy5»w |8T ,iyM^p aujni oyn
 0 ^ (oyoya H ) " t Dyn i^soyp s TO .D'HW 
PK njny jyvjya PK JWIPW pmv ojyon jy t y n , y 3 l j D 1V Q1K pK jan ;v iy:rrv 
" t oyn T5ya oyn ,?"no lynyaa^^ya 8 jyBSB» n>D j y n D ^ r W m n PK nip IBCBP 
.jyaya wr5jm - ^ n M ,njya-D33UH»nDTyB BTW^aa 8 
•3«K oy-t lyoyanya ou Jytw* >jm T K "&**HW DJH iy ?y338E TB 
TD *IMK oyn nyiyajyp nytyn oyi\ pm ^KD PK i»»nroa TD iwyn nw 
.D38oya - l 9 1 1 
pa o^pa^D3'n n in^oipon iv Dyoeoy nyo"3iM a^runSVk^ P ^ PB aanjnyfi n 
• 
nyjnw wytynw D*T»^ njn 12 
\m tw» '**** "T m •jnwa w««ni» 
••warawi n WK otfca^K n^n jpn>« 
|v>$ tunc t>"DD H .ijnjm tvnwaij jy5$r 
-yn wnw in*» PK Dip o$n m«*ntwn$ 
Jnjn pa "BVP„ tt'Dvy* n |J»ya f ipswng 
I M P ?T ctjn DjyDt3i8Byi *»p«5 pvp w 
HflMlK ,-I PB O»05ltin K D?8 ,!y338By33$ 
|.P"1DD DWW1 nriJWfJ OUT pK JJMJIDIt 
•nis po«na V h w n oyn i ^ v ^ u yryn 
,O"OD oyn |ID ny&"3i8 y5» jyvu yo 
|TW ot?n P"IDD o w i i p i T i f t t f i r r 
cjn [is yojnywK n irepwoinyD Jy^s 
nin jyaim jyo^l |j0jhi fit o5iy Dva"oya58 
MM»P warn ww vpuatiN *i na iynv^  
"»s n .opipyaoiK tw w»*n P3 *pr a*$n 
*TOU(S n ps p'D-|*w oyn n»B aanm 
oy joJyii PK »n nyona D3"n PK DWii f l i 
,p«ii5D |*iwa o"v nynna T>K 
PK ^trortre p w T O ty3$n MTK pnw PK 
•tfifsny w i n 8 pngn p^noo *un 
ya j^^ K w oamaya t>$n p'nod nyt 
inyo flwrm ynyoya w w laytMB 
p« D U M P iwoyi i ,iy-ui&sy wnn t f ran 
yny^n p« D"p3*5a*n inyo ,0^3-IK *iyn 
! 98^ ppav K PK /iyayc» 
Dip immtn TW !y3»jn w a - w n 
113 D»3 D"P3*MM1 DM13 liiyt pa PH D$11 
pa nyD^aiK yf>K ^ D TO ,p^« »n 18D 
-ya p« oy .pntp V3 D^DO po'iia lytyn 
nywi«"D33ny^yi "wn -IKB jywiy j jypu 
"•318 11$ T imp D"DD) l«B»0^ p-D3313U 
-^3"i8 wmvn •uyniD-a'D'm TK ,(IKB»VID 
p« jnayDttnv yoay^v v ^ w w IVDJIM iro 
•y3 Dtp aanyam n ys^y^i ,yvytya n DIP 
IV i n i ' n r a V35VTK pyiiv nyn tyo PDKE 
i l p "5 po IWi l nyi D'D isnyn jyo^myD 
-ni^ a iv D38oy3 PK iJDirwa DIMWIIIUPI 
n j n D3»oy3 »n jjnyii D*a n«3 iv PK .DS: 
K"Dij:^py o»a fWMT nyo^aiK n 5"ii ,182 
iyD"m8D'D ny"K p6 na»ifi « i r e * 
•iNtrsnpoaiD 8 na"iB iy«u bfi^piyfi \m 
cy — "nypiijn D3yDi83 on"? !'18D nn«p 
)Kinvt i jn ivm inK^ K oayo 25 w&i DD^P 
.D"H8 "lytx* DIV w*WiYi tanim 
10 IVIIJ 5 Dcnyj PK D^BIJ |>K eoip 
t'K'o .lysMpiya «r a^ana PK DTIBP 
"»Ty^  iy»»a njny> PK &Hpm ytD3"? 8 inyr 
nya iynyo 8 ,nyTyoy3 8 pu iv i w u T^K 
'^** DDIP .\ipjtp pK -iy3QyD nyanaytD^ 
apnp - ^ K .D^BP n»o D>B^ PK W W 
im rDunpnyn JM^T » I t>a ,n?y3 tnti " t 
""K m«3 PK i5y3 D^T ^ » K PD n^ o iy^up 
.pne 8 nm^ D>i8PDn jytna 8 
IwinpKm) i8B D3»n^ nr»# ODIP 
! DT1BP 
*J*tt111 "3 1W 03«T Btfll 1H» :3«5 
j n t i pip 
-lyma e(«n
 #e=^s- iy;:s-v- =;y=5;? J]?;»T 
yijrtau i w D»ny3*o pn»n lyenpiya on e>«o 
-»»t »T p« T'« B»n3yqrty3 nytn »2 .;;•:** 
l l M p i y D D M K 
Unyn lysywpyinj I?»I^P PK IJ*PII =7 
^jnw H i anaynpayya ,o« « :o;n: MI =?e: 
; cs»:p«K c^iicjr iya^ ,y5nys»n n MI I?C;T; 
B»O concyaanit ,eaj^pi a^yn'M'tur^nn 
-*jm p i
 9ip»»ia9sqn « ; r:»- r?? iw r«nw 
V ;iyaHnoyj:3« Btfray IJSWI j y r ^ p ••» ty= 
iyi"T yyav "Brtp*ow H ,y:nyi:»T ? : ? : : K O I I : 
-31H !8 ; r^3 1P=*= n < " {Tff 'Wfpyi l l l p i 
DHiitsjr ,1713 D'PH n:;^ K I^ K p i jruynyarya 
K p i oyta^n n PK ^ir;?=Tj= D'^yrmv ;=?« 
,iy="P y:y=yte "n»i v» i ; K?KB B>»*P"W |y8Mnimyt PK ; : ^ P B?:"t e ;r=«n ?r??v 
8. jTyM»W 0»O 1 J W 5 PE iJ^H '^P ?^-8-
, f p m p p:»'B « T I ;>7-!?2»7p r e - to i j j n 
11 
-iyp-njn Bjpsnts wb njn 
pa (Pi*1 ra) jyoyruKD JIB W W #w>f9 *i 
mai#» n JIB | f w 5w$B>"ny»rK n tya 
MVDMIK jyoDjnp H egnyj ovn Diypnyii 
oyi prfinomv Din i8a . .inyo tyan 
-DM18 |'3ljp NTS 1*B H 1^83 pK P"1DD 
oy.pK ,i5ya o^ nyDya eyn P^IDD oyi jyan 
-^$iDa$p iV'tyewe yawa ttfnyaya e*n 
IV i y i$ , t vww |MMt D$M ryoKD n iyi 
nr PK lysnivDMis oyipeip yaws typ't? 
n .P" IDD pK unayrie ^ a iyo5«n 
8 ooipya ^Kase^aiyoa'K oiypi^M m j i ^ 
8 ena w w i n PK KD'BSP iy& ya"5>p 
->yr | ( w H D$n ,DDKBnyiy^a&'D ya"5p 
I"p P« ,iypyMv-p"iDO i8B ia$B 8 jya 
yirvK pa n iyp lyaByip yftnifo yoMia 
f»W yoosyi yttfrnprja-^ami PK ypjpn 
MK tKB»nyiya lypnyos n -lyoipya &'a 
P'noD lytyn tf>*n vt jyoipya PK I K 3 " 5 
""WTO yooa^nya yifrK pc oya^K ena 
-ya PK iy»5 w a r i » i b wyoiKii n .oiyt 
D*U lyiwye nyeo 8 D*D ^ n iv tyoip 
*|K>3,BW P^3*BW 8 iy38o jya^nya jynt^ n 
*pw ta$n ay*> n .Diyp^iDD n lyooau iv 
pnjp ra n .is^tp laytMD ya*a"K tysyaya 
W*B lyayaya T I K ta$n ftw 1K3"? ^Kioayo 
jyBKC IV nyau lys^nya PK tf*n yjywpa 
yayot^cyaas inn** pa n5*n yftwuwfi 
, .eaipar y*8P#» 
-ya jyn^n |yoBK«nyBiyp yoasoiyi H 
-"13IVDMK P^IDD oyi M ^ B B iy»? |iptD 
Ml »*MI nw P« ,iyirPBiva* OPPK PK jyo 
aaypya a$n iyirrB3$ n pa fyoByip n 
.^via^Biy pnun P" IDD i y i PK ,iys"ia 
-iayn 200 PK Dmai$5 D^DD yoMia D38 
H bns Doayonas D38oya jyajjn omaiijS 
nayr^ ta K M " M |y»"3i8 D8*m PK
 #w^ar 
-*n «» MI tyaaoanyn ynyoya »IMK lyB'ayo 
,p*nDD i'i8D D"3n»ya tva 
H 18B D"318 tW«0 b*U BtTU10 H 
oyn JIB tva"t lye^-t i^D PK o n i ^ ^ n 
ya^yt Dtp" .?yi*wa bnnnya o^ a P""IDD 
Dmai*5 D8MnB n jyajni iinyn oa t^ya jyp 
,iy5yD»BD*n |M n^WMpl yoMia nija H PB 
OHfttyiM P"IDD PB.aaipiMi n PK ^ T 
o^o ,0"p3'D3'n*B "inyo n T i " ,a^ayp 
.nyta^aiK H - D I ^ I D5yna8nyn iyo ytfvv 
nxn wpi oxn PB SSBDIH DXH nn 
DIJT D8M 1KB pK) f»5p iv (ynya PK p»n»D 
• 
n a$n W3»wri nan PK ^ D IV—-;
 r . ; 
pa R W w e 8 ?8 ,ffiHayovpy- v.*^ 
,|yiyn caypiyaK J*t lyo^aiM ' T . ; I # ^ 
-J^I jyayp jyaaieana^K y^; n ^ : •; - : 
• * * * 
"isn jyjyii onyiya »vy pa lysijn T -
H pa yj&5 yanyMiD n jyajni ;-N —-
-"3- IK m : i ^ H lynij nm MI .-.ya-r« 
8 PK ^tja PK ,p^neo PK DMIS ;;•;••; -;•: 
*YW$t D^i Dijn lyo MI p"ieo r8"y;yr-
-lyiy^piy ovy TO iy5mi cir .;;••: 
^Ka^^aiyea^K r« «r PK I « I D i p ;•« 
Diyplipi m:i»f> H " : DO"n y^ryv ;s-;-' 
H ,*Kpnyo8 v-$ WW >Ka^c"aiyD:,» 
-iye PR.DSKP^ linK oyiTOJSna wjn ;«•;•• 
-ijny^aD'D wt "ly^K .oiyDC y; r r ' r 
H T^K 126 5KP^ ">y. -Vte VK cs»r 
PK Xiycynaya) piip va T B w*av y^»p^ 
- " i ,5n$v PK oiyiain 8 rijny^ao'o jnn^ K 
PK "D^DDff yDMia H i^ K Da^ Dsycya ;y; 
tM n^ nm* vteptf n .D»TUI»5 "y:ypno. 
Diopa^ar Tne-oy i a-.,D,,38 DMX N -S: 
i m D'D nynK ,iyD"3iK mau0 n :;•"""» 
lyMiB yiyo^y n PK Tyf»-;,,o n J^BII? ;•: 
i n pa D"ii tytD K^nya -n \vz$r, n^vys: 
jyav 
iya8DKnya oy t'K 1911 ly^syvyi y:y 
nn i y i t8 , i^ar y58P«j^  n !•- i>"^"i" 
"BMK !yD8t3 H jyp P""«>D ^ Kiy '^w*'" &! "W 
.p,sc8P pK •;•:•'* 
ppw n Dtfn nyaeyvjn jye29 =;-
8 oyo^3 m a i ^ yoMia n n ep^yacvn 
lyaanxmifB yixnas PK \VVIB pa sreor 
yocny n iyED:y 18 lyayn iv ca;^--!*-: PK 
-o;y i n iy3J?n Dyoija n .18^8' r« ^^ 
8 PK j i i hw i ron i y i * rOTo» ^ " :Kr 
.Dnipiw tMy^piy PK " , " - : 
ayi p« f t D8n yo8o yoMia i»a pv 
yoaijoiyi H PB «<$«raK3 ca P"-oc 
18 i n jya^n
 fiytD"3i8 I W M B 30 iyi? 2 
I*B n .iysnyaa» iyc"3iK 3,000 --> 
omamts H ps pnaa lya^t nyp^neo layrus 
PK oma i^ iayn n IKB pr»«3i8 w« 
.iy?"n DWIMB i«s C S I K puna •«" 
iy»"3i8 a^ ayn MT8 Draw y38ti^ " 
ivna T'K ,P" IDD PK a ^ f t w o "M jyatr 
tra Din\ ,DPKB ijnnyMio Din iyp:*~'i'= 
nypujn &3J ;D I8 ; w b i y i 10 
DCtfya iyo*oo*P am TO |W1 ,o"2i« H 
•jd«3T8 H "582 TJQK .JM^P « D*"J V I 
Bfll D"21IC n "»P .P 3^J1K IK D*l PM 
"K jr-yn oasoyj 3'oiya no t* v t w 5 p 
- Drwi e"3i8 tvo #B"* yoownip n 
,;VD ppyi r« e*J "«« "an no lymes? a*»y» 
' i jyn n« ,3yo iy*fl i y i * * m pK TO 
Tin iyo D"3i8 rio s 1*3 * i PK o*iai8 
or; ]",- JVC 1*5 H pw jyi3iDB> 70 PK 65 
;jnr?iyfi ^*T |yo rs KBU o^ais n oa^io 
yc4^: PK hmf iw trvm wrn *n J O T H 
•K wn n tMy5 ly^oyp n PK .|J#oyp 
IrtW n iya^n D * I p« /qy^pyr y3y3>toio 
oayiaix jytoyp-cKii n JIB D»nn p« p n * 
.trv yxnp » PN ijrwyo lyoDpiKot? DJH 
ess VP PK ou DTiaiy? n iy:Mr iv iy i 
D'3 |jf3"» "!yt3D;ya PK DI*:>B H ,033H5*3 y i 
romS iw fypno pn 5*? oy r« ©Maya 'ITS 
ipna lysy^B yoo^o H p« .lyo^aiK is 
yv;«a H I»DKII PK |yB>n*ia oiycyu H 
OBT5 H .D^SIH l y i "2 iy:Mr »? D* I I o^v 
ijDDJjrD H ,rEDii inyt PK nijopys. p« 
iro"2 u#*t " i rs iy:yay is Mt8 C J iy3"i 
.W31K H jy r^PPIV D^ 1*1 p« OBI? H 
DTmtf n p« JW"t yi3yoc?iv w^oyaSu n 
•rn« urum D*I I CTU yrviDtr n .pn o*: 
yyJinyDya n w oa* ttfsnajy ,038iay3 
ivno - w a i K H .jy^vsa wvpyovw 
W"i jyoy jyvytpyiiK v t pyii H V I K oa* 
jny"! o^yi:*a n V I M |W$«n i y i * ,CD;*? 
•y^ DDII v r n 5»n ,iyi"?p yjya»M 
« PH o'M;yD^yr » | M « I DDH w ^ o y n 
inyc iyiyii o*n " w a i n y3\VJ»^ K >i 
••^K iyn
 #o^n*vi?3 iyoy2 p« D:ypiy:ft{ 
iPJ"i
 fgnjiDv ya:»5 inyr IMK iyD"ai« »r 
•IN nyn n3 D1yDyng ^p-,^ Diy j* i^» H 
I ."y:yo tH'Dcy^ya o:yoD"o |jQ"t &"a 
;PDI3 isaa^janyu « ^ ^ lyoipya o i y i rm . 
jwi»m 
invwj oainyojiM r^ « P^IDD l y i rvn 
lyaijn ly^no^rnj 11* n«*a o^tjo i y i ps 
IPDPBB »<wriB ya^ytK Ktt*nmo«rw T» 
M,aiK H y 3 j f f n Tjro^m yuyonv n iyajm 
W"i lyamyoaw n D * I ,tK>»ym iyc> 
W iw»pijnv3» »t ivajiK^nvw \\r\w 
»T Dvoya ^i r« DiH3yo*pyi t3*n IKCD^P 
''
x
 W W T H H Diyb^aiK n t»yu»« |y5 
fi>«BM jya*t D"DD p i y r; ps yvytya n 
GO ni inyo lyo^aiK D*; I *D ma s< r» 
,QMoiyi^ ri3y:y2jri3*n8 ,i*r, 8 fjnjiDc 
iyD"31« 0*3 MID S 1*0 3*0 8 )'« D*1 [IK 
3*o p'K D*.I 'r |yi"o.,fjn3H3B' 10 MI inyo 
iv D'*anj :*o jya^n ft? v^2 i*n i y i p« 
iy3*n yxyry3 yiyn .fynna* iyoy3 i'r \v:v? 
p i * ' r : pa iyo"ai« |yma H "ift<a iya* 
rytys i y i *>*MI .noiyn IVDMIS |«p o*3 
~o:y ,iyi*^y3 0D«ay3 vx ly |jni TJMS o*n 
pw ."lypiitfrn,, ft< t* osn |yo D*H iyorsn 
«< |yo?8nojy u*n ry\y: iyi : pu^ [y'oirs 
p« iy38D^y2 r « 5 y r m i y i PK
 f ) jn*m 
lyv.ys o'1; T*« ryiy3 jytyn p« D*H ,Dyi 
,o^v H oco^oiyB p« iytMiy33* TtoPJi 
*:* i*i jyaiKi |yi3ioBroo"2i8 10 H ism 
- o " i D^: PK rytya PK .jyanay i y i * }v::$z 
-iyr. ' i D*r ,|yi*T.y3 ou'o^oiya auy3 T ^ 
T'K D*-! MI jyo'nya "03K: „ PK "3*DW iyo 
n pK D3"vy3;* o^pa^op:^ inyo o1^ 
i y i r p i8B D"X"D0^ai8 i y i rvasni yvyrya 
Ijriirn pe D80?itjn ixn . ' ^ l * , 16 "yojiK 
•y3 iya*n i y r a IK
 fjyity3 PK "Sypm, 
rK^s-co^a^K iy*M PK |y3;yi2iya o;yp 
&: ivaifn "? 113 3M«
 rjyi3ioc 18 I^'BK 
! |nyv MI inyrs o ' • a l 8 V 3 
oco^oiya o*n D*I I mm pa ?"no i y i 
iyo*aiyE o*n [in ODK: PK :*O lymyn n 
•fctiKE nyryn ,ODK: "3 jyo^ais %v jyMie 
• : IK l ins iw omy?piy 1908 PK PK SI813 
;iyny3 T^ K D8D?iTXn i j n -^yiSMno'Doaip 
y?y%B pw Tt o*n &"3i8 pa iyi ; ic^ n rw 
MT8 D«TT«8S y>K f'K OW33 |1M DHippyB 
yiy^n lyo^ais |yay>e lynia TK jyanyiya 
i'P2 nna i n PM I«M PB [yi3io^ \tm 
• " la T^K Dy,"i:^*t> n PK ^ya r^a civ 
-,i3y lyo^aifes yooinyo n |jni 3*o i m 3*0 
-3*D PK 3*0311 ,n3i;' .0"3"K V I DM18 jy3 
i y i ?"li ,!*no iv D*n 3*jyii 1*3 * i PK :KO 
PK iyaysyaa i^ft? oiyn tryn r« PK i n w * 
-D*P H PK iKD'O 1*3 3K0;*D '1131*^ i y i 
na» 3'oit<B pnnp iv c*i fyai8iny iyo*o 
H pK ^8B i y i D*l PK ^yvySD .D38318C 
oyni3i*5 i3yn v:"*?p n IKH ,om;i**> 
-y3 0811'ia 1*2 wni *i [yswti iv pyiisjya's 
.1M">3 
iyo*»D«P ayi w iy3*r Dyo82-ni3i*5 n 
9 W W w p o w DH>^ njn 
Bs'P ttfypnioay i n D*n ynoDna'K n 
-ByB>ya yoma O"»$D oyi pa aatfpmoay 7Jn 
iv tya8i I D 8 oamaya tyaijn wpi ,IJTD 
.\VOV\B IV pM !W*11 
nya *pipnw> niv iya«o pa taaycya Dip 
ps aatfpmaay *j /unDyn yoy5>Bya y '^D 
-pnioay H ,iyjm»i»yn pK lyftRNfn RHD 
IPBiBf IT ^ l K jyaatf"nD38 ynyoya pfi J&ti 
ny?y»'BDipi /W"n DayaDiKB* ,jyan83 pK 
D-irvaya ta$n Dip ^j^en^DDj^ miruK pK 
-J>K mai$> yoma 8 pfi aatfpmtaay Un iv 
jyrjyo'BmmB t« nrpaa^K nyi JMIBOII 
-JI*J yoma pn iy»*n M M jyayapyii* Rftfi 
jjtfpniDay yny»ysB' 8 i$a PK ,oym 
i« JP p-»r ra TTO»«« p« jton own 
-ya ya>yu iyj«yn laypia 30 ra 25 po T * 
yoonnyo n .Dymaiij* n on* in pantoy* 
.jymD iyrn i*no jyryn pn yDa'Daytpya 
pa o:yv«fnB 80 i n iy£nyv iyma ,opya pn 
n» Dipi iyiy»n iymo n .yDrDoy^ya yte 
-yvyBD 8 pa i w t ,oymai$5 n pn |y»»a 
pawl o y m j i ^ H p« ipifn H .D«?P jy5 
— imn$» riyttfy n- pn pw Daywo 
lynD ."ycp^aawiyB,, PK "ynD»i"?nyB „ 
-yo ynyn pa pnipiyji jyt^nye RJHI D*#II 
,iy3-i$DB>ya jyavi nyayo ojtoyn |yma ,">ya 
i jn pn PK nyttfy oyn PM *n ruyn^iya^K' 
-»3iK jnya p»j inyo pic lyjyp " t TK ,ya85» 
-pya 8 pK D^ans yiytaayiy^ya * »a lira 
PK aaia^ taaycys jyan jynya jyma H ,ntjB 
.oymattf H 
oninifD mau^ 8 PK 0"3i8 yoo^o H 
n D$II
 fD«pa*nyB nyn* a^e? 5y'B w ou 
n PK ^B^p-SipDio PK ,y tDnjn^s Dnai8 
PK b"po*n>nya PB, ^ ymonK JIB ofignp 
DU PK D^n^ypjn
 #yiD^ jjn»5nyB \V:VP pa 
.|jnJit}6rDD"3iK ya'Dyo^ yayn 
pn** vy nyo"i3 m y5yt>nyD^ KTK PK 
->yn
 #ya^p^33iK inaytno nyo'K i n jyj'Bya 
PK yboaiy H tyonyjmif o»nya \w\ ya 
-oy fya^n w/a» ,iy«i«Hya yooiyiw n 
PK DywMi n .i«nav 18 PK jyoy tt wpi 
.p*5p i*?u£p t^ K i"no m a i ^ V i 
miBMM ^D8 yD85pnyD"ai« - am 
&3yn nn^ K p« OD«D nn^ n \yz^m ,\vz 
j n n * « D'D D'JB 5»K D*3B l y ^ ' c r Vt i^ K 
Pi "1 pa fy"iyi^D pK Di^Ni's*:sr; 
jyn«5 PB ppHnr ya^nyvaiK n •«£ ;-::•--
?aay^yaann [yaifn nvD a^-,s ' i j ^ 
VBBoyp ytjBij H naya D38"ioy3 ;yc ;yr. 
Dijii ,PIBD8P pK iyn"? iv D^PC"-; n ;-K 
i y n IOT ,om8 ry?»m Tjn:ypin yoin;w 
,i8"i3 jyoniya 8 iv D3"ianj;i D"PD?'-I-;-; 
*m Dyn pK yasoyp ytyn E>a8noy3 ;n ;;*•• 
i n D*nya iyj"t -lyt^ais H y r^vv. D*D ; r 
y?yo'38 lyjniyj iv n« 'a« iyiy&npy&'ui 
18T ,oy^8 DIJT pamoya iya urn JSDDJH 
yvjsa H H DI^I ,5>yB"nv uny1 oyi-^r.njs 
m iyau y^^ a — oy« &D8?P iyD"3*Hi 
fc
^B "ln^ K PK ^nyoB'BnK — (yjyayi ;•:;»:: 
>yp^o^ pip 1KB D'j pn i«-! ojm i:v\jn 
^na nnyo y5you« i*a nsa p« ta^rainrs 
pK oma nsa p'l oy i^ ^BDSP un iu
 rD"n 
! D80 Ifflf PK Kilo in^ ^ '^" 's 
* ** * 
ynynij H pa p»nt3D PTDTU oyi iyayii 
-IJ? pa nya^ BK' PK nyayn yaya^srun pn 
pa typmx 18 jya'aya iyry? -iyi asm .c:jn 
|ytyn PK ,nnt ip .K ^waiKO's "vt^ ui 
^yoB'aif y5"n 8 8^B ^T i n U>MI va .TJ»« 
nipt mai»> oxn pa tti»«nya ">- ""«;r 
tjanjyya Djyovy^ i n D^ n Dtpi p""c=c";? 
nip pa t*K
 #ro« pnwi pa D^ a^ s n 
*D«n yasaa^K 18 jynya pnw ::s^ ^ 
&"an8 H inK t'K ya^T n *»a I>*BK .O"3^* 
fcV?TBiM *^ W?n nywi PK prnmya W"083 
Urtwfi yojnv *i p« : •flWWMnt cjn re 
-"K njn pa Brwpun wnoyi |yfwi rir "K 
Qjn PK ijjnram **«wp PK *PS TWO 
y^a p^ noya D"an8 1 PK ^ nn D'>'- IW"1 
.freoan y^ y^ vyBD i jn i j y^yan n ^ f^ np 
oip pK#DByroa 8 0MW1 Ww pfl i i ' ^ - ^ 
»183DDVP D'O ?ypn38B SDMT3 P* W* 
njnaypio iw nyonanain o^ o PK pa t * 
jaia»eny y^a 8 " ^ ^K DIP ,nw»rt 
nyp-Hjii wyoniM D*T*J njn 8 
oo |*D»I I P* ,5w»r"rurD3'n i j n D<D 
P? iv^rn lytwyo yaJvnj TO ,MVIITD W K 
n lyoftnruw PD Q»D*D o n prima 
.tPDyjya p"i»o 
po |»MU«D H WOW TOW ?yt>Dpya pM 
oipy^ PK nw"an«o'D yDJBpyn TJTOU 
. w * w y3nn0 V"iyt3i« po 
iy3«D ^n ijfSvt oy m lycyio \vp ,pa »Diya 
jysnm ojni w w y^xpij^ » pm ,y5*s 
>"ncrmt oyi lyaya jwcayiiaip DIX prvftra 
trvw Dip .yiroipyrpy J n y j w n i y i no 
IWim 5»r iyo ?« ,DPBD oyi a*: 1*2$ i t p 
n is D3«D .H pDyatvwK praipi mio 
.yoDgya ^siyaycn 
B^yatro D1: iyn*jn yajyn w a y H TW 
OJPB Bayrijr«Trn JIB DTB K 
-HE B»3 ta j^n 7939B,"3iya3iK n t9 , P M na*o 
is um"3ig i n > OttIP i y n » tjnyoysiya o v s 
,8'Oiu t9a ,"i7079 n " 3 J * U I B 7ri9x *0Mia 
- *P3K319 n I * I * I I B > 7*'B T V a ^ o C«T P K 
.011319 c : ( j ' x 
-»7p 8 na " | n * o^n tfWV* P» 90 78?9? 
op ,19UP njn p « 1*011319 n |ia 7"no oy: 
,07093 y3"7p *ai3"K ?M73 170191 T * iy3iBya 
i n api»*ai*Dan9 01711 190 NpaP 9 iyn P K 
i"? p w i y lyp
 #B"pa»nj;nB \m n»c SBW 9 
M 171971*6 n o pR l y j n p B»3 391m 17139 
•pi ppiiu j?y«B Ttt |jra?un 1BB171 p n .BIKE:? 
-IX 17011319 H 1*0191 nam i«w .i9'3i» i*i 
n t in ,1*070179391x93 777'a pa 077007337091 
ZM7; D7ec:pj:i . O M U i n? ! P K B»panMi* 
-7711 ,119170 u r m a | t l pe7»n n B'D 091 , T K 
- M O B njnr»Bpm t in 1*3*3*31*3111 t« P K 172 
PK 173911 ix p n T73*o oy e*n ,001391311 
,HP:P you K 979B92 
,C?«?97 "11X BX71 -|tT ty3»Bya «B38"I<}D P * 
7H?K7 DipDjriB >1 |1M 14 7«p$7 iyHJCpnj7p H 
T O VW Btjn oy D^il p m : » « iyaDj?n- opi .y2 
-tK»nnwy i j n pit onpanysjrt n t»« ,B2»oyj 
ai'naysjKhyaiH BTW . « I " 3 a»ij?n DJ? 0911 DID 
-:K pip P K j i f e n r w 1«a T K 2 ^ n I W J 1S 
»i CKII i v t pa'ttHK H .wvw B13 t f t n t i j n 
-=Tipc H pe j a n u u v a n ^ n TO TIK
 #a7npB 
ipjHJjminn a un^n M I .OI^EKP P K IP=KD 
E:y»niiK-Dp«i3 ny i j rn I^K
 #B;ptrn3nirDjr3Ti2 
-"nyaaiK i j n t « ^ "S IP 'HJ 1» B I D u ream 
"KOBinpD H 1J»1J3 rTaBBtC BiK 1^07^11 ,7K;KBr 
,tjnnta«r^ ix DI^ BJJP PK np= 
I»BU3J1 ttW'tjn BBK Biy i l 7Wh»3«0 PK 
*
M
- ^ K sr7«pt<nn t i « mpBKinpD:«p H t *»» i« 
-C'-Kts«D pK lJBDi7«ilBDKn3iK t y W " » J^TB 
: - ? H ir3Kn 7 n ^ j n own ojn r« i« tIK ,1?B 
pari ,c:*!3ii in BJi-nrtrya aia tyBiipa'BmEir 
•eiiKi pnu « i xm j j D7eii cjr tu ,1^39 I I K 
w n i ijny»73B»o H tywnw t?=KO is B:KP7= 
MK ?K^Wnn jm3 iK 1J?T31K T»
 #7U3K»H3^jrB3»K 
^ • » , »» t IK
 r lK 'XKM3Rn«. JT7jrilBDH3iK t» 
"3P3 1PH13 •WnjJW B?« "DTi7» ' tKB 7jmD'D T3T 
i»na 7j»oiD isy m*t MI ,nyo«n* H iya 
W W ,!Ki»»?i393n9 3W»093»py 19 ,DP3(J»3P 
B'^a BSKO , n w > tffsi'yajnaTU DIX wjm«i anTBy 
•K9 (JtK TK ,p3jn niK J3ti7|«iXKB BIX W l DT» 
^ T 1 B37KMH 7K3Krn3iyB3iK 1Jf»31K Ml ,'D17 
.iyB«B7i»ri y«» tyaaps MI« e^1 
"M]WD"11 1?si7'E ,cy"fi 77K"^t'K l y - : - ; 
T31K Barns' ,7«;9B'i*:siyE3iK ipt : iK p t eajn 
: cyi:;'a7?c 
njTT>»3eaiK D7« ,1*3*11 ipio vw? n - i n 
0211*3 v* =«n ,CB"EC nwoyn-Tyo'D n IKB 
nyi ps iyDynyE3»K n P K eiyatr yi;ra7KB n 
P 3 ,97»Be2 ;yi?3yp
 r«B3K1KB ; 7|j:«P":iyE3'K 
,an^2DBit ;«i»ne
 r»D*a»oaip P K pp7«c ;pi»« 
n m P K jtya'P^D
 #a»(jiEri pn ^lai imiBapi 
•afjra ix lynya v^ayo T O ngB PM cy M I B » H 
.a:rip7pa Dyn;y3?Kc V K =«" ,17E;K 
'«? TU rl&aujUDnM 1»M 3K/I »EV; 'D: 'D )»K 
"yia n ,98 7BpK7 P K iy:(jcpiK?p IT ,^3 7»p 
m x ya»x3i'K H .BTTiauanB E U ua« i ,o"»jrc 
"DCEOUP an^c i j n »t a?nyc cy D911 ,T<K »'i
 = I 0 
IX iP3jra» ix ly^spa « E:»O 0(jn E " ? ; ' E C : 7 
•mnpo n ,86 7Kp(j7 .;»cyc7y;yi lyaaia'O ? : " T 
yiyi>l P B B3yj(jia pjra»i7p K tMTa iya<n pyrKc 
0911 ,» 'K a n P K an7i»
 ( : n t > . v ? l y a ' c i * 
T'K . i ? i n a tjan? nyaccsiMpc 7n«x 7E=yia H 
apuyya 07911 7838B'"3'IJ;E:»K n 1*11 ,1539 3M7J 
M 07911 ,p"iyt^:K;iK*iyMiB K »cy:*c;»c ^ 3 
•ya 0911
 r;y»nB n P E pwin 1*1 E«E Eiypy: 
-»38an9 yanjo 'K H - M K ,W:V l y i ix 1^3:97 
BU iEy3»C3'B v* jyoi:y3 p*oy;78 P K .;y"iu 
T i n t * 1 ' I K iffoiMi ciyrcya n p« ^svMa^an* 
nyii? DTW31JW 7JME nnyt " t lyaKJi 19*31' i y i 
•ya«7 
*9Qpi87p t iE BnpDVjn 91*795 PC b 7 79P97 
i x W3397JQ i j r B " 3 t 9 »79 P K , t y c r s P K 173 
»»iix M I i n y o E*3 i ya^9 i 31137=9" . l9 ,3i» i j n 
i p i i T tya79nixBMK I J B Z " 7 » t T I K ,T jm*r 
"IPF391P * 5in»B?33"K T I K 1739H "T .19131' 
T H .Eia iny r B " 3 1 8 c p r y u . oysD ' c - s ' i ya j s 
D1J»ri3iB PK 01J7EBP
 #C13rp"BBlMpO H 173*3 
i n 17011319 H . B i n 139319 o ' 3 T79 193 173"? 
-*a 07911 P l 7 i n 3 9 a i r i 7 , i i a 9 T9 ,17=9 W«T= 
-31K H 171M139319 «
 #E"319 7BU 19^0 837P 
H 19 T I K 17P3jn " I .17B , f3l9 7B1Mi^319 
179T79B H TIB 17a397l7B 791 7939»M317B3iK 
,CB370»138 "B9B' 1 t l97p # Bl711BT:p7Bl390 
T K 2KH ,B1K1B71 T« 9 5 79P«7 3113*31173 
B*3"7p 9 PB en7B9^3 79P9'' " l y i »» iJ3*-E7a 
-B197P H . H ' l B PK 17B"319 n P» B37X91B 
p K 11»BP9 153" ! » * « *3iXa»K n 1*3" ! 1*390 
t9 t y in *o79 P K B I K 7 " 0 B * » T » 7 H .1901* T J I 
I * » M . !9 '3 i» 171 PB p* i i 9 l y n y t w 1 T W W 
7 nypnjjn oayc 
lis !W:U"D H lypnw oayoiiB DH"5 PK 
yarns i j n pwi i oiyino pit onjnr* y5y*B 
TJ«I» oyn i«n PK ,Kt^ B8P~iyB y" j 8 PB 
|yaru»vi jnywiK w n onyaoayya nyna 
: npmpti ynaftflfp *i PK 
-n$v i p'i «run 5wipr"jWM'« *% 
>8a*B«*nyojiK H .owaya-p'noD no P"iy5 
,DBBBnynyp ya*ftyi*iitMinyD "inyo 8 PK 
. H jyojjpi HufKn^avo^M n inn PK 
IfOftflVTD PK W W J DTftBn Dp'niDD 
•m ,DDIKIIW iJBmyD pi« po myaoyo D?8 
n wpi p« B$n Tno "iyr;iK DP^IDD 5y*o 
PD D'3 TD jyD"11 DJ"H .jyDOtfP pP"10D 
-IV38T yn>u 
•MB "tfya iruyaD D$KM0 n iD 'n H „ 
TIB ivno " t p« ,DP"-IDD yjya^K yiy"? 
tD?Kp^ ynyu« pc DP'*IOD *j iy0fcnD*w 
" t lyoovp tvovny T8 ,o8o5njn ojn D*O 
\*iy»no IV DP"1DD n 
Tt nync nj»iB IMP >V yjKna i j n TIB 
nyi D*& aannwiy nyaJ85 p*t pK lyjjjDiyi 
>w»B"wytM'K H 3MK
 f tow"nytu<K 
'tf> n Dipi "tfya Dtp bomaov |W o$n 
Dvn v n r i jpntrocaf ima jya$n D?»P 
ny D$M nriw n fB i *8 ,DiyctMyya Tf*iB 
H B*D BJBpya /lyoyipyo fcpif? D?8 ,PK 
-ya tipfawm n iya*n ,5KJ*e>"nyBJ'K 
,B» MTB DIJ$B H D^nyjyoya nyp'K yws8 
* .iyiiva -Tfcyo TO »'B oy MI 
ny iyp *v : Dajnayj Bn DTK jyaijn T O 
D$n 5K3»ir»3iywic *i 3MK ,pw»rjy T» 
•uyrvK jynyt)B> iv oanya ovy* pa fim 
n &*n »* -iyt$ ,5KP$* 8 po o^aiK jbJjhi 
n iv ba^BB nrp« e5*my 5Ka$B>"riywK 
yooKya trrivwvn *i tya$n v^ pit ,D58P85 
$"i i inM |ya»»an 8 jyayayaoMns nyo*K 
yiaya^D n oasoya ^ n a D«n *imjn 
jjipiyoya 
-ytpy 5«nyjy^n H ) ?W3«M^^yor8 H 
w«n Ha tsi^ n (DJKmyiuvp n p« yiPDip 
! D U ^V W D^MPV^ H D*O D5in:8nya 
lyaipaiye t"iuy&t*x tyayn D^KPV? ya38o 
yiyin D3^ oy5a8jnyB nxn^ pi8»^ nip 
-ain nyo^ K una PK •qijn p« jyoa^BB 
DinrnyaiM .?BIK lyooya o n *HK jyoipya 
y^Kpv^ i^n i t8 ,tyaifn jyan pn D « jyo no 
pn oaxnya nyo^ K IW ^ip iyj»T KHpan 
"oyo y^jnt3"K w aivya PM yo^WQ jny^t 
nw ,r85fi jyoMU « lyonyj-iyc ND-£NP--;-2 
oy Dipt lyo'^ya t>^ ^ 3 ^ t jyp
 D D r y : - ; 
iy . imw ivrmpj o^pa^pini -.yt p« -s': 
yoo^D^ya p^ p b»a y«r»B njn iy3'K L-S-: 
•ira iy tD^n iUHPayiuwp nyn "a p« ,;;*;•••: 
iy"i^ "I8D ]yDJyDUl8 H MI OM5 t2?y-;,s-: 
MOia IDI^I DH^K ( fulf i l cyoD^ D y^; » \v:y: 
t w x iyayaDMi8 pa :vv* vvv*v -• 
^aySyDWjnynaix iyv:8a pM »*J r\x jya 
onyr DfDnif&MM y^8iD:yo |»p p» w s n j 
ODD |yo MI »*'D»Ji(aw yj"Dya?8 P*P ,^-; - : 
•arm D'a am lya^ovy1 ojn ^MK iyp ,rs-
nyoj'K H ,T^K 3a««o pn .ijnyn tnn»syj 
M PK lltfD'Q H tVDipya J»T p#*:r ?x;s$:r*; 
jytDBHB'D v^ H pa piyayaoMiK ^ p*; rtjs? 
n jjnyii DpmyaoMK "t pu Djm jftt-r ;*K 
y?8 8^D a*tsa'n pn D$M 'D'Siffi y3"ay3?8 
.oav*ar y>»pip 
n t8 ,aaw"D "iyT ^MK t'K 'PDD^-I^!? .12 
7nifv n finyDya-iyD 5*T inrayiuvp POCPP: 
iroipyrpy ftnfayrn "iyr;iK pa njny^;o'o 
?Kny:ycn Dyom^8o n DIJI PK -".N»2 
-VJ pa pM iy^r ijnjp^ao'o V:K$: . - ; 
-tD^ o DB y^n « n» nnyo D«jn pi|p r; .p^r 
l^^ a^vB fiK JKJi^unytM^K n ps unsrSj 
•oyDn»'8D n lyaiyn iv T W « I er*? 
* * * 
•yipyo "iyt> 8^ IVT , n y n s .2 wns 
n PB y^^B Mija piinrw #1 ^w»5 pa "»y» 
H T8
 #33i:"D i j n T*K pK tKCjyr:^ ytsopy; 
yajjm D^D ,D"W>MMI ly'noK ps y:»~2 
jya^ODyrya lyciKT T» B W pwayna* '" 
n PK KD^Bsp^ys y»a 8 ps y3K"f2 ,-t»'« 
-omen yjynipyjBMK n T^ K yax-.s yoMia 
oi*w y^ 8Pv? »^"« pRpnisi y38^ 2 » w ^ 
•DMiBTi IIB yaK-:B H nya^ K .P"^' >'a P* 
iv Dwyjiv nyns ia*nB m« o»n IKCP" 
T O iya5yn ^yp'DiK fy^y'vyBo -8 fya*'""' 
lyoDpya 8 PK jypm ?ya'aanyfi D'O iv^'r 
jyayii PK lypiipi e:ytDn83 DH"? pfi ~v— 
1J"-IB T31K D38^  8D^B8P y^B PB JO*r» " 
33W"D [ya^yr nyn DJ"n taijn "iy DJJT , i y« 
-ipBWfaDMW yaKiB ixn mini ^r oifn TP " 
irovyJ DJH nypiip^ oawiw B * ^ P* tvr 
opmya T O fyaipi W Dyayaa^^ yc c r 
l ypnyn tsayons: on«b n jn 6 
iu c;$oy? tWW ?yo5*n WW ytepitf 
" .;y;iy? D3?PW |If»5*N riyUK H P35W1 
* * * 
r T i i r n u o^o u r n m w a m w PK 
23 ?KP«? PB 1V0V1PVD , ' P D 0 8 " t 3 8 
TO ;w«#n , w w o-iyp"o tnMPD pis1 va 
;«K ca r? VDyiVDJ^ITDBMn PM TK jyjlBya 
•- is<
 ropan ny pn ^^aiiPDMpwt^vriw 
lyiona n IVB«^ i inn IMBWUVP yoopya 
-prn iy»a i y i w tya^vpnooa^K tysya PK 
-D;^v»T^«riif H T I K I P iroipytpy ^Kiya 
.linn'DWD'IH 0"3"18 
$i |yj"T aair'B D'VDosins .is 18a 
. w a i K 30,000 p»$K piip i*a nyo>na pn 
-» n .oyoym tyaso oyn "2 panwypya 
vno cyn pK Djf»n»« n pn irwi&irOD"3 
D$M ijn^aiM * i PK yoay^sy inyr jyj^r 
pn iynyosr w b nyi p« oa'OBycys |»*n 
pa -.yny^ao'o o*o raniPXfP "lyanayocrya 
»3 oresytyya v w |OT"l yaJyn 23 5KP$5 
DV i»n "lyeyt? pn |yp"3i8 ma ,oyoyn 
.DOVIpD 0380ya ^IK nWll 
$tf» i n *nm w w taym'nmm n 
"Ktfnwroiirui inyc wno IV jyonyanywiK 
n iya»mwiM m m oyn T in PK ,o"a*i« 
•rani / r n o Dim pn tyaauanyrDo^-is 
tyBxw o n iv Tnta oyn jyannanK Dayoo 
.DJ"n onyot? -pno onnpo n IKH 
•ya TtK-T* WFi wiwyiuip yoopya n 
•" [ySoyo ix 'pooBms , I B oa$T iyroayr 
PK 23 5KP»J \ywm ya«"iD jKtppHDme>n 
-co y*y*E .nyp^D oo>ni on«5 25 58Ptf> 
y:"K pn lyD^aiR w * w r v a PB njny^a 
i r n ,DDTIPD anayaso ,"iynflp yaSyn PK 
n&m DiyiitrDpyDiJKD n ,ooo"n PK oyo 
v i pa yJintwip n nyoaiK pn T 9 V M 3 
*vamv n PK ynyay^p n PK ya>yn ,u»» 
W H lya^KD'iK no j K ^ B ^ j w r K H j n 
i"« rn ,njK DTno H ty?"nw"K [IK 0380 
""« H AVIHV o^j. [yo'Miv oyn 5»t ^8B 
*£"K nnyo fypayt? ^ I K no J w ^ ^ j n y o 
PK nyD«ai8 H jyin^Bai^ iv o^posTpnyo 
•"3^8 yonn^83'iiro,a h DIK , D n o w n 
w n w D*J jy^r onyoc jnyjy5>p n po iyo 
JTHR* w PK pn*n» n 
Poopya H »218 fln tsan ^PDDITI38 .no 
ftnyeyiryt » po W K I D ' H oyn iKraynaifp 
H |yn . i^n 8 o;yo 20 t*a jyiyn wiyn 
ayn jya^o>n l y i ^p 8 «IMK i y ^ i oiyaoyo 
•?yn PK ya8^ y^rvjs^e n linyii oiy>p"iy 
o:"n Tt I^'sya oa^jv y^Kp^ y iy" t ya 
n jyjyn ,Pi^ujo lyoiyajy^ya 8 lis ^82 PK 
T'K oy t8 iyo\3tr:^K oniya njnjnJao^o 
•^ 811 « ojyo 20 rniwt iv » i n8E noiyii 
•p^noo o'o -iyan |»M K' jy5*i "? DIK D I H 
-D'cyjya 
-;^K H iyn t8 i*m oa^t ~\\nv1> nS»na 
po pnyoJsinyB n pn oyn >»«$e>":VD 
8 jyaipo Dpn-iDD H jy5yn .D'eyaya'p^noo 
-yn nyo"3i8 PK oyo83 .iyop8i83 pyoya 
inyo o^o p"ioo 8 iyoa8noya I8i \v$ 
o^Bi^ya-p^noo pe in^ca^K nyn -ooiiy 
>auvr* tnvbm H tK anaynona ;y38o oyn 
oenn oyoyn ,iytr:yo "I^B 8 lya'ocy^ya $w 
nyB fy:yp ny»*t p« [nyorya J$? o^pa^nyfi 
i y n PK PK "iy3yaoo"3"i8 o*o iy?-i;8n 
]y:vv jySyii iytr:yo n .DP^IOD fjnn^c |jyp 
PK PK i5»83 ^KJ^c^aiyoa^K n [yoynoiya 
jycnsT jyJyii |yamB"p*noD IKII D I ^ j j ny 
lyt^ayo n jyjyn T ^ W .iwrn jyoi^Bva 
iyno8"iy3 |ycn8T i n iy?yn "? ,p^8 pn o^; 
.Diyo^c^ y?Kp8^ H o^o 
jyayn yaKiQ n oinnya oyn iinw'? r\c 
-lvomw tyoeyip ps ajvuyimyfi vyow* n 
on"? oyn j y o s n j w v ye^TK "nv |yaya 
i j ' n c .OD8B y ,s; * i PK "lypi^n oayoisa 
OEnco"V p^ K iia TK ;; i ; , ,o i m t*K "iy"iv^ 
^8^ DBnco"V p'K n PK jyr*cry ?^' 
-:'K Djn pt i^o;yayn fjnyn lysyayaom* 
t>Ka^t?":iyo:'K oyi ps .D'E8 JKJV^^JVD 
•>8 !8 o^ o% lyj^triy aaio^v n D?»II D'E8 
0*0 OJ"rt Ml OKDB'JK iy0P8183 Dyj"DW 
vw\m 8 nijB tn5a o^yoc D»II nyoP8i«a 8 
- « I P181 n: pn raw "iyp^opiK^p n 
pn lyonyryc iv ai:y: anaani T ^ ' O K : \V: 
-»> yaf-yr n nysK JK^B prenu « ano^v 
-"iyo3*K n PB ryo^n [yo^njyay^yaiK y^ KP 
-PK ryi^nya o38")3ya lyawonTK ^to^v-a 
lIDip tyro$; n PK oy^a n win *3*5 *^« 
nyianyasK rs po [yay^ ojn ly^yoenfc o>; 
8 T ^ tya^n oyn iya8t m iia j m yo 
-lJB»,a^yD:,K yoma 8 |IE ixny^ao'o >"no 





6 typisn nqnarmi tf*r*b njn 
W»W Dip IJK*IV?P pn P»IDD nyn i n D>VU nnyr -pno * otyM DMP - • -
•oya njn ?« ,iyrxj"K t m r WD# 8 jyny? \vwm im"BnyD:iK fyreya pic |y- ;y? 
n typsn iv D*KP*? n "3 T W my1 p? PK .lyo'Mi* « PK nyo^-m i jyno ;••« 
o n oanycya ?y*D Dip jyDDip P"IDD nyD"3n« i:yTMtriny* i n * sirs ifi-ry 
>M^B"':nyDrK H jyii Dip PK ,P"IDD nyo Juya lyreya DMW PK DMW ;y* ;p 
in** DKnya P"IDD PD D"* njn Tin D?¥U i* "T T^yo iya«o 5>$T Dip D«ruy-y*r 
P"IDD pc yijy n D?$H i*n ,*tfya yjya^K
 A .i#"~:nr£ 
ziyoys ^D K iyiiio * n ly^ yos? nnn TK oa$r i jny^ i n s 
yo«n n TK MU«B i j n PK ^mv^ ."ID yosyo yoM-u p*p nip D'J DSKPIP yen; 
•J ID"* n wJyn ,yv»Dtri?yj *IKD yonoMK /uon PK ny OMMwenmr^ D o^ T*«: •_— 
yoriDMK n Dip , w n » o "iw> jysBD jya "D'D 5,000 iv Dteptf ""IT D$I ,ny o:*i 
|«M lie .vS iw n«na lyoMiya 8 iv qua |»*n n m JPDTO* jyjyp nyoya poftw injrfji 
onyp^noD n >«n ,DiiyDnDMK n i w u o ' n PK e^ipnan J n w a n * T ^ t w ) —'-
Dm Tin yv^Dtf-tfya tyD'a* lyoipyn ' " rarer* nm PK PK m«ij3 D3««vn i n 
PD ,nra yny"T \vntf>* D^nynyn \n D*II D>KPI0 n NPD t»«n iy:yp Dip MI (:•«;$:;• 
- " IDO H Dip ermemoK D^njnjnJK iyn P* ntwftena 15,000 pc -pmiena DIP 
n PD I D « I?>DK PK oyoip n tyii onyp 4RHPVS #8 ;v;": 
D*ia n Dma MI jyo"n nyo"m« yjyr'K n *#B W i a w o DiynjpS .is DMS 
•3»b n -lyoKo jn:yDBoyp n jy»nw T^ K mW> w u *ii jyo^Dcya iKrunuifp y*oc:v; 
-»v n PK i^ncya PK yonoMK n ^ m TTib PK \m PK
 fp»t ly^^r D^^V r$r 
nyjyo yanyajin H jyo^yn no jyo TK ,jy33io *w * i ?y^ *T JKT ,-iyo^mK, inyo *r- \w 
oaifjc ijnj^p ypJKiP PK yD3«DBnyD n PK PD >«TO pman DVI D I 5 ijnwi D>«HD 
PK nyp"ioD n HDID PD nyoanK nnyo i n PD ijyaya Djn DM? i n ^ ^ m « - j r i 
•«J y?"M K ^ J TK ,jy?n^ D oyoya n DSKD ' ' r^Ko njn PK ?KD nyn PK oy MI ,O-KCC 
nyDiik \niO i n fy^yn iyb"3"iK n PK m no "UBW TO oyos IKH ,Iw,-^, iwa 
TK33U"D *ijn onm.PK UWP5 .no .JJOW Pfl I t w ) -W*W>« P'l V» o*"? » ^ « 
•n?ya n pn ?»T p»5» Jw^^nyDJ^K n .(?yoD';*r^ 
K PK pny>"novfin5w n PK p w S p n " i " D J^ I^D poipi PI*^ w pn >r 
- w r w M ' K n jyn bJ ipn mi PK ,P"IDD pn D^XIK v r f f n u t n ^ r m PD y^ :«-2 
irnPUD op'noD J»5jm ,PHD DIP u m 5io a'Djyp tyoDpiBDi? DK T'K oy MI
 rTno 2;*" 
Dim mp^aiB piv PK E^ DKDyoD'D \mv\\ ~*v& n fw \vs*r\ TO n» ,9 ?«P5jr r» 
Dipi yD"l«D BTK'l^ K PK [KT |FWH ^M ?yo I'D »5*t DTIKM .^ KIBB' PK D"n:Vii"r 
&tB0i* rw« ryajins Diyp^iDo n Dyn P« v^jy^KD'K PD D5KP*5 rm^n D ;^ ST-N 
.jyiBK' -" lye* DTipo ,onKD"nyBif piif^ p w r w 
D'D iy:»DBnyDl"K T^ K TWP5 W^IB tWWHMO PK D1jn"3t? ,DiyDinB ,D"1K2 
-yayen-iyn po i^>HjyD^pjmyDvy? njn DU >w*^*n»3'K n PK I W op«" 
KD'BKpnye fl Dip /roup ivoipyTpy >»n PK ? n»nyjw3»n« jya^xw «3 >uja 0 " " 
PK , w i K Diyb 8 vm jjnyn Dnyaynya ^ T "WW ^Kiyayen n PK TIWP f g y 1 " 
-D^ D K ^T n^D-p'^DD K l»«5pW3* D^K -»5Wn*D H JUW P"»KD«? BQ tWBpiVP'' 
D^yjys'p^nDD iv oa»D3jny3 pu i n •OhSa V ? ^ " * I D ? i jn^vnow m D^KPV? y:v; 
njynJDBHwa o>n »DMW» DM* PK ny txn^o ,-» I » D3MDMK nyi nyoaiK TB ,D3y3n ">-
y>iD n»D t a w n D D ow pJWtfW oyn PK "»? *i lyD^vi ,p»WMnj»W WMpnr 
J9IMVD DpyT »n^a N 153»%VKJ xnnaK *i P« " ^ ' 
ny3Kopi»5p n ty*¥» 'itK MI ,yamD n . ^Wt t^ t wrww pfi tyry 
-nyB Djyo 8 iy?r»w PI*1 ' W PD D^KPI^ J ->jni »IMK OPUB Tyawi i nyo"iw vn 
IIKI>3 WMftfvi nrr IY ojyo 5 PK *D*B*P -ya T*K D*yory33» i n oip -my1? A t>: 
nnv^ .in DnyDDinyD ,om oayo 15 no -JIK IV KD B^KpnyB |W 8 PD v^"115 n D^ 
-yj m*T Din ys^oaysyii n Dip
 #Djn D>D -?*^P SwpPWIOWl ">' 
•typ-iBii saporo on** nyi 4 
TOW TOJN IPS 
ui}"now ya^ayo *i DM? .DWJI ' J^KP^? ,iwaw"o lyaajhawayssn* 5y*v am D*D 
;1D DM13 H »M? i'K ,D"3-|K T8B DJH pB *y3 JV3V3 "UTH* Vfi »D3JW«1K PK 30Bn»B 
,»«Bv»a DW ?Tno pit iwnsiM ?n$v n ixnjm tfruwiPD IVDIKT O$V> jyans rem 
tjiMPD p« PUfSH n r i mv 1890 nnir p« "lyarx W J W ps twwjma*p yoopy: H **a 
-wis Dipftft) lywa T»K p i * ' w p* -mo -"R re nrarnvi r* TO tya«n A u y ^ j 
-V3 1VD"13 pK TK WWJHW |yD D$H DIT'3 V3ttm
 fP"Mp V3 pM [VKWt) W93*PM 53*3 
-upturn ,iyo"3iK 7,500 ?p! IWBP3 P"i*r D"an« H pK S"PIWK tya^ Dyno 8 fycnyj 
\vyzvi ,rwoVBV in«* vvagm D*D ,D3"n vtyn *a PK ,DJipav yfcp** MVT^K no 
V? o^ 8n nyD"ai8 5n$x n pR ,45,000 i»t ,afl3"0 iy"T ^ 3 ,0*11 Day-icya:* ,iyswyo 
.imyoinnyD lysnayotrya p« .tvnoiwMM ijrvano *fnn fiwaynaip n 
iw^n vo J*m TK ,pn Dtp tt*ns ,pa ps w w o H $ I VO i»a^ a y>*nnri 
y?8 "1 WHO onKD'nye^ 15,000 8 D3»n y-iyiaix PD »m pa .Diyo'Btf yoaspya M YI 
jyajjn T D 5*MI n« #5KP*J l"« P« p*t prom yoopy; n p« .D5>KP#> yoDy-,3 
Tin " I prop DarpW iw DWWD 15,000 nya*« TO ptfjni lypi^ii D:yoi83 Djrn^S 
nm n pn 5*t o$n 3MK ?*8P$5 p*K PR pn .ynyiJK pa puwna n praya 
K imp w typ Jnrv4 w n a Da»r ,W»T * * * 
No«iBn*ranKnR ixn tie 0?KP*S mi c»"v *Dy:rn
 #nyny»5 D M * O I ; » I D 
'::K M\ PK irijhSabna 30,000 lyn^n jyjyn ^ pK p^p grr^nro n Ps iyrny:y-
p'K D"i^  nrana t?Mi Unn*B I«T pAm " t t i n n TK Mu*na nyn PH jipji* onyp^o 
.^ yo^n p« D$3 tsjni iKtraynaijp yoopya n "a |yamo~t»Mn 
,iyiy^ . IB Da^ r ,ww »Snp*5 8 pm m a pa yaKio n ,D:yoEr-iy ,p>r iysi8T 
«y p ^ n D n^ *unyftD'& 3,000 u Da^ "i3 -^ 5. lyp^opi^P va'Dxy n lie o»ru n l » 
p« iyp i^3v n ya j^ni I^D 5nijv n D3»T yamc n
 lpan>»m ,I^K P-IIT W P« D?KP 
•D'O 3,000 n D^ D .jyai^t D"pa^pnMi ixn v^ 8D'B»pnys yD-iyoyia-iys PH y^a 8 ?:D 
•.ya* DMP fl*m iv D^a npar 8 PK njny'5a j^f j i* ^^r^a^oa^K n 
8,000 i r i * 5,000 wav ySKPif? n ervn j s n r n n m iyn PM D«n -uny? i m s 
U? 8t8 pw D?yD^ i n 15,000 ^3 njn*
 n x n i M n w Dn,K D,0 I W n vg ya i^m 
-1 .D»»ms« yvasas I»B n w y?8P - jy3,1K n ny3K # | M i n c w, r,„ w w < 0 
PR 5»'DW iya»t I U W KTK PK unySao'D -aM1 nynyojna no i» D?8n »i« yoaipnyi 
•"» I»D8?p n I^ K jjny^BnyB iv pK 5n»v .0"P3*D 
OT pw jayp «t PK ,jya8D "» wpi D"a
 p K D^KP^ VD,n3 n TV)yi1 3n;rtyi 
V H DQ8BnyBnyp yxasa 8 pnw \Wttm
 v n B T T DVn (PntJ^ V : p« r n o PI»5P ^ n 
.nmy*S»np y?8 no Dnararnai n BTOMI - „ 3 D^K 9 ^ p ^ PlMK ^ y o c w a * ny-i»%5 
li^yiaa lyo^aiK iyaKpnyo« yvasa n owy^yi nny ya^yn yaKnc n .5y*6P 
"2 l^ar ifiwtfi \"p jypMi iv DU o«#n »ni*i DMI3 MI : w n TK iy?yDc T I «nrr 
•pa W T D lya^n o^yeywa 8T8 .10,000 -3«$
 0» jy^yp is DIM ,pn i^:v y5np»5 8 
.lysKt? Dayp- po umraarm nn D*O jnyaaif tyocyo 
'!< ,OM« DD^P a w o o'njny'5 OD iva » w y^ KPV? 8 no ? |ya«aDM*i ynn*« 
W^* i |yp jyo ov» p n w ^ t n»io 8 Ml -"a-iK yajny'^ nye y^ -8 iyo»>ra"H firm 
': x; pip &) -Bt p,M n j j - ^ ^«-|8T j „ K w DP -,nK ^ , ; v p*n pn -^c 2jn pc nyo 
"
rvr DMK DDP8M ^8B i jn jy« ,T8t yv »m »M« jy28c v^ c^DPRit nnw Wi 
2 nppnmi Vtyonm or*? nyn 
, i ¥w PTMHOWI^P ntf&i&ftsa ,4 ?*py9 
,D'a-iyo8o PK im"5 5>y'D ma nrt* PK 
\VS>W / w i n 8 PD imijiwa ovnoya peny 
/imp nip 8 lyaipo onoya oyn ppJI' n 
*PH0P n i p ^ 8 3 H T8 ,!yD*n IV PK OWP 
o*o t5"m8 nn .w ponya v i nftni w w 
mp'ttSw omtoW H iy38D pic noio nnyo 
nyo»3nK n .nyoayo ftpw jyoia 8 n8D 
- I *D nnyo pn iv lynyr v i * ovy* m n m 
-*O'?*B nyn pn ojyj ' frorK nnyo ,rD3u 
-*n O^OD pa yyyty) H ,D"pr»yno nyK' 
PK ,Mipn»n w w a 8 iyD"aiK n v w iya 
yvyrya n otftl jyoni iv nana nnyr PK oy 
" i \VP \n Ml pK M 0380 |90 Ml',iyj"T 
n w«n bpm own o*n m HS ,jy38DDiK 
,|yoiJ DIV fynyii onynayyaoiK 5*? nyo"3n*j 
0*3 5*T ,013 PW PK 03"n 0*11 Dip |1K 
.lyositfs? DIV jynyn lyo'ayaoiK 
-jwcwwrtt^K nyiaiK PK 33n«w» H 
T n o y?8 18fi 0"P3*03M1 O'VU PD PK D"P 
•«l DJ*'J1' TnD H >"11
 #0"BD |1B DJ^'JI1 
-:>*B PK ,"oynip nyotnifBrntPw, oo iw 
P'p jjnyii jyoiaya ou * i fyaya ovy^ jyp *p5 
ronoya PK oy MI aana MTK mwp:$&n»n 
tynycoay PK D"p nyraiK nyn^K tirujiiya 
-18 H jyn t8 r T ^ » rasa PK . impm 
jy?yii ,ayn nyn jyo^n B»J ty^yn nyta"3 
ryrya nyn ?ynyuy o"&o JIB nysyavyrya H 
-tvHpinifpwow nyn* nyo"iifinifpj'M lyayn 
ynynaK.nyn* T O iynyno:y PK
 foyn*a nyo 
i j n PD jjn»J lyciKT nyoyBtr |y5jm oa*w 
j j n j ruy 
-"ID H no nyn ,0"ft"nB $m oy nyii 
Ijyo'n o^n 
yoio w w w n TO |yayn ,ov«wr: •-« 
jnyuiK PD v i bfeiipyao'iK PK »-•»« 
D*H I8T .|yo83*o «TI pQ D^v pK n^T 
ys^ajnonyjm n UIK IKD IPJ3«ctf;;« Vi 
lyoni iv "inK; «nv lyann HE a w ^ v 
0«PlnirP3»rnr« iyn PD n jy n ^ 
xnytJiK jy3*n Tftrantya m p« .p-: - ; -
n jyii jyajno P^K PK lyo^nya DIVICP-
yo^o*p n .iyoiPi*D 5$D8 pw oyii ; - -
fnyB03y iv oyu D8nya D J^ o*n i j ^ s ex 
-ya o*n -iyw T8 ,jya*r TU oay^ e -iy^r - r 
oni*p n T^ oiKii ny n« "jyenvo » c3»t 
iytn8T TO Dipi oy?8 PK pun BrVK » • 
.jyonKii PK ,i$no oxr 
-nxn OI*D pw T* D W i^o ,TWW 
lyrjiK .|yoipyri*D PK D,%P n IIK C-»" 
•pa^cna'K i n TK jyrnyaDMK o*n - y ^ 
tD^ DD nayJnyo !SK ^"i i ,5ya»j D'J TK ;«r 
iyi*iiya oosDiyD t'K ys^yn ,»& » J$- rx 
own lyoDKsr-.yenyp ya^yrs D*T ,19U8 J-K 
n8trtDya -iyi$) "Din*B-i*p:'Krt t:*: ;y:'" 
oasnaya o*: jyayp ( u n r a n njn "3 OTO 
D5>8 iinyii iv o^^noiiKya DIIIJP pK ;y"r-
o^ a T^ K oy nyii ma
 r0B8«nyBiyp yvasa» 
nysnyp KTK PD aai^ iasn nyi o*o unrwt 
lyaayna jyayp iv yt"iiy3 iya^ya no DBWT 
-nysiyp nyi ?ID ny^ao'O |ya^ va"K i n r 
"IIK 5118T 0"11*P n PK ,D11*P PK DD88T 
V I K iyoy?8 o'a "iyaK
 fy^nra«K n I P ^ O 
jnaynyr o»r»p ,%T ^«r 8 
#ny^^nyraiK pa nayo n pnqn t-K ENT 
aaico^DiyD n o*n BtDKor Bmifrr- pn 
Tj^ma^K DJH Dt^ ^yaD'iK PK [yoiaya;^  
-D*P H jy^n*vy3 Dyo«3 n injyo'vi ,mr 
. I K ^ T 700 TIP 18 rD^p i p w :v= 
"Vpnun wye-iBa awb iyi 2 
pa«n I'D im tVgUMUM* pmno u r u » 
D-; TF3( I'D IV3^H ,|yay«UflMM P»100 DVT 
-;IN ry^nwn iv y'V8»U8 n iftunvuwM 
i'i« n P* iTWSMMa yop'tnyD jnyt 
:$; ijrnpw D^nsya |W«i >"irn 112 y&"5 
-s;$c ny*fl pnvniav iw IWMI "i *ii wn 
•» o$n BTivvri nm MI *pa MTK |iw ,jyo 
VJS7P H IVO Wpn ,?"BT1 PD "11* H D"1D 
• -pnw T I * w p « r i » " I T ynpnjK n pa 
i y # W : I M DWM ? D U m n P K .jyaMvya 
-JtE : " IK^ I 125 18B >'3 8 TJ1K DP'tT pK 
'- -^ pM 1M>lp 75 DVD"P > m VDVV> H 
-y; TD 3MK |1M ,1M>lp 50 > " « n pD "11* 
c p FVD"D D U iv oyi i ,DU nrvM |pfrnp 
fyajwnya'M pawn T O ! i i p p i w m j ' M 
n p y n iron 5»t ya^yu j w e w p 8 1* D"p H 
•?8 ayn PD jyanipBMM |1M ny *> nviJ8 18 
^T« oyn yo'Dip n . iMftp 300 n fyo 
n lyn^ iye Biffi M pa ,D"3i8ya ;:»? 
PK 181 I«P (IK /lM^lp 300 n "18E3 DD'Dyi 
I V D " I I iy3"5>p MI p$nD iv jyayJaya tou 
Diyaoyo yiyuiK ,oia jynya P K IKT | « K 
its i n »mn ?ya$n T8 ,iyj8Dtnys jyssn 
-$n nyanjrr PM ,Dia D U P K MPpagenrM 
, : W I $ D jyaJyii I J W T K iyDuya:$ " t |ya 
-pawmi'M DJH ? t pD lysiDMif iM ma fav 
yotuMp y*u 8 Dytt f ' i fM fyaipi T O .IKE? 
i p iv jyowya *p* jyaifn T O p« ,10 pa 
•uyosn* V D jya^n yaeny *oip . D " 3 1 8 
100 nyanK MBU pauaifp i j n " 3 tvntfyj 
p« D*nya T O iy3$n i n? ip I $ B 8 ,*IM5IP 
•y: UIK D$n nyonynjin fyv:83 8
 # ' iwt jnt5 
pria'M H p«
 fny>3D'D 8 i jnyu iM p r v t f 
• m nyn )IB ?va«npya v o iya§n n £ i p 250 
|y3yaynya*« rvsi^n ^ ,D JIK ,5w»cunyD 
.n D8o^o .no , W i # jyo'na ayn iv D^P H 
. I K ^ T 500 i8D ,Dy^n 
i y ^ J nyi o^n
 #D"P n jn jyamyiMi ie 
"3'K i y i T'K 3313"D p n ^ J TK
 rt32lfTW MW 
p« iy:8!D oyn ny pM ,5ya*? D U w w ^ n 
i w p a ^ i m ^ n iyv:83 oyn anSenip) 8 DIIJJP 
ii'tuya T O fya^n 5 " i n j n j n n i m v f i w 
P2 ,iy3^'V8TU83iv v$s iv onyoy^ \vw 
wfyjm ,wmw 113 lys^n T O yaJyii 
« n« .DiynoyD ynyraiK jysyjivpyns n^ya 
c ^ u r - r n o H pa D"Pa*mynDia n P38i 
w ip i ya^yn ,Dycij3jn3 a;n nyD"3n8 |w f 
DscyD;$p„ HE jyanaiyB ay i IKE i jnipiyj 
iUf DEcyo ;^ p£j j j iD"nya n ) . "DI I IJP HIJ 
#oy3>yT8 i^no "y-t$ jyjift i y i ; D : ^ D omifp 
•nyfi lyav i DDm*p nyn^ yvytya n DIJH 
yvyrya n DD»O f y j ^ c D U iyn pM ,]vo$2 
•y^ PK a'D3yo:iK inyionic D D I I I P H p« 
I'D D$T ,D3tfTW U1K D^H i y ^ 5 W?J1M 
?yinD n ?"r,
 rjypjner D U u p ^pt [ y ^ r 
ny3oyiivj PK) i8i-py?y "8E iyoipn^D Dmi 
T ' ivo ?M1 D^v -iyn pa MI MTK pK (1909 
"un pc oyn
 f iyo^anK D^D |yD*nj"K D U 
•imyii D U "IIJJ >y"TD 
"py^y n |yvi:0MK [yjyp iv T5T»»H DIK 
•y^jD^D yon'DDyiK xnyuiK iyDD;u iv IKC 
l ^n j ^na inyr iyD?8nya ^M i 1 ^ iyn^n
 run 
n ,"T PK ^ y c ' D ^ v s yc,D8":P^ayT n iv 
D'Ml Ml DVUyJDMK tJlK |y3^n D;yK"D^lJB 
iyj3iD"V yau^K i'K .oaypya p n y i >M 
D$n j ^ u v iyr: iK r« lyayntry: « i povn 
"8iPi?oyT nyi po iyo8" , i :8P n bi*DVirM 
. " D I S S nye^o 
nyi PK
 fiyoipy3nifB r'K ^y"-;D H 
•DM"8 PB iyD^nyapn'.v T ^ o«jn LHn«rn 
:yo i i j s 8 -iu j j n ^ e w yj""!?83 8 iy3y; 
"DM1K ^MD"1K pU i y Dl^ n \HVW5ll ^ J 
lya^n lyD^niK » m H ps " i i v .jyayaya 
,? n t rn *D»D iyT PN D8;yc opyr iv ;yoipy2 
n y D U I M K ?:IK |yo Difn ry'58 p*p pK 
PK pyii» i y m "ijnjhJao'O n pM
 fo3M^ 
iv jyouya nyD»n I M jyaip T D ,5"r tn 
,08nya D U I ' D jyaijn irya v*? .D"3n« i n 
po "ny iyE^p-DE^n 8 Djnj^-uya T » o«*n 
"KC IV DIM ,1l#0,D?83 P« "yD,,2"K |Hy"UM 
•pj(ft?nrK jyvaw DJH lya^e iv i?ya jyE 
p lK?m 500 DHitfnyB D^n T y ^ iy-; .jKr 
MEya ;yo D^n ^ y i 300 rya cijn Dt*ny: 
tyouyaiv D r^r ^y pK i y ^ > rxnya^'3 8 fy: 
y ? " i n y i ,D"p H tyD"E iv n t f i p 300 ,-: 
#D38oy33^ TW& jy^^yr e n O*D ryo D$n 
,oni*p PH DQWi oyn iy Dipi D^P nyiy' TK 
-O^ *B PK PK I K ^ T 25 \v1nr\wm "iy 5i$r 
D^n ny*^ nyn jyii .nK^in 10 .lyr^DD 
tyo Dvn
 rD^E iyDM-13 D P IV o"iaya T» 
8 oysy n82 D^Doyi8 D ^ 3 w * " i ny i 
ny3"K T'K D"P iy " t PK ,083 pn ?y3^D 
D«rt oy*8 o r i .O"»»P P« m»nya jyayaya 
-»n TO PK ,iyD8:«?D TTB "lyanK onynya 
tttjnnio nye3' 1912 ,Vtr\W 
,*i|e»B*ia pn nysBepupp m m w ill ytioyp n ijc«« ytngeotn -77=7-; **=
 Vl 
jynyp .1 mi ,; , 
ijnjp?»n3 ynyuiK OTDMHB o*n jyp 
y5»y*B DTDoriu SPW tD^ n BO J $ D jjny 
PK DOTM y?« |yj"t nyByt? n >»W , jnoync 
-D'IK nyD^ns HBD PK ,oiifw no nytMyo 
nmw PK jnyaiv^aiya lyByc H JT»"DW 
anjyaifn ,pnitf ojyow , m * v n p*n 
""itso yon^ DDXriB JIB oy6"p J U V K *pt IBB 
H jyp ny TB ,oyoip n tnjtfpiy &*n ,oiyp 
T K nyn J«« ,jyBirDrya D*J myp'noD 
Dy TB ,HDIf1UV3DnM MTB PK |lfB?pJlf*n 
iv ,emiFPn | *NB ,on'K nBB DHtt BDIP 
-pyiiB "t PK eft»np B PK yo"? 1 jyonyj 
•j'H nyn 5"ii /nyoyoyo njn *PIK IVJIPD 
DjPanyo ny TB ,ijnw *UB PK m&p:$vn 
. . ! lyay? iv o w n e o *i DIB>B 
-oyiB *i iy«f5>y33B &** nn*5 Pnif*ri 
**ym itfB v» I»*n wn ay^iv PK ,y»TD 
-ya pw jyaijri T O .nyoyn oJnwa nyo 
D$n jyo WH "lyfiye* n tynyr'siate wn 
w n o o y a 
u r t v u i n TO3 t)"v yx-np n w B 
JHJB3 B "I*D<D5B3 PK IWIWM* |wm 
I»«l lyoipya . W T J H B tro DyetDBaypD 
?pi »n jyatfrn ovyrw PK ,p-ur w pa **t 
•lyanipi ny3BDpiB?p iroi •»*«» B PK ynBia 
n oayayaya \n^n tycayo jnyraiK jjm 
TK T* DnyocnyB. ,-iyrnm I'tyo oaypo 
m ?'»'o ofi'ifnya'K ,|yoip#n*B PK oyey 
1'IBD jyttfBnyj ?|*t D n^ lys^yii ,-iyj»r 
D'aojmra.Tjmn po DKoftm B D?B 
DTDDXHB "VQhfttra jnyuiK pe **n !»«? 
anwwm. ijn pm ,1909 %«QP* ;•« 
,onypB5Bi* ^ T a$n I ^ I D -yT;".t< p« ?»-JOC 
IB mrunan DunirDPWUBo - 7:^ 
-oyo iv Dpynvya o$n ytfyn jyr^rDfci 
IB tTWVy w -jv,K p K ; I J^ V « ;- JJM; - r 
jnytaysB? (Vos^v iv yD*cij?-i«<*-""^ *:"« 
IfW PK TJ1K "2 .D J^QIpD PK 3?"*O0 
•mKMW>. w»3"K arm D?»SBI •;:« ;;•;••: 
TB ,ljmvya povn "i ri« nyftsop? "riips's 
-a"K O'j ?KP*5 nyT;iK I^D r^c ;*'? - ^ 
"VDB nyn o*o p*noo on iv?cvr -.v ;rnr; 
jyj^D TID lyijuya D $ 2 iy"i;* - ; , - ;T"K' : 
lyaya 3 $ PK .HJUV ijn 0^ 2 D;pr":tt 11 
.jyo?Bn DJPD^B oyi oy^ v TB "r-^:„ 
•I^^v pa nyco:y iyn uaw PK rs- ;;-
-"K'DI^DB oyo^a n pa Dannjns TS ap 
-D^D n y " t pa ly^c i»a D^ D IPOBPS .;vr 
IB "IBB Mymp n PK ojnaniya T- ,*rar>i 
tyoyunyD T:IK $W ivrim
 r\t$vpwvriV* 
-j'K DJH D»n njB^Kn D*enfin w 
-j'K \vvi PK .lyaWJODMnK ;K?p;ifrr: 
jny^r PK DW*"B» n PK ;s-'^;sr:" 
nanmi iipto iv prupun utwns -:•"= 
pirwo osn oaypya cwpi Dip: ,**i v:^*' 
jyaifn T O TB jyoipyaovK v» rv .;i*:"" 
m DIKC n iv iwaaynw inw ='«-;': 2': 
tynynjn i»*n DyDij3 nxn:» '" '**• 
tnipi yoeny n p w p w ?P p r ' 
oxnayiiya T^K T^ "T B 0 * 1 riwr^13^ '* 
-ya TW P«T l»«P " r i1K ' , t f ? , s ^r8 ^ 
! vmrt mtm PK MnCTWP i* - ' : r* 
orsp wye TPP 
lycDJjno 8 DM"IK D*a "IITK nyr'K .1 
••yrja IV28J." ^ t -lyaoyo nyn ts ajioss D^ 
PH -.yaoye » jyowip 6 MI w a r n D*J jy? 
.DD y^ooyos p« o n p« ijyny»B>ou 
iysD:yi» « D*n» »»a in1* iyit .2 
pi? PM WW o'lynoyn nvi -iy:rK oa^nsr 
ojn TW ,wi5xrD:ypB nyonyn n *pa WH 
.iyo$; (cnyoynpyo) T»«W P« oi&ri 
iysw |"! pn*ms> lyaoyo nyi 5$r .3 
•:y3"vy3 oyn *n* *pi* IIM *p3 DIH |"t p« 
nyoDJjno iyT no wia nyn *inM DI» jjto 
.T«P 
DD^H TyBWjnb « ?$ t^ oyj in1* Tyi"« .4 
"tjj pi? iwne» lynoyo iyD-inyEDjyio cyi 
Danmyww p>? D*D oy n ^ i u m |w iy° 
.nyDOjyiD I'BMK 
DU iyDo:y"io K ft oony: VPH jjni .5 
|IK ftoiran oy"j 8 D ^ S nynoyo tan 
pi *n« DBoybD-om pu> *prro »'J DBySp 
.5W3 tyttfyosypy: (y&Js 
opmya pit fcxyry: PK iy j i^ i nyiyn 
nynoyna nyn pw 
no 
DDjnfi fBW? 
Fur n .oncD orwao 49-51 
Tel.. 171SM730 Ft.nklin 
.jyo^ v ] y ^ ^ jnyfippyc-teptf Dgn I Vfi 
VOBI* i^ fcn ^ : s pw -irrw o«n 
-r« nyuiM pa tya«> I 'CD 3«B 
ny*H DMD p« npin towe^nyo 
?oxnpyjo*w T W lyc^u 
IVDM$B V1* Dl*"i I'D itfOT ,0^ 3MK 
pno oDi*n nn*K D$U Dtf^ tf .jyp'Bnv 
lys^pnyD PK 
.oruxp jytrenpraio 100 
— pna jyD"iw t$ VD pra^-TW 
tya«5 I'tro i^a jyoMB p« ONE N 
•WK jyu ,cpru$i jyDgj ly^N p« 
.DTi«p 50 OB'ipnyB 
p*p .o-nsp 10 *#: 5"vmn orns? 
•ly^yj D*; imn DEIST DMKIIJB "tfya 
DVi8p 10 H DfinpiVB ojjn in1* fyn 
I^J DJj«>nyB n« $2.50 iv IJIK OP^C 
DlfH VPN P3 Mt« P« 0T18P 10 
] 00 .o-nsp 100 "iyitj 50 0D>ipiyD 
~^KP^ n« oyiis j n w ",i',',« i« 
.nyoynpyo 
M *iyn3 ly^x DToyms 
JOHN A. DYCHE 
32 Union Square NEW YORK CITY 
SecreUuiefl of Local Unions an- ro-
i|urvicil to note tha t from J a n . IK 
t h e pr ice of cons t i tu t ion hookrt have 
been raised '2 cents a copy. These 
a r e now 10 cents a copy ins tead of 
H cents . 
• 1 9 1 2 , f i y o 
* j ..BO a r m * 51-49 .Dint pwwrt 
